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2 Summary
The immune system has evolved to defend our body against invading pathogens.
Cytokines are small secreted molecules, which are used by the immune system for
communication among the different cellular components and are crucial for
orchestration of an effective immune response The family of interleukin (IL)-1
cytokines comprises 11 members, which fulfill manifold functions during
inflammation and infection. Among them, IL-1 and IL-36 cytokines share striking
similarities in their signaling pathways. Nevertheless, while for IL-1 cytokines a
contribution to antimicrobial host defense is well established, the role of IL-36
cytokines in host defense against pathogens remains poorly characterized.
Candida (C.) albicans is a dimorphic and opportunistic fungal pathogen, which can
cause infections ranging from mild superficial infections to life-threatening systemic
infections, with immunosuppression being a major risk factor for candidiasis. In the
work presented in this thesis, the role of IL-36 and IL-1 cytokines in systemic
candidiasis in mice was investigated.
The results show a crucial role for IL-36 cytokines in innate antifungal immune
responses since the absence of IL-36 receptor (IL-36R) in mice (Il36r-/-) resulted in
increased disease severity early after infection with C. albicans. This was manifested
by increased body weight loss and elevated fungal burden in kidney and brain from
day 3 post infection on. Interestingly, the well-established antifungal defense
mechanisms including pro-inflammatory cytokine production and neutrophil
recruitment and neutrophil-mediated fungal killing were not defective in Il36r-/- mice.
However, the increased fungal burden in the kidney of Il36r-/- mice was associated
with decreased numbers of MHCII+ CD11bhigh monocyte-derived dendritic cells
(moDCs), whereas the recruitment of inflammatory Ly-6C+ monocytes was even
enhanced. The drastic decrease in the ratio of moDCs to Ly-6C+ monocytes in kidney
and brain indicates a defect in monocyte-to-moDCs-transition under IL-36R-deficient
conditions, or in moDC survival. By means of depletion experiments, CCR2expressing cells, including monocytes and moDCs, were proven to exhibit protective
capacity in systemic C. albicans infection. Moreover, criss-cross bone marrow
chimera experiments demonstrated that IL-36 cytokines exerted their function
predominantly through the action on non-hematopoietic irradiation-resistant cells of
5
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the tissue. In line with this, adoptive transfer of WT bone marrow monocytes showed
that expression of Il36r by monocytes was not sufficient to confer efficient generation
of moDCs in Il36r-deficient hosts.
Notably, also IL-1R signaling was of major importance for control of systemic fungal
infection. Similarly to IL-36R, IL-1R was not required for a functional neutrophil
response, but was crucial for moDC accumulation in infected organs. Furthermore,
also IL-1 cytokines were protective by triggering a response of non-hematopoietic
tissue cells. Characterization of renal tissue cell subsets identified endothelial cells as
most likely recipients of IL-36 and IL-1 cytokine signals. Collectively, our data reveal
the importance of the two IL-1 family members IL-1 and IL-36 for the control of
systemic fungal infection by induction of protective responses in cells of the nonhematopoietic compartment. In contrast to IL-1- and IL-36-mediated antifungal
immunity, CARD9-dependent protection against fungal infection was exclusively
conferred by hematopoietic cells.
In a side project, the role of IL-36 cytokines during differentiation of T helper subsets
was studies. The experiments showed that IL-36R agonist strongly promote Th17
differentiation, while Th2 development was severely impaired in the presence of
IL-36. Furthermore, an IL-36 reporter cell line has been established that sensitively
detects IL-36R signals and reports them as eGFP signal. In addition, by the fusion of
the extracellular domain of IL-36R with the Fc part of the human IgG1 molecule, a
soluble IL-36 receptor (sIL 36R) was generated.
Overall, the data presented in this thesis provide new insights into the role of IL-36
cytokines during innate and adaptive immune processes and show significant parallels
between IL-36 and IL-1 cytokines in their protective role against fungal infections.
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3 Zusammenfassung
Das Immunsystem hat sich als komplexes, vielschichtiges System entwickelt, um den
Körper vor angreifenden Krankheitserregern zu schützen. Die Kommunikation
zwischen den einzelnen zellulären Komponenten des Immunsystems ist essentiell für
eine effektive und schützende Immunantwort. Zytokine sind kleine Moleküle, die von
Immunzellen für genau diesen Zweck der Kommunikation sekretiert werden. Die
Familie der Interleukin (IL)-1 Zytokine beinhaltet 11 Mitglieder, die vielfältige
Funktionen in der Abwehr von Krankheitserregern und in Entzündungsreaktionen
haben. IL-1 Zytokine und IL-36 Zytokine sind Teil der IL-1 Familie und weisen
bemerkenswert viele Ähnlichkeiten in ihren Signalwegen auf. Während die
Mitwirkung der IL-1 Zytokine an der Abwehrreaktion gegen Pathogene bereits gut
studiert und anerkannt ist, ist die Rolle der IL-36 Zytokine in diesem Zusammenhang
weitaus weniger verstanden.
Candida (C.) albicans ist ein dimorphes und opportunistisches Pilzpathogen,
das beim Menschen Infektionen variierenden Schweregrads auslösen kann – von
milder oberflächlicher Hautinfektionen bis zur lebensbedrohlichen systemischen
Infektion, wobei Immunsuppression der größte Risikofaktor für Candida-Infektionen
beim Menschen ist. In der vorgelegten Arbeit wurde die Rolle der IL-36 Zytokine und
der IL-1 Zytokine während der systemischen C. albicans Infektion im Mausmodell
untersucht.
Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass IL-36 Zytokine eine wichtige Rolle für die
Pilzabwehr in der Phase der angeborenen Immunantwort spielen, da in der
Abwesenheit des IL-36-Rezeptors (IL-36R) in genetisch modifizierten Mäusen
(Il36r-/-) der Schweregrad der Erkrankung stark erhöht war. Dies zeigte sich in
erhöhtem Gewichtsverlust so wie in erhöhten Pilztitern in der Niere und dem Gehirn
ab Tag 3 nach der Infektion. Interessanterweise waren wichtige angeborene
Abwehrmechanismen wie die Produktion entzündungsfördernder Zytokine sowie die
Rekrutierung neutrophiler Granulozyten und das Abtöten von Candida durch eben
diese in Il36r-/- Mäusen nicht beeinträchtigt. Der erhöhte Candida-Titer in der Niere
war jedoch mit einer verminderten Anzahl von MHCII+ CD11bhigh dendritischen
Zellen

monozytischen

Ursprungs

(moDC)

verbunden,

wohingegen

die

inflammatorischen Ly-6C+ Monozyten vermehrt rekrutiert wurden. Der starke
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Rückgang der moDCs im Verhältnis zu den Ly-6C+ Monozyten in der Niere und dem
Gehirn weist darauf hin, dass ein Defekt in der Differenzierung der moDCs aus den
Monozyten in der Abwesenheit vom IL-36R vorliegt. Mittels DepletionsExperimenten, konnte eine schützende Wirkung von CCR2-exprimierenden Zellen moDCs und Monozyten einschließend – in systemischer C. albicans-Infektion
nachgewiesen werden. Darüber hinaus zeigten Experimente mit Criss-CrossKnochenmarks-Chimären, dass IL-36 Zytokine ihre Funktion vorwiegend durch die
Wirkung auf nicht-hämatopoetische bestrahlungsresistente Zellen des Gewebes
ausübten. In Übereinstimmung damit zeigte der adoptive Zelltransfer von Monozyten
aus dem Knochenmark, dass die Expression von Il36r durch Monozyten nicht
ausreichend war, um ihre Reifung zu moDCs in Il36r-defizienten Wirten zu
gewähren.
Bemerkenswerterweise war auch der IL-1R-Signalweg von großer Bedeutung
für das in Schach halten der systemischen Pilzinfektion. Ähnlich wie der IL-36R war
der IL-1R für eine intakte Neutrophilen-Antwort nicht erforderlich, aber für die
Anreicherung von moDCs in infizierten Organen entscheidend. Darüber hinaus waren
auch die IL-1 Zytokine schützend, indem sie eine Antwort von nichthämatopoetischen
Nierengewebszellen

Gewebezellen
ergab,

dass

auslösten.
die

Die

Endothelzellen

Charakterisierung

von

die

wahrscheinlichsten

Empfänger von IL-36- und IL-1-Zytokinsignalen darstellen.

Zusammenfassend

zeigen heben unsere Daten die Bedeutung der beiden IL-1-Familienmitglieder IL-1
und IL-36 für die Bekämpfung von systemischer Pilzinfektion hervor. Beide
induzieren eine von schützende Antworten in Zellen des nicht-hämatopoetischen
Kompartiments. Im Gegensatz zur IL-1- und IL-36-vermittelten Immunität wurde der
CARD9-abhängige Schutz gegen Pilzinfektion ausschließlich durch hämatopoetische
Zellen verliehen.
In einem Nebenprojekt wurde die Rolle von IL-36-Zytokinen während der
Differenzierung von T-Helferzellen untersucht. Die Experimente zeigten, dass
IL-36R-Agonisten die Th17-Differenzierung stark fördert, während die Th2Entwicklung in Gegenwart von IL-36 stark beeinträchtigt war. Darüber hinaus wurde
eine IL-36-Reporterzelllinie etabliert, die IL-36R Signale hochsensitiv erkennt und als
eGFP-Signal anzeigt. Außerdem wurde durch die Fusion der extrazellulären Domäne
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des IL-36R mit dem Fc-Teil eines humanen IgG1-Moleküls ein löslicher IL-36
Rezeptor (sIL-36R) hergestellt.
Insgesamt liefern die in dieser Arbeit vorgestellten Daten neue Einblicke in die
Rolle von IL-36-Zytokinen für die Prozesse der angeborenen und der adaptiven
Immunantwort und zeigen erhebliche Parallelen zwischen IL-36 und IL-1 Zytokinen
in ihrer schützenden Rolle gegen Pilzinfektionen.
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4 General Introduction
4.1 The immune system
Because of the exposure to the environment our body continuously encounters
pathogens, such as viruses, bacteria and fungi. The immune system has evolved to
protect us from potential pathogen invasion and to eliminate those microbes that have
successfully infested. Immunologists categorize the immune system into two arms,
the innate immune system and the adaptive immune system. The categorization is
based on the time course of the mounted immune response as well as on the
participating cells and mediators. As the first line of defense against pathogens, the
body’s surface lining tissues, skin and mucosal epithelium, build a physical and
chemical barrier around the organism. Once this barrier is breached and pathogens
invade the host, the cells of the innate immune system come into play. Innate immune
responses occur rapidly upon exposure to an infectious organism. Within hours,
granulocytes, macrophages and dendritic cells (DCs) are activated and conduct their
protective function. These cells use pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) to sense
pathogen associated molecular patterns (PAMPs), structures that are common to many
pathogens and evolutionarily conserved. Cytokines, such as interleukins (IL) and
chemokines, are small, secreted molecules, which are used by the immune system for
communication between cells. Blood-circulating monocytes and granulocytes are
attracted by chemokines to the site of infection. There, monocytes differentiate into
effector cells termed macrophages. Macrophages and neutrophils ingest microbes by
phagocytosis, after which they kill their target by producing degradative enzymes and
toxic chemicals such as reactive oxygen species (ROS) and reactive nitrogen species
(RNS). A subtype of macrophages, tissue-resident macrophages, populates tissues
during embryonic development and can as well contribute to the defense against
pathogens. Its main function, however, is the maintenance of tissue homeostasis and
tissue repair after inflammation or injury. In addition to macrophages and neutrophils,
also DCs display a phagocytic phenotype. However, they are specialized in
processing and presenting antigens to T lymphocytes, thereby building an important
interface between innate und adaptive immune system. Natural killer (NK) cells,
which are part of the group of innate lymphoid cells (ILCs), kill virus-infected cells
11
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and some tumour cells by release of cytotoxic granules. Their effector status depends
on the balance between activating and inhibitory surface receptors. Other ILC
subtypes, that were only very recently described, are thought to contribute to immune
defence as rapid cytokine producers.
The formation of an immunological memory is the hallmark of the adaptive
immune system. It allows a faster and more intense response to a second exposure to
the same pathogen. During the primary infection, the adaptive immune response
develops slowly due to the time-consuming clonal expansion of pathogen-specific
adaptive immune cells, T cells and B cells, which occur only in low frequencies prior
to infection. The activation of T cells occurs via antigen presenting cells (APC) that
present antigens as peptides in the context of major histocompatibility complex class I
(MHCI) or MHCII molecules to CD8 T cells or to CD4 T cells, respectively. T cells
recognize the MHC:peptide complex via the T cell receptor (TCR) on their surface. In
the course of an adaptive immune response, naive T cells differentiate into effector
cells and long-lived memory cells. CD4 effector T cells, also termed T helper (Th)
cells, secrete phagocyte-activating cytokines and provide help for B cell activation.
CD8 T effector cells, also termed cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL), can directly kill
virus-infected cells by means of cytotoxins. Depending on the pathogen, the pattern of
activated PRRs is translated by DCs into a particular cytokine milieu, which shapes
the differentiation of CD4 T cells into different helper subsets: Th1, Th2, Th17 and
regulatory T cells (Treg). Th1 cells produce mainly interferon (IFN) γ and express the
transcription factor T-bet. They play a key role in the defence against intracellular
bacteria and some viruses. Th2 cells are IL-4- and IL-5-producers and emerge under
the control of the transcription factor GATA-3. Th2 responses are essential for
clearance of extracellular parasites. Th17 cells are characterized by the cytokines
IL-17 and IL-22 and the RORγt transcription factor. Th17 cells are involved in the
immune response to extracellular bacteria and to fungi. In contrast to T effector cell
types, T regulatory cells (Tregs) display an inhibitory phenotype and are responsible
for the control of exacerbated immune responses.
Upon recognition of their cognate antigen via the B cell receptor (BCR),
B cells differentiate into antibody-secreting plasma cells and B memory cells. The
protective effect of antibodies is based on the effects of neutralization and
opsonisation. These mechanisms prevent spreading of pathogens to other host cells
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and promote phagocytosis by cells of the innate immune system, respectively. In
addition, opsonising antibodies can activate the complement system. The components
of the complement system enhance opsonisation, support phagocyte recruitment by
chemotaxis and contribute to lysis of microbes.

4.2 The fungal pathogen Candida albicans
Eukaryotes of the kingdom fungi populate in manifold appearances very diverse
niches on our planet. Among the 600.000 fungal species only a small fraction of 0.1%
is pathogenic to humans1. Candida species are the second most prevalent cause of
fungal infection worldwide. They can cause infections at multiple sites of the human
body ranging from mild superficial infections of skin and nails, over mucosal
infections of oral and genital tracts, to severe life-threatening blood-stream infections
(termed disseminated, invasive or systemic candidiasis). With worldwide 400.000
new cases every year, Candida species are the fourth most common cause for
nosocomial (hospital-acquired) blood stream infections. Within the Candida genus,
C. albicans is the clearly dominating species causing infections in humans.
C. albicans is a opportunistic pathogen, meaning it populates gastrointestinal and
mucosal tissues of the majority of healthy individuals as a commensal without
causing symptoms. However, in certain groups of risk patients, C. albicans can turn
into a pathogen and cause the above-mentioned infections. The major risk factors for
systemic candidiasis are strong immune suppression, invasive clinical procedures and
attendance in intensive care units2,3. In human patients as well as in experimental
models of systemic candidiasis in mice, Candida spreads via the blood stream and
infests various internal organs. Fungal growth is manifested in kidneys of patients and
mice4,5 and leads to tissue destruction and ultimately renal failure6,7. Besides, also the
brain is a strongly affected organ during systemic Candida infection5,8-10.
C. albicans is a dimorphic fungus. This means that it is able to grow as spheric
unicellular budding yeast, also termed blastoconidia, and as tubular filamentous
hyphae. The switch between these two growth forms is considered as a major
virulence factor of C. albicans11. C. albicans uses its hyphal form for the active
penetration of host cells and tissue and the hyphal growth contributes largely to tissue
destruction1,12,13.
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Despite treatment with antifungal drugs, the mortality rate in systemic
candidiasis is relatively high, exceeding 45%2,14. Standard antifungal drugs as well as
most substances in the development pipeline of pharmaceutical companies act
fungicidal or fungistatic by inhibiting the synthesis of fungal cell wall components
(echinocandins and nikkomycins), disrupting the fungal cell membrane (azoles and
polyenes) or interfering with protein assembly (sordanins) or DNA and RNA
synthesis (flucytosine)2,15,16. However, treatment of systemic candidiasis with
antifungals is often accompanied by strong side effects and rarely effective. In
addition, the lack of specific and sensitive diagnostic tools for invasive fungal
infections contributes to the difficulties to treat patients at early stages of disease.
Vaccines against fungal infections are not available and clinical trials for such are
conducted very scarcely2,3,16.
To refine therapeutic strategies, a better understanding of the immune
response mechanisms is urgently needed. However, only a small basic research
community focuses currently on the characterization of anticandidial immunity2 using
mainly mouse models for systemic candidiasis5,17-19 and oral candidiasis20-23. But the
picture of the interplay of immune components is still far from complete.
New findings from basic research should help to improve a recently emerging
treatment strategy against disseminated fungal infection. Adjunctive immunotherapy
combines standard antifungal drugs with immunomodulatory agents and is thought to
be the only way to improve the outcome of invasive candidiasis3,24. Using standard
antifungal therapy in combination with recombinant IFNγ was shown to improve
immunological parameters in a proof-of-principle clinical trial25.

4.3 Immune response against Candida albicans
Recognition of Candida by the immune system
The components of the fungal cell wall are the most important PAMPs presented by
Candida and recognized by the PRRs of the immune system. The outer layer of the
Candida cell wall consists of mannan (mannosylated proteins). The inner cell wall
layer is composed of β-glucans and the lowest layer contains chitin26. Recognition of
Candida PAMPs by PPRs results in the induction of phagocytosis, initiates
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upregulation and expression of defensins, cytokines and chemokines and thus
activates and shapes the innate and adaptive immune responses3,24,26.
C-type lectin receptors (CLRs) are the most important class of PRRs for
Candida species. They recognize the carbohydrate structures of fungal cell wall.
These receptors are differentially expressed by macrophages, monocytes, neutrophils
and DCs27. Several CLRs, including dectin-2, mannose receptor (MR), galectin 3,
DC-SIGN, MINCLE and mannose binding lectin (MBL), recognize different mannan
structures. Dectin-1 is the most-well studied CLR. It recognizes β-glucans28 and
initiates signaling cascades involving either Syk29, PKCδ30 and CARD931 or RAF32
resulting in NFκB-mediated cytokine expression3,33. Although a polymorphism of
dectin-1 in human is not associated with susceptibility to systemic candidiasis (but to
recurrent vulvovaginal candidiasis and aspergillosis)34, a CARD9 loss-of-function
mutation renders patients susceptible to invasive candidiasis, particularly Candida
meningitis, but also to chronic mucocutaneous candidiasis (CMC)8,9. Thus, CARD9 is
the only molecule to date which links a genetic defect to systemic candidiasis in
humans35,36. Also mice lacking Card9 are extremely susceptible to systemic Candida
infection31 and, in accordance with the data from humans, even more susceptible than
dectin-1-knockout mice37. Consistently, Card9 is not only involved in the signaling
induced by dectin-1, but also of other PRRs recognizing fungi, such as Dectin-2 and
Mincle26.
Interestingly, PAMPs of the cell wall differ between hyphae and yeast forms
of Candida. In the non-dividing yeast and in the hyphal from, β-glucans are shielded
by the mannoproteins of the outer cell wall layer38. The escape from recognition by
dectin-1 in these growth states can be seen as an evasion mechanism from Candida.
β-glucans become only accessible for PRRs in bud scars38, which are revealed during
budding growth of yeasts and the process of hyphal transition, and in vivo on the
hyphae surface at late stages of systemic infection39. Thus, in potentially pathogenic
states of Candida, which are marked by high proliferation and destruction potential,
β-glucan exposure facilitates the initiation of an immune response by the host.
Besides CLRs, Toll-like receptors (TLRs) are another important class of PPRs
for of fungal pathogens. Mainly TLR2, TLR4 and TLR9 are involved in the
recognition of Candida. While TLR2 and TLR4 bind mannan-containing structures
on the surface40-42, the cytosolic TLR9 was shown to recognize fungal DNA43 and
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chitin44. The balance between pro-inflammatory signals induced by TLR445 and antiinflammatory signals induced by TLR245,46 and TLR944,47 is thought to play a decisive
role in the regulation of the immune response to Candida albicans24. Interestingly,
however, TLR2 and TLR4 are essential for an effective immune defense during
primary systemic infection48,49, whereas TLR9 is dispensable43,50, indicating
differential roles of these PRRs for the final outcome of the processes initiated by
them.
NOD-like receptors (NLRs), another class of PRRs, are involved in the
immune response to Candida mainly as components of the inflammasome. The wellcharacterized NLRP3 inflammasome is activated in a dectin-1-dependent manner by
Candida during hyphae formation, but not by a genetically-modified Candida strain
locked in the yeast phase51-54. Nlrp3 inflammasome activation, in turn, leads to the
production of bio-active IL-1β and IL-1855. By these varying immune responses to
different morphological forms of Candida the host allows tolerating commensal
Candida colonization and ensures a protective immune activation in case of
pathogenic invasion. Consistently, Nlrp3 is essential for host defense in systemic
Candida infection in mice51,53 and for the prevention of dissemination from the
primary oral infection site to other organs52.

Neutrophils
Neutrophils are acknowledged as the key cellular players in antifungal defense. The
importance of neutrophils is demonstrated by the extreme susceptibility of neutrophildepleted mice during systemic C. albicans infection56-59. Consistently, susceptible
phenotypes in murine fungal infection models are often linked to defects in neutrophil
recruitment to the site of infection23,60 or to defects in neutrophil function17,19,61,62. Also
in humans, neutropenia is a major risk factor for invasive fungal infections63,64. Their
essential role is attributed to a direct antifungal killing activity. Among phagocytic
myeloid cells, neutrophils are indeed the most potent killers of Candida albicans65-68.
Interestingly, neutrophils are needed within the first 24 to 48 hours to confer
resistance to systemic candidiasis56, whereas later neutrophil recruitment is
detrimental and leads to immunopathology69. Neutrophil attracting chemokines,
mainly CXCL1, CXCL2 and CXCL5, are responsible for the recruitment and
activation of neutrophils and can be produced by epithelial cells and tissue-resident
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macrophages24,70. But also proinflammatory cytokines, including IL-6 and TNF, seem
to be involved in the recruitment of neutrophils to the site of Candida infection60,71,72.
Neutrophils use different antimicrobial killing pathways, based on oxidative and nonoxidative mechanisms. Upon Candida ingestion, the assembly of the NADPH-oxidase
complex initiates the oxidative burst and leads to the production of candidacial
reactive oxygen species (ROS)73. Interestingly, although defects in ROS production
due to NADPH oxidase- or myeloperoxidase-deficiency renders neutrophils from
mice and humans ineffective in ex vivo Candida-killing74-77, chronic granulomatous
disease (CGD)-patients (with genetic defects leading to decreased NADPH-oxidase
function) or MPO-deficient patients are not particularly prone to Candida
infection78,79. This suggests that non-oxidative killing mechanisms can compensate in
the absence of ROS in vivo and ensure an effective antifungal defense.
Upon encounter of Candida, neutrophils can release neutrophil extracellular
traps (NETs)80, which are webs build of chromatin fibers and antimicrobial
proteins81,82. NETs ensnare, capture and kill Candida80 and are thought to be crucial
for killing of the hyphal Candida networks which are too large to be engulfed by
phagocytes. The major antifungal NET-component calprotectin (S100A8/S100A9heterodimer) was shown to play a role for host protection in vivo82. NET-formation is
a specialized from of cell death (NETosis), and therefore also a release mechanism for
the content of neutrophil’s granules, which contain a variety of antimicrobial factors
such as lysozyme, lactoferrin, defensins, serine proteases82,83.
Recently, it has been shown that neutrophils use different killing mechanisms
depending on the status of opsonization of Candida. Killing of opsonized Candida
was ROS-dependent, whereas killing of unopsonized Candida was not84.

Monocytes and macrophages
In an oversimplified view, monocytes circulating in the blood are attracted by
inflammatory signals to the site of infection, migrate into the tissue and differentiate
into macrophages. However, under inflammatory conditions, monocytes give rise to
other cell types whose parallel description using largely overlapping markers, but
distinct nomenclature has led to confusion. The terms TNF-iNOS-producing dendritic
cells (Tip-DCs)85, monocyte-derived dendritic cells (moDCs)86-88 and inflammatory
monocytes89 were used to describe CCR2-depending monocyte-derived cells
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expressing CD11b and Ly-6C in a combination with classical DC markers such as
CD11c and MHCII and macrophages markers such as F4/80 and CD64. Furthermore,
embryonically-derived, tissue-resident macrophages express similar surface markers.
And in several organs, including heart and skin, they get replaced in adulthood by
macrophages coming from bone marrow-derived monocytes90. This complexity
muddles the distinction between monocytes and macrophages in studies using
depletion-experiments or analyzing gene-deficient animals. Therefore, when
summarizing the literature concerning the contribution of these cells to host defense
against C. albicans I use the term “monocytes/macrophages” whenever no definitive
discrimination between these both can be made.
Early evidence for a critical involvement of monocytes/macrophages in the
anti-Candida immune response was obtained from a study with chlodronate
liposome-treated mice, which showed increased mortality and fungal burden91. Later,
by diphtheria toxin-induced depletion of CCR2-expressing cells in CCR2-DTR mice,
the time window of the protective effect of monocytes/macrophages was narrowed
down to the first 2 days of systemic infection92. Transfer of monocytes isolated from
bone marrow could increase the resistance to fungal outgrowth in kidney and brain
partially92. In vivo upon transfer, these bone marrow-derived monocytes upregulated
MHCII, CD11c and F4/8092, indicating the differentiation into a macrophage-like
phenotype. The increased susceptibility of CX3CR1-deficient mice was attributed to a
lack of renal tissue macrophages, which are the first immune cells to come into
contact with Candida in the kidney directly after intravenous challenge. They can
internalize yeast, encase hyphae and kill Candida93. Cx3cr1-/- mice had a diminished
number of the renal CD11b+ MHCII+ F4/80+ population throughout the infection93.
However, this CD11b+ MHCII+ F4/80+ population comprises tissue-resident as well
as bone marrow-derived infiltrating cells92-96 suggesting also a role of these recruited
myeloid cells for antifungal host defense.
The mechanism by which monocytes/macrophages are protective during
systemic candidiasis is not completely understood. Importantly, direct Candida killing
activity was shown for bone marrow monocytes92, peritoneal macrophages97, renal
tissue macrophage93 and human blood monocytes98.
Reactive nitrogen intermediates (RNIs) are antimicrobial molecules and are
thought to be involved in the killing process of phagocytes68. The inducible nitric
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oxide synthase (iNOS) is required in the pathway for generation of peroxynitrite
(ONOO-), an RNI with direct candidacial activity99, which is a product of iNOSderived nitric oxide (NO) and superoxide anion (O2-)100. iNOS is expressed by
monocytes/macrophages upon microbial stimulation85,101. However, data on the
contribution of iNOS to killing of fungi by monocytes/macrophages is contradictory.
Peritoneal macrophages with abrogated iNOS-activity showed impaired Candida
killing in vitro in some reports102,103, whereas others report that iNOS-deficiency does
not influence candidacial activity of peritoneal macrophages104 and bone-marrow
derived macrophages105, or killing of A. fumigatus by alveolar macrophages106. Also
the literature describing the role of iNOS in different fungal infection models in vivo
is rather inconclusive. Some studies show a protective role of iNOS during fungal
infections such as systemic candidiasis102, orogastric candidiasis103 and C. neoformans
infection107. In oral candidiasis, however, iNOS-deficient mice do not display an
increased susceptibility105.
Splenic monocytes were identified as a non-redundant source for IL-15, which
is critical for NK cell activation and subsequent activation of neutrophils by NK cellsecreted GM-CSF19. Via this mechanism, monocytes contribute indirectly also to the
killing activity of neutrophils.
Recently, the mechanism behind the capacity of monocytes to grant protection
in a secondary infection108,109 - a characteristic trait of immunological memory - was
unraveled110-112. The so-called “trained immunity” can be induced in monocytes by a
primary challenge with C. albicans-cell wall component β-glucan. This induces
epigenetic changes occurring during monocytes-to-macrophage transition leading to
an enhanced capacity of pro-inflammatory cytokine production of these cells in the
secondary infection110,111. Furthermore, in Candida-trained cells a shift of the
metabolic program from oxidative phosphorylation to aerobic glycolysis accounts for
their stronger inflammatory phenotype and this process is dependent on the dectin-1AKT-mTOR-HIF1α pathway112. Interestingly, in vivo Candida- or β-glucan-training
induced protection across species, it protected not only from Candida-reinfection, but
also from S. aureus108,112,113.
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Dendritic cells (DCs)
Dendritic cells are equipped with a variety of PRRs, including TLR2, TLR4, dectin-1,
dectin-2, DC-SIGN and mannose receptor, which allows them to recognize Candida
albicans27. DCs can ingest Candida via MR and DC-SIGN114,115 and subsequently kill
Candida, however less efficiently than macrophages and monocytes116.
The main function of DCs in antifungal immunity is the presentation of
processed fungal antigens to T cells, which builds an important bridge between the
innate and adaptive immune system. Upon encounter of Candida, DCs upregulate costimulatory molecules43,117 and produce proinflammatory cytokines including IL-12,
TNF, IL-23 and IFNβ43,117-120. DCs carry fungal antigens to the lymph node and prime
CD4 T cells121. Importantly, Candida morphology shapes the cytokine milieu
produced by DCs and thus influences the nature of T helper cell differentiation. In
response to yeast, DCs produce IL-12 and induce Th1 priming, while Candida hyphae
stimulate IL-4 but no IL-12 secretion, thus favoring Th2 priming122.

Innate lymphoid cells
NK cells are the best-studied cell type within the group of ILCs. However, for a long
time NK cells have not been in the focus of immunologists in the context of fungal
infections. Some early studies showed binding of NK cells to Candida germ tubes and
upregulation of the pro-inflammatory cytokines IFNγ, TNF and GM-CSF123,124. More
recently, even phagocytic capacity and direct perforin-dependent killing activity was
allocated to NK cells as well as the ability to boost the killing activity of
neutrophils125.
The results of NK cell depletion experiments are contradictory. While some
groups report that NK cell depletion did not increase susceptibility in systemic
candidiasis126,127, or even ameliorate survival110,127, another study observed increased
fungal burden in NK cell-depleted animals17. This study unraveled a mechanism by
which NK cell- derived GM-CSF was required for the priming of the candidacial
activity of neutrophils17.

Interestingly, the competence of NK cells to produce

GM-CSF is dependent on IL-17 signals during NK cell development17 as well as on
DC-derived IL-23 and monocyte-derived IL-15 during infection19,118.
The contribution of other ILCs to the immune response in Candida infection
has been studied only in a model for mucosal infection, but no studies have assigned
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any role to these cells during systemic candidiasis yet. In oropharyngeal candidiasis
(OPC), ILCs were described as the main and thus critical source of IL-17 in the oral
mucosa of Rag1-/- mice22. And transfer of ILCs into Rag2-/- Il2rg-/- mice improved the
outcome of oral candidiasis128. However, another study identified nTh17 cells and
γδ T cells as the main of IL-17-producing cell in WT mice21, suggesting that ILCs are
able to take over the role of IL-17-producing T cells, at least in their absence.

T cells and IL-17
Among T cells, the Th17 lineage of T helper subsets has attracted major attention in
the research area of antifungal immunity. Human memory T cells specific for
Candida albicans are mainly of the Th17 phenotype129. And various defects in Th17
immunity based on genetic mutations in humans are linked to susceptibility to
mucocutaneous infection130, including mutations in STAT1131,132, STAT3133, IL-17134
and IL-17RA134). However, no link has been drawn between these Th17-defects and
susceptibility to invasive candidiasis in humans36.
Also mouse studies have emphasized a decisive role for Th17 cells and IL-17
signaling for host defense against oral candidiasis in primary and secondary
infections135,136. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, not only Th17 cells, but also
cells of a more innate-like phenotype, including γδ T cells21, oral-resident natural
Th17 cells21 and innate lymphoid cells (ILCs)22 can be a critical source of IL-17 in
early stages of primary oral candidiasis. The discrepancy between the findings of the
importance of adaptive sources of IL-17 in humans versus innate sources of IL-17 in
mice might be explained by the fact that mice are naïve to Candida until the
experimental exposure to the fungus, whereas the majority of human individuals are
colonized with Candida lifelong as part of their commensal flora.
The protective mechanism of Th17 cells (and other IL-17-secreting cells) in
mucosal Candida infection is attributed to the biological functions of their signature
cytokines IL-17 and IL-22. IL-17 stimulates granulopoiesis and neutrophil
chemotaxis. The effect of IL-17 on neutrophils, however, is indirect. IL-17 signaling
leads to the upregulation of adhesion molecules (ICAM-1) and the production of
G-CSF and neutrophil attracting CXC chemokines (CXCL1/IL-8, CXCL2, CXCL5)
by epithelial and mesenchymal cells137-140. Furthermore, IL-17 stimulates release of
antimicrobial peptides (AMPs), including β-defensins and S100 alarmins, by
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epithelial cells (keratinocytes and oral epithelium)135,141. AMPs are small, soluble and
mostly cationic molecules that directly kill Candida135 and other pathogens by
membrane permeabilization142,143. The effects of IL-22 are similar to what was
described for IL-17141. IL-22 was shown to synergize with TNF by boosting the
expression of antimicrobial peptides and chemokines (hBD2, S100a7, CXCL-10,
CXCL-11) by human keratinocytes and maintaining the epithelial integrity during a
Candida infection model144. Similarly, production of AMPs by intestinal epithelial
cells during gastrointestinal candidiasis was IL-22 (and IL-17)-dependent145.
Already early experiments with T cell-deficient mice have shown that T cells
are dispensable in murine immunity to systemic Candida albicans infection62,146-148.
Yet, IL-17 signals are crucial17,149,150. Meanwhile it was reported that the IL-17dependency of murine resistance to systemic candidiasis involves NK cells, that
require IL-17-signals during development for their full functional competence17.
Not to be neglected, besides IL-17, human Candida-specific T cells also
produce IFNγ151, the signature cytokine of Th1 cells. IFNγ increases the Candidakilling capacity of neutrophils152,153 and macrophages154, thus is required for their
activation at the site of infection. However, IFNγ-deficiency does not lead to
increased susceptibility during experimental systemic candidiasis155.
At a glance, T cells are largely dispensable in disseminated candidiasis in
mouse and man while they play an important role in protection against mucosal
candidiasis, thus exemplifying well the existence of tissue-specificity of immune
responses to C. albicans.

B cells, antibodies and complement
In primary systemic candidiasis, the infection of different immunodeficient mouse
strains, including Rag1-/-, Rag2-/-, SCID, Jh-/- and CBA/N revealed, none or only minor
susceptibility17,62,146,156,157 or even increased resistance158,159 of mice lacking B cells, as
compared

to

immunocompetent

mice.

Moreover,

agammaglobulinaemia

or

hypogammaglobulinaemia in humans does not lead to an increased susceptibility to
fungal infection24. Taken together, this indicates that that B cell-dependent immune
mechanisms have only a modest contribution to host resistance in systemic
candidiasis.
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Still, a B cell-dependent protective effect on survival was observed in a
secondary infection158. Along this line, antibodies induced by active immunization
with C. albicans-derived mannan as well as passive immunization with an antimannan antibody had protective effects on progression of systemic candidiasis in
mice160-162.

Potentially, the IgA-mediated neutralization of C. albicans could be

involved in this phenomenon163. Also T cells should be considered protective in this
context, by providing their help to B cells.
Furthermore, the importance of the complement system was demonstrated by
increased mortality of C3-/- mice in systemic candidiasis164. Consistently, it was shown
that C. albicans can activate all three (classical, alternative and lectin) complement
activation pathways, which contributes to the induction of cytokine responses165 and
increases the phagocytosis of C. albicans166.

Epithelial and endothelial cells
Emerging evidence highlights the importance of non-immune cells for antimicrobial
host defense during mucosal fungal infection167. In the case of mucocutaneous
infections, the epithelium of the oral mucosa or the skin represent the host’s
mechanical barrier, which Candida needs to conquer in order to establish an infection.
The invasion of epithelial cells can occur by active penetration by means of Candidasecreted lytic enzymes or by induced endocytosis168. A major research focus was laid
on the understanding how surface lining epithelial cells, mainly keratinocytes and oral
mucosal epithelial cells, are involved in the initiation of a host immune response. The
sensing of Candida (and other microbes) by human oral epithelial cells is ensured by
the expression of numerous TLRs. And in the presence of C. albicans and
neutrophils, oral epithelial cells upregulate TLR4169, which is a critical component of
the Candida-specific PPR machinery (see page 14). Upon fungal recognition, oral170
as well as vaginal171 epithelium activates the MAPK pathway. Interestingly, while
Candida yeast activates only a transient MAPK response, the more pathogenic hyphal
Candida from activates a stronger MAPK response, which correlates with the
secretion

a

pro-inflammatory

cytokine

profile

by

epithelial

cells170.

The

PI3K/Akt/mTOR signaling pathway was associated with immune activation, in
addition to a role in protecting epithelial cells from damage172. Cytokine and
chemokine secretion by epithelial cells contributes to the recruitment of immune cells
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to the site of infection and their activation. The cytokine profile of Candida-infected
epithelium includes IL-1α, IL-1β, IL-6, G-CSF, GM-CSF and TNF23,170,172-176 and their
chemokine profile comprises Cxcl1/CXCL8, Cxcl2, CCL5 and CCL2023,170,172-174,177,178.
Furthermore, the upregulation of adhesion molecules, including ICAM-1172,176,
facilitates the invasion of the recruited immune cells. Also, the secretion of
antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) is considered as crucial component of the antifungal
immune defense of epithelial cells. Mainly AMPs of the S100 alarmins- and
β-defensin-families, and in humans additionally LL-37, are expressed by epithelial
cells upon Candida infection20,179-182.
Similarly to the epithelium in mucocutaneous Candida infection, in a systemic
infection - be it due to bloodstream invasion via an intravascular catheter,
experimental intravenous administration or during the process of dissemination from
local to systemic infection - the blood vessel-lining endothelial cells are the first
barriers that Candida encounters. The first step of the systemic infection is the
endothelial cell invasion followed by tissue penetration. The process of endothelial
cell invasion of Candida is dependent on the interaction of the fungal adhesin Als3
and the endothelial surface protein N-cadherin183-185. Upon contact with Candida,
endothelial cells display very similar profiles of cytokine and chemokine
expression23,174,186-188 as discussed above for epithelial cells. Though, a broader range
of adhesion molecules, namely E-selectin, ICAM-1 and VCAM-1, was identified as
being upregulated in endothelial cells186-188. And also genes involved in angiogenesis
and inhibition of apoptosis were induced by Candida stimulation of vascular
endothelium189.
Concluding, the described processes emphasize the importance of the
interplay between immune and non-immune cells for a successful control of fungal
invasion.
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4.4 The family of IL-1 cytokines
The IL-1 cytokine family comprises in total of 11 cytokines. Seven members of the
family, namely IL-1α, IL-1β, IL-18, IL-33, IL-36α, IL-36β, IL-36γ, are proinflammatory agonistic cytokine, while IL-37 is an anti-inflammatory agonist. IL-1
receptor antagonist (Ra), IL-36Ra and IL-38 have antagonistic activity190. Except for
IL-18 and IL-33, all the genes encoding for IL-1 family cytokines are located on
human chromosome 2 within a 400 kb cluster. High similarities are observed in the
gene structure and the 3-dimensional protein structure of the cytokines which all fold
into a 12-stranded β-barrel. Therefore, the different cytokines are probably the result
of multiplication of a common ancestral gene191,192. One further common characteristic
of almost all IL-1 family cytokines is the presence of a pro-domain at the N-terminus
(with the exception of IL-1Ra). Only after the removal of this N-terminal peptide, the
cytokines are fully bioactive. The length of the pro-domain is variable, but in all
cytokines the cleavage site is located 9 amino acid N-terminal from the conserved
A-X-D motif55,190.
Signaling of IL-1 family cytokines mainly occurs via heterodimeric signaling
complexes: Upon binding of the cytokines to their primary receptor, the second
receptor unit is recruited and the signaling complex is formed193. The intracellular
parts of the receptors contain TIR domains, which allow the recruitment of the
MyD88 adaptor. The signaling cascade finally results in activation of NFκB and
MAPK and transcription of their target genes194.
The existence of multiple regulation mechanisms within the IL-1 family
system including decoy receptors, receptor antagonists and activation by posttranslational processing highlights the importance of a fine regulation of these potent
molecules with a broad variety of biological functions. According to the length of the
pro-peptides the IL-1 family cytokines are divided into 3 subfamilies, the IL-1
subfamily, IL-18 subfamily and IL-36 subfamily. Their biology and functions will be
discussed in the following paragraphs.

IL-1 subfamily
IL-1α and IL-1β
IL-1α and IL-1β are two separately encoded proteins195. Although their amino acid
homology accounts for only 26%195, both cytokines bind to the same cell surface
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receptor, namely the IL-1R1. Upon binding to the IL-1R1, IL-1α and IL-1β trigger
the same downstream events and thus their spectrum of biological activities is greatly
overlapping. However, they are not redundant since they differ substantially in their
cellular sources and release mechanisms55,190,193. The action of IL-1α and IL-1β can be
blocked in two different ways. IL-1R antagonist (IL-1Ra) blocks IL-1R1 via direct
binding. IL-1R2 acts as a decoy receptor sequestering the agonistic ligands, but not
IL-1Ra193. The differences between the two IL-1 siblings are discussed below.
IL-1β is expressed by hematopoietic cells (monocytes, macrophages, DCs,
B cells and NK cells) in response to inflammatory stimuli55,193,196. Pro-IL-1β is a
31 kDa protein which needs to be processed into the mature 17 kDa form in order to
allow IL-1R1 binding197. The main IL-1β-processing enzyme is caspase-1, which was
initially described as IL-1β-converting enzyme (ICE)198,199. Processing of pro-IL-1β
into the 17 kDa IL-1β cleavage product by caspase-1 is known as canonical IL-1β
processing55,200. Interestingly, caspase-1 itself also requires an auto-proteolytic
activation step from pro-caspase-1 into active caspase-1, which is triggered by the
inflammasome. The inflammasome is a multi-component protein complex with NLRproteins as key components. Caspase-1 activation by the NLRP3-inflammasome
requires two signals: The first signal is the sensing of a PAMP (such as LPS), which
leads to NFκB-induced expression of NLRP3 and pro-IL-1β. The second signal is the
sensing of a danger associated molecular pattern (DAMP), such as uric acid crystals
or ATP, leading to the formation of the inflammasome complex and caspase-1
activation. Release of mature IL-1β as well as unprocessed pro-IL-1β into
extracellular space occurs via pyroptotic cell death, which is triggered by caspase-1
activation55,201. In the extracellular space, neutrophil and mast cell derived proteases
can process pro-IL-1β into active IL-1β, hereby amplifying the inflammatory
response. Neutrophil elastase, cathepsin G, proteinase-3 and chymase cleave proIL-1β at different sites several amino acids upstream of the caspase-1 site. Some of
these products were shown to exert a weaker activity than caspase-1-processed
IL-1β202-204. Furthermore, an intracellular caspase-1-independent processing of IL-1β
was described. Triggered by cellular stress, dectin-1 stimulation or Fas signals,
activated caspase-8 mediates maturation of pro-IL-1β with a cleavage product of the
same length as produced by caspase-1205-207.
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IL-1α is constitutively expressed as a 31 kDa protein by epithelial cells,
endothelial cells and keratinocytes55,190. Unlike IL-1β, IL-1α has a basal amount of
biological activity in its unprocessed full-length form197. However, the activity is
increased by the removal of different N-terminal pieces which can be performed by a
range of proteases (calpain, granzyme B, elastase and chymase)208,209. Importantly,
IL-1α can not be processed by caspase-1200. In contrast to the systemic release and
circulation of IL-1β, IL-1α is rarely secreted from cells and it acts rather locally.
IL-1α can be present in a membrane-bound form on cells such as macrophages and
endothelial cells and act juxtacrine on neighboring cells210-212. IL-1α release occurs
upon cell death by necrosis55,190. In this case IL-1α acts as an alarmin and initiates
sterile inflammation213,214. The sequence of full-length IL-1α contains a nuclear
localization signal (NLS)215 which enables IL-1α to act as proinflammatory activator
of transcription in the nucleus216,217. In the context of cell death, the NLS also plays an
important function. In apoptotic cells, IL-1α is retained in the nucleus as it is bound to
chromatin via the NLS218, in this way contributing to the “silence” of apoptotic cell
death. In contrast, in necrotic cells, IL-1α is present in the cytosol and released into
the extracellular space upon cell rupture218.
Through the binding of the IL-1R, IL-1α and IL-1β can exert the same
biological functions. Therefore, discussing the biological functions of both these
cytokines, in the following paragraph the term IL-1 will be used. IL-1 is a pleiotropic
cytokine with an immense range of biological functions affecting many cells and
organs of our body. The first discovered function of IL-1 was the induction of fever,
leading to the historical byname of IL-1, “leukocytic pyrogen”. The higher body
temperature increases the process of leukocyte migration190,219. Another classical
effect of IL-1 (together with IL-6 and TNF) is the triggering of acute phase protein
production by hepatocytes, thus the stimulation of the humoral innate immunity.
Sensing of IL-1 by endothelial cells leads to an increase in expression of chemokines
and adhesion molecules allowing for enhanced leukocyte recruitment. Besides,
vasodilation and angiogenesis are promoted55,190. Furthermore, IL-1 can act on
virtually all cells of the adaptive and innate immune system, and thus shape processes
in different branches of the immune system. IL-1 signaling in neutrophils and
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monocytes/macrophages promotes their survival and effector functions, including
cytokine production, phagocytosis and respiratory burst55,190,193. IL-1 acts on T cells by
increasing their proliferation, effector function and memory response220-222.
Furthermore, a key role for differentiation and maintenance of Th17 cells in mouse
and man was established for IL-1223-227. Interestingly, IL-1 also has a high importance
for the IL-17 production of different innate lymphocytes, which was shown for γδ T
cells228,229, iNKT cells230,231 and ILC3s232. IL-1 induces upregulation of costimulatory
molecules by DCs and thus increases the ability of DCs to stimulate T cells193.
Furthermore, IL-1 promotes B cell proliferation and T cell-dependent antibody
production233-235.
Due to its manifold functions, it is not surprising that IL-1 is involved in the
defense against viral236, bacterial237 and fungal238,239 infections. A protective role of
IL-1 during oral23,52 and systemic238,240 Candida albicans infections has been
demonstrated, as well as during Aspergillus keratitis241 and invasive pulmonary
aspergillosis239. In line and as discussed previously (page 13), defects in the
processing machinery of IL-1β lead to increased susceptibility in Candida
infections51-53. In oropharyngeal candidiasis (OPC), keratinocyte-secreted IL-1 was
identified as decisive stimulus for G-CSF secretion by endothelial cells and
subsequent neutrophil recruitment23. In contrast, the mechanism behind IL-1’s
protective role during systemic candidiasis has not been worked out.
IL-33
IL-33 signals via a heterodimeric receptor consisting of the cytokine binding ST2
chain242 which pairs with the co-receptor IL-1RAcP to form the functional IL-33R for
signaling243,244. IL-33 shares several characteristics with IL-1α. First, unprocessed, full
length IL-33 has basal activity245,246. Processing of IL-33, however, can occur - either
via cathepsin G and elastase resulting in products of varying length and levels of
increased activity247 or via pro-apoptotic caspases-3 and -7 resulting in inactivation245.
Second, IL-33 is expressed constitutively. Several cell types including epithelial cells,
keratinocytes, endothelial cells, fibroblast and leukocytes show IL-33 expression
already in resting state242,248,249. But expression levels can be increased by
stimulation242. Third, IL-33 has an alarmin function in the context of cell death since it
is predominantly released by necrotic cells upon cell damage245,246. Fourth, the
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N-terminal part of IL-33 contains a NLS248,250, which is proposed to have regulatory
function by preventing constitutive release of IL-33251.
IL-33 is strongly involved in type 2 immunity and inflammation. Effects of
IL-33 are: expression of type 2 cytokines (IL-5, IL-13, IL-4) by innate immune cells,
maturation of mast cells, survival, expansion and recruitment of eosinophils, M2polarization of macrophages, Th2 polarization of T cells by DCs, ILC2 expansion,
migration and activation and mucus secretion55,249,252,253. Consequently, IL-33 plays a
key role in allergic lung inflammation, immunity to helminths and tissue repair254-256.

IL-18 subfamily
IL-18
Also IL-18 shows the typical trait of an IL-1 family cytokine and is synthesized as an
inactive precursor (pro-IL-18). Caspase-1 is the dominant IL-18-processing
enzyme257,258, but also caspase-8, granzyme B and chymase have been implicated in
the proteolytic maturation of IL-18205,259,260. In the case of chymase, however, the
resulting cleavage product shows only 20% of the activity of caspase-1-processed
IL-18260. Mature IL-18 is mainly released by macrophages and DCs, but pro-IL-18 is
constitutively expressed in endothelial cells and epithelial cells (e.g. intestinal
epithelium, keratinocytes) throughout the body261.
IL-18 signals via the heterodimeric IL-18R consisting of the IL-18Rα and the
IL-18Rβ subunit. While IL-18Rα is ubiquitously expressed, IL-18Rβ is present only
on few cells such as T cells and DCs261. Unlike as for IL-1 and IL-36, IL-18 signaling
is not regulated by a receptor antagonist molecule, but instead by the IL-18-binding
protein (BP)262. IL-18BP is present in 20-fold excess in steady-state263 and binds with
high affinity to IL-18264 preventing the binding of IL-18 to the IL-18R.
Described as “IFNγ-inducing-factor”, IL-18 is mostly known for its property
to induce IFNγ from Th1 cells and NK cells, increase T cell proliferation and NK cell
activation265-267. Notably, IL-18 acts as IFNγ-inducer only in combination with IL-12
or IL-15, since IL-12 and IL-15 induce the expression of IL-18Rβ261,268. The
protective effect of IL-18 in murine tumor models is attributed mainly to the
promotion of Th1 responses and NK cells directed against the tumor269. IL-18 is
implicated to play a role in the progression of several autoimmune and inflammatory
diseases such a systemic lupus erythematosus, rheumatoid arthritis, Type-1 diabetes,
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psoriasis, inflammatory bowel disease and graft versus host disease190. In contrast, in
the setting of DSS-colitis as well as macular degeneration, IL-18 can be beneficial
and act towards a disease amelioration270,271. In homeostasis, IL-18 plays a role in the
regulation of energy intake. IL-18-deficienct mice show an increased food intake and
subsequently develop a metabolic syndrome272.
IL-37
IL-37 is the only IL-1 family cytokine, which has been identified in humans but for
which no murine homolog was found191. And it is the only agonistic IL-1 family
cytokine, which is characterized as an anti-inflammatory cytokine. The gene structure
of IL-37 allows five different splice variants191, of which IL-37b has been studied
mostly. The sequence of IL-37 contains a cleavage site for caspase-1273 and indeed
caspase-1 is the predominant processing enzyme converting pro-IL-37 into mature
IL-37273,274. In addition, caspase-4 shows a processing activity, although a minor
one273. Recombinant IL-37 binds to IL-18Rα273,275,276. However, IL-37 does not act as
a classical receptor antagonist for IL-18276. Instead, the study from Nold and
colleagues277 proposes that a IL-18Rα-TIR8 heterodimer functions as the cell surface
receptor for IL-37.
Similar to IL-1α and IL-33, mature IL-37 translocates intracellularly into the
nucleus upon LPS stimulation274. IL-37 interacts with SMAD3278, which is a
component of the intracellular signaling pathway of the immunosuppressive cytokine
TGF-β and which activates TGF-β target genes as a transcription factor279. Therefore,
it is most likely that this interaction leads to the anti-inflammatory effect of IL-37
resulting in a decreased expression of inflammatory cytokines274. The antiinflammatory properties of IL-37 have been studied mainly using a transgenic mouse
expressing human IL-37b (IL-37Tg)280. DCs from IL-37-Tg mice show reduced
expression of costimulatory molecules and secretion of cytokines280,281. Consistently, a
defective capacity of IL-37-Tg-DCs to induce T cell responses was shown281. In in
vivo-studies, IL-37-expressing transgenic mice were protected from LPS-induced
shock280 and DSS-induced colitis282.
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IL-36 subfamily
IL-36
About 15 years ago, the IL-1 cytokine family was extended by the four IL-36
cytokines, IL-36α, IL-36β, IL-36γ and IL-36 receptor antagonist (IL-36Ra) 283,284. All
four IL-36 cytokines bind the IL-36R, which forms a heterodimeric signaling
complex together with the IL-1RAcP. Upon binding, agonistic IL-36 cytokines
(IL-36α, IL-36β, IL-36γ) induce MyD88-dependent MAPK and NFκB signaling,
while IL-36Ra inhibits this pathway through competition285-288.
As described for other IL-1 family members, also IL-36 cytokines require
posttranslational truncation of N-terminal peptides to acquire their full bioactivity287.
However these peptides differ drastically in length (seven, three and 12 amino acids
for murine IL-36α, IL-36β and IL-36γ, respectively). Artificial removal of these
peptides increased biological activity of these IL-36R agonists by 1000- to 10000fold. In the case of IL-36Ra, only after removal of the N-terminal methionine the
cytokine shows its antagonistic properties. Again, all four IL-36 cytokines have the
cleavage site positioned 9 residues N-terminally of the conserved A-X-D motif287. For
a long time it was unclear which proteases were responsible for the proteolytic
processing and activation of IL-36 cytokines. The involvement of the IL-1β and
IL-18-processing enzyme caspase-1 was considered to be unlikely due to the lack of a
caspase-1 cleavage site in IL-36 cytokines287,289. Consistently, the secretion of IL-36α
by LPS/ATP-stimulated BMDMs was not affected by pharmacological inhibition of
caspase-1289. In 2016, two studies shed light on the identity of IL-36-processing
enzymes. All four IL-36 cytokines are processed by neutrophil granule-derived
proteases with differential specificities290,291. Cathepsin G specifically activates
IL-36β, whereas IL-36γ is processed by elastase and proteinase-3. Bioactivity of
IL-36α is increased by incubation with cathepsin G and elastase. However, processed
IL-36α shows a bioactivity 2- to 10-fold weaker than processed IL-36β and IL-36γ290.
Among the three examined neutrophil-derived proteases, elastase had the highest
cleavage activity for IL-36Ra291. However, the truncation sites identified by Towne
and colleagues287 by sequence shortening using molecular biology and the truncation
sites identified by Edman sequencing after proteolytic processing of IL-36
cytokines290,291 were overlapping only partially.
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It is still not understood, how IL-36 cytokines are secreted. Since the
translated proteins do not contain any signal peptide283,284, their release from the cell
must be regulated by a mechanism other than the endoplasmic reticulum-Golgi
pathway. Caspase-3/7 could be involved in the secretion process since IL-36γ release
by poly:IC-stimulated human keratinocytes was blocked by a caspase-3/7 inhibitor292.
Since their discovery, IL-36 cytokines have been studied predominantly in the
context of the inflammatory skin disorder psoriasis293. In mice, transgenic
overexpression of IL-36α in keratinocytes leads to a psoriasis-like phenotype294.
Moreover, the imiquimod-induced psoriasis mouse model is completely depended on
IL-36R295. IL-36R is highly expressed by keratinocytes296 and IL-36α and IL-36γ are
up-regulated in lesional skin of psoriatic patients294. Furthermore, generalized pustular
psoriasis (GPP), a severe, life-threatening form of psoriasis, is linked to a
misregulation of the IL-36 pathway due to loss of IL-36Ra activity in consequence of
genetic mutations297,298. Also in other inflammatory disease conditions, including
acute phase colitis299,300 and neutrophilic airway inflammation301,302 IL-36 plays a proinflammatory role, while it is dispensable in animal models of arthritis303,304 and
EAE305.
Besides expression in the skin, IL-36 receptor and cytokines were also found
in many epithelial cells lining the tissues, especially those in contact with the
environment283-286,294,296. This expression pattern suggests a role for the IL-36 pathway
in protection against infectious agents. Indeed, some reports connect the IL-36
pathway to host protection against bacterial colonization of the gut300 and against
bacterial pneumonia306. Furthermore, during influenza infection, IL-36R was shown to
contribute to viral clearance, while being detrimental for survival and pathogenesis of
lung injury307. However, recent data showed that IL-36R is dispensable for host
protection against mycobacterial infection and leishmaniosis308. The role of IL-36 in
fungal infection has not been explored in vivo, but all four IL-36 cytokines are
upregulated in PBMCs upon stimulation with the fungal pathogen Aspergillus
fumigatus309.
In vitro studies have shown that IL-36 has stimulatory effects on innate and
adaptive immune cells, inducing cytokine expression by DCs and T cells as well as
DC maturation and T cell proliferation296,310. IL-36 cytokines have been implicated in
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regulating Th1 and Th17 cell differentiation300,309,311,312. IL-36R is mainly expressed by
naïve T cells and lost upon differentiation into T helper subsets311. Interestingly,
IL-17, IL-22 and IFNγ production by human PBMCs induced by stimulation with
A. fumigatus can be blocked with IL-36R antagonist309. Similar results were obtained
for C. albicans-induced IL-17 and IL-22 production312. One publication reports that
IL-36 promotes effector functions of CD8 T cells, NK cells and γδ T cells and
correlated IL-36γ expression in the tumor environment with an inhibition of tumor
progression313.
IL-38
IL-38 is a 152 amino acid protein lacking a signal peptide and being expressed in
skin, spleen and tonsil314. The homology of the amino acid sequence of IL-38 to
IL-1Ra and IL-36Ra of over 40%315 and a predicted three-dimensional structure
similar to the one of IL-1Ra314 suggests that also IL-38 is an antagonistic member of
the IL-1 family. Interestingly, IL-38 binds to the IL-36R, but not to IL-1R1, IL-18Rα
or IL-1RAcP312. Furthermore, data from functional experiments showed that IL-38
inhibits Candida-induced secretion of IL-22 and IL-17 by human PBMCs.
Surprisingly, the blocking effect of IL-38 was dose-dependent with lower
concentrations being more efficient in blocking312. The mechanism behind this
observation remains unclear.
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4.5 Aim of the thesis
A protective role during Candida albicans infections has been demonstrated for
members of the IL-1 family including IL-1238,240, IL-18316,317 and IL-33318,319. Data from
Nabil Boulos in our lab had shown an involvement of the IL-36 pathway during
systemic candidiasis (Master Thesis N. Boulos 2012).
The major aim of this thesis was a detailed characterization of the murine
immune response to systemic C. albicans infection under IL-1-deficient and IL-36deficient conditions in order to understand the underlying mechanisms behind the
contribution of these IL-1 family members to antifungal immunity. Since IL-1 and
IL-36 cytokines display striking similarities in their signaling pathways, the
comparison of the in vivo role of these IL-1 family cytokines was especially
appealing.
Furthermore, this work aimed at studying the influence of IL-36 cytokines on
T helper subset differentiation, as well as at the creation of experimental tools for
further analysis of the biological functions of IL-36 cytokines.
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Abstract
IL-1 family cytokines fulfill a plethora of protective functions in anti-microbial
defense. However, while the pro-inflammatory role of the new family members
IL-36α, -β and -γ in pathological skin inflammation has been well established, their
contribution to host defense against pathogens remains poorly understood. In this
work, we investigated the importance of IL-36R and IL-1R in systemic candidiasis in
mice. The absence of Il36r or Il1r resulted in increased disease severity early after
infection, suggesting a crucial role for these cytokines in the early antifungal
response. Interestingly, the well-established antifungal defense mechanisms including
pro-inflammatory cytokine production and neutrophil mediated fungal killing were
not affected. However, the increased fungal burden in the kidneys was associated with
decreased numbers of inflammatory MHCII+ CD11bhigh monocyte-derived dendritic
cells (moDCs), whereas the recruitment of other myeloid cells was unaffected or even
enhanced. Interestingly, criss-cross bone marrow chimera experiments demonstrated
that the absence of IL-36R or IL-1R on irradiation-resistant cells was critical for
susceptibility. Collectively, our data show a crucial role of IL-36 and IL-1 cytokines
in regulating tissue defense during systemic fungal infection and their importance for
the generation of MHCII+ CD11bhigh moDCs.

Introduction
Cytokines of the IL-1 family are key mediators of immunity and inflammation193,305.
About 15 years ago, the family was extended by four IL-36 cytokines, IL-36α,
IL-36β, IL-36γ and IL-36 receptor antagonist (IL-36Ra)238,240,283,284. Since then, many
similarities were found in the mode of action of IL-36 and IL-1. All four IL-36
cytokines bind to a heterodimeric receptor, composed of the IL-36R chain and the IL1 receptor accessory protein (IL-1RaP). Upon binding, IL-36α, IL-36β and IL-36γ
induce MyD88-dependent MAPK and NFκB signaling, while IL36Ra inhibits this
pathway through competition23,60,285,286,288. Like other IL-1 superfamily members, IL-36
cytokines require posttranslational cleavage of N-terminal peptides to acquire their
full bioactivity17,61,287,290,291.
In contrast to the well-characterized role of IL-1 during immunity and
inflammation, our knowledge about the biological function of IL-36 is limited.
Studies in mouse and man have assigned a key role to IL-36 in the development of the
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inflammatory skin disorder psoriasis293-295,297,320. Besides the skin, IL-36 receptor and
cytokines were also found in many epithelial cells lining the tissues, especially those
in contact with the environment283-286,294,296. This expression pattern suggests a role for
the IL-36 pathway in protection against infectious agents. Indeed, in-vitro studies,
have shown that IL-36 stimulates innate and adaptive immune cells, inducing
cytokine expression by DCs and T cells as well as DC maturation and T cell
proliferation296. However, recent data showed that IL-36R is dispensable for host
protection against mycobacterial infection and leishmaniosis308.
Candida albicans is an opportunistic fungal pathogen that can cause mucosal,
but also severe invasive infections321,322. In human patients as well as in experimental
systemic candidiasis in mice, Candida infests various internal organs after spreading
via the blood stream. The kidney, however, is the most affected organ4-6,10,323. Despite
treatment with antifungal drugs, the mortality rate in systemic candidiasis is relatively
high ranging from 35 to 75%2,14,63,324. To refine therapeutic strategies, a better
understanding of the immune response mechanisms is urgently needed. Basic research
has characterized innate immune cells as critical players for host defense after
systemic Candida albicans challenge. In vivo experiments using mouse models with
specific cell ablations emphasize the importance of neutrophils56,58,325, monocytes92
and macrophages91,93. Their protective function is attributed to the direct fungal killing
activity of these phagocytes17,68,80,92,93. Cytokines are important mediators that
orchestrate cellular responses during inflammation. A protective role during Candida
albicans infections has been demonstrated for members of the IL-1 superfamily such
as IL-1238,240, IL-18316,317 and IL-33318,319. The role of IL-36, however, has so far not
been studied.
Emerging evidence highlights the importance of non-immune cells for
antimicrobial host defense during mucosal fungal infection167. Besides their function
as a mechanical barrier, epithelial cells can express TLRs and, upon fungal infection,
activate the MAPK pathway and release pro-inflammatory cytokines, chemokines as
well as antimicrobial peptides20,23,169,170,175,179,181,182. However, the importance of such
epithelium- and endothelium-driven defense mechanisms against systemic invasive
Candidiasis has not been addressed.
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Here, we studied the role of IL-36 and IL-1 cytokines during systemic
infection with C. albicans and identified their receptor expression in the tissues as
being crucial for host protection at the onset of disseminated candidiasis. These
results highlight the beneficial role of IL-36 and IL-1 cytokines in host defense in
vivo.

Material and Methods
Animals
All animal work was performed in the ETH Phenomics Center (EPIC, Zürich,
Switzerland). C57BL/6J (Jackson laboratory), B6 Cd45.1 (Jackson laboratory),
Il36-/- 294, Il36ra-/- 295, Il1r-/- 326, Il1a-/-

327

, Il1b-/-

327

and Ccr2DTR/+

89

mice were kept in

individually ventilated cages under specific pathogen free conditions and bred the
EPIC facility. Il36r-/- and Il36r+/- mice were bred as littermates. For experiments, agematched and sex-matched mice were used at an age of 8 to 12 weeks. All experiments
were approved by the local animal ethics committee (Kantonales Veterinäramt
Zürich) by licenses for infection experiments (117/2010 and 25/2014) and for organ
removal of naïve animals (167/2011 and ZH270/2014). All experimental procedures
were performed according to local guidelines (TschV, Zurich) and the Swiss animal
protection law (TschG). Euthanization was performed with CO2.
Infection
Candida albicans (strain SC5314) was inoculated in YPD medium (Sigma-Aldrich)
to an OD600 of 0.1 and then grown for 16 hours at 30°C and 200 rpm. The Candida
suspension was washed twice with PBS and the cell concentration was determined
using a Neubauer chamber. Animals were infected intravenously by an injection of
105 CFU Candida albicans into the lateral tail vein. The actual infection dosage was
confirmed by plating an aliquot on YPD agar plates. Infection with the GFPexpressing Candida albicans strain pACT1-GFP328 was performed at an infection
dosage of 2 x 106 CFU.
Fungal burden
Fungal burden was analyzed at indicated time points. Organs were removed and
homogenized in sterile PBS containing 0.05% Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich) using a
TissueLyser (Qiagen) for 5 min at 25 Hz. Serial dilutions were plated on YPD agar
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containing Penicillin (100 U/mL) and Streptomycin (100 μg/mL) (Pen/Strep, Life
Technologies). Colony forming units (CFU) were counted after incubation for 36 to
48 hours at 30°C and normalized to the weight of the organ. The limit of detection
(LOD) correlates to one colony divided by the weight of the heaviest organ analyzed
in the experiment. For samples with a CFU value below the LOD, the value was set to
LOD/2.
In vivo-antibody staining
For in vivo-antibody staining, infected mice were injected with 1 μg of PE-labeled
anti-CD45.2 antibody (clone 104) intravenously 10 min prior to euthanization.
In vivo-administration of IL-36γ
Candida-infected WT mice were injected intraperitoneally (i.p.) with 100 ng IL-36γ
diluted in PBS (200 μL total volume) or 200 μL pure PBS daily (d0, d1, d2). Mice
were sacrificed on 3 dpi.
Organ preparation for single cell suspensions
Single cell suspensions were obtained from kidney and brain at indicated time points
after infection. Organs were minced and then digested for 60 min at 37°C and
120 rpm in IMDM medium (Life Technologies) containing digestion enzymes (for
kidney: Collagenase IV (600 U/mL, Worthington), for brain:

Collagenase D

(0.02 mg/mL Roche) and DNaseI (0.02 mg/mL, Sigma-Aldrich)). Digested tissue was
passed through a 70 μM cell strainer (Corning) and washed. All washing steps were
performed in FACS buffer (PBS + 2% FCS) and with a speed of 300 g, if not stated
elsewise. Remaining red blood cells were removed from kidney samples by
incubation for 2 to 5 min with ACK buffer (155 mM NH4Cl (Riedel-de Haën), 10 mM
KHCO3 (Sigma-Aldrich), 0.1 mM EDTA (Sigma-Aldrich), pH 7.4) and a subsequent
washing step. For analysis and FACS sorting of CD45+ cells, leukocytes were
enriched using a Percoll (GE Healthcare) gradient with centrifugation at 860 g for
30 min at room temperature (for kidney 40%/70% Percoll, for brain 30%/70% Percoll
was used). After centrifugation, the leukocytes were collected from the interphase,
washed at 470 g and resuspended in FACS buffer. At last, all samples were filtered
through a 35 μm cell strainer.
Blood was drawn from vena cava and supplemented with Heparin
(Drossapharm AG) to prevent coagulation. Bone marrow cells were flushed from
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tibias and femurs of mice. Red blood cells from blood and bone marrow were lysed
with ACK buffer (twice for blood). Cells were washed with FACS buffer and filtered
through a 35 μm cell strainer.
For analysis and FACS sorting of renal tissue cells, kidneys were minced and
then digested for 20 min at 37°C and 120 rpm in IMDM medium (Life Technologies)
containing Collagenase IV (600 U/mL, Worthington) and DNaseI (200 U/mL, SigmaAldrich) as digestion enzymes. Subsequently, the tissue was homogenized using a
Gentle MACS Dissociator (Miltenyi), followed by ACK lysis and filtration through
35 μm cell strainer.
Cell staining, flow cytometry and cell sorting
Cells from kidney, brain, blood and bone marrow were stained for analysis by flow
cytometry or for FACS sorting. For dead cell exclusion, cells were washed with PBS
and stained with the eFluor780 viability dye (eBioscience, 1:2000 in PBS) for 10 min
at 4°C. Washing steps were carried out at 1880 g, if cells were analyzed by flow
cytometry or at 300 g, if cells were FACS sorted. All further washing and incubation
steps were performed in FACS buffer (PBS + 2% FCS). Prior to surface staining with
antibodies, cells were incubated with anti-CD16/CD32 mAb (2.4G2, homemade) to
block Fc gamma receptors. All surface stainings were performed for 10 min on ice.
All used antibodies are listed in Table 1. Biotin-labeled antibodies were stained after a
washing step with APC-labeled or BV711-labeled Streptavidin (eBioscience and BD
Bioscience, respectively). For analysis by flow cytometry, the surface staining was
followed by a 10 min fixation step using 4% Formalin (Sigma-Aldrich) at room
temperature. In case of an intracellular staining for iNOS (NOS2), cells were
subsequently permeabilized with permeabilization buffer (PBS + 2% FCS + 0.1%
saponin) and stained for 10 min on ice. At last, cells were washed with
permeabilization buffer and with FACS buffer. For flow cytometry analysis, all
samples were acquired at a BD LSRFortessa instrument and for FACS sorting BD
FACS Aria III or BD FACS Aria IIIu were used. For analysis and sorting of
leukocyte populations of naïve kidneys, the animals were perfused with PBS prior to
removal of organs. For determination of the absolute cell count, a sample aliquot was
analyzed separately from the stained sample using the high throughput sampler
(HTS). Flow cytometry data was analyzed using FlowJo 9.9 software. For analysis
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and sorting of leukocytes, cells were pre-gated on alive (eF780-) CD45high single cells,
if not stated elsewise.
Table 1. Antibodies used for flow cytometry.
!

anti-CCR2
anti-CD115
anti-CD11b
anti-CD11c
anti-CD11c
anti-CD135 (Flt3)
anti-CD16/32
anti-CD19
anti-CD19
anti-CD29
anti-CD3
anti-CD3
anti-CD31
anti-CD324 (E-Cadherin)
anti-CD3e
anti-CD4
anti-CD45
anti-CD45
anti-CD45
anti-CD45
anti-CD45.1
anti-CD45.2
anti-CD49b
anti-CD64
anti-CD8a
anti-CX3CR1
anti-cKit (CD117)
anti-EpCAM (CD326)
anti-F4/80
anti-Ly-6C
anti-Ly-6C
anti-Ly-6C
anti-Ly-6G
anti-Ly-6G
anti-Ly-6G
anti-MHCII (I-A/I-E )
anti-MHCII (I-A/I-E)
anti-NK1.1
anti-NK1.1
anti-NOS2 (iNOS)
anti-TCRβ
anti-TCRγ/δ

label
PE
BV605
PerCP/Cy5.5
BV605
PECy7
PE
APC
BV650
biotin
biotin
eF660
biotin
PE
PECy7
biotin
FITC
BV605
BV785
PE/Cy7
BV421
biotin
PE
biotin
BV421
PE/Cy7
APC
biotin
PerCP/Cy5.5
AF488
PE/Cy7
biotin
FITC
FITC
BV421
biotin
BV510
PE
biotin
PE
AF647
BV421
PerCP/Cy5.5

clone
475301
AFS98
M1/70
N418
N418
A2F10
93
6D5
6D5
Ha2/5
17A2
145-2C11
390
DECMA-1
145-2C11
GK1.5
30-F11
30-F11
30-F11
30-F11
A20
104
DX5
X54.5/7.1
53-6.7
SA011F11
2B8
G8.8
BM8
HK1.4
HK1.4
HK1.4
1A8
1A8
1A8
M5/114.15.2
M5/114.15.2
PK136
PK136
C-11
H57-597
GL3
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R&D
BioLegend
BioLegend
BioLegend
BioLegend
BioLegend
eBioscience
BioLegend
BioLegend
BD Pharmingen
eBioscience
BD Bioscience
eBioscience
BioLegend
BD Bioscience
eBioscience
BioLegend
BioLegend
BioLegend
BioLegend
BD Pharmingen
eBioscience
eBioscience
BioLegend
BioLegend
BioLegend
BioLegend
BioLegend
BioLegend
BioLegend
BioLegend
BioLegend
BioLegend
BioLegend
BioLegend
BioLegend
eBioscience
BioLegend
eBioscience
Santa Cruz
BioLegend
BioLegend
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Histology
Organs were removed at day 3 after infection and fixed for 24 hours in 10% Formalin
(Sigma-Aldrich), followed by incubation for 24 hours in 70% Ethanol. Then they
were embedded in Paraffin (Leica) using a Tissue Processor (Thermo Scientific).
Tissue sections were deparaffinized and stained with H&E as well as with Periodic
acid-Schiff (PAS) staining (Sigma-Aldrich).
Killing assay
Killing assays were performed with neutrophils isolated from blood as well as with
neutrophils, monocytes and moDCs/Mac isolated from kidneys of infected animals 3
days post infection.
Blood was taken from vena cava and coagulation was prevented by addition of
Heparin (Drossapharm AG). ACK buffer (see above) was used to lyse red blood cells
from the blood. Subsequently, blood neutrophils were isolated using biotin-labeled
anti-Ly-6G mAb (1A8, BioLegend) in combination with Streptavidin MACS beads
(Miltenyi Biotec) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Purity after MACS
enrichment accounted for > 90%. Kidneys were processed as described above
(digestion, mashing, ACK lysis, Percoll gradient and viability and surface staining)
and cells were FACS sorted using the following marker combinations: Neutrophils
were CD11b+ Ly-6G+, monocytes were Ly-6G- CD11b+ MHCII- F4/80+ and
moDCs/Mac were Ly-6G- CD11b+ MHCII+ F4/80+. Candida had been grown over
night at 30°C in YPD medium and was washed twice with PBS prior to opsonization
with 5 % naive serum in PBS for 30 min at 37°C. For the killing assay, 10.000
Candida cells and 50.000 phagocytes were co-incubated in RPMI medium (Thermo
Fisher Scientific), supplemented with 2 mM L-Glutamine (Sigma-Aldrich), 100 U/mL
Penicillin and 100 μg/mL Streptomycin (Life Technologies), 10 mM HEPES (Lonza),
50 μM 2-Mercaptoethanol (Thermo Fisher Scientific), in a total volume of 200 μL in
Protein LoBind Tubes (Eppendorf) at 37°C, 5% CO2. After mixing Candida and the
phagocytes, cells were spun for 3 min at 300 g to ensure their contact in the pellet.
After incubation of 2.5 hours, the phagocytes were lysed by adding 800 μL water
containing 0.05% Triton X-100 and the number of surviving Candida was determined
by plating the suspension on Pen/Strep-containing YPD agar. Candida samples
without phagocytes served as controls to calculate the killing activity of the
phagocytes.
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If IL-36 cytokine was used in the killing assay, recombinant IL-36γ (see next
paragraph) was added in a final concentration of 100 ng/mL. For the killing assay
with Candida hyphae, Candida was aliquoted in RPMI medium with supplements
(see above) into Protein LoBind Tubes and then incubated for 3 hours at 37°C, 5%
CO2 to induce hyphae formation. The successful induction of hyphae was visualized
under a light microscope. Then neutrophils were added and the assay was performed
as described above.
Recombinant IL-36γ
Recombinant IL-36γ was expressed as 152 residue long protein (G13-S164) in the
pET-SUMO vector (Invitrogen) and purified according to the manufacturer’s
protocol. In short, the SUMO-IL-36γ fusion protein with N-terminal HisTag was
expressed in BL21 bacteria (Invitrogen) and purified via affinity chromatography
over a HisTrap HP column (GE Healthcare). In order to wash out bacterial-derived
LPS contaminants, wash buffer containing 0.1% Triton X-114 (Sigma-Aldrich) was
used. The fusion protein was subsequently digested with SUMO protease
(Invitrogen), and IL-36γ could be recovered from the flow through of another
HisTrap HP column purification.
Quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR)
Analysis of gene expression by qRT-PCR was performed from whole kidney tissue
(naïve, 1 dpi, 3 dpi) or on FACS sorted cells from kidney and brain at day 3 post
infection. Kidney tissue was frozen on dry ice and stored at -80°C until further
processing. For extraction of RNA from kidney, Trizol (Thermo Fisher Scientific)
was added to the tissue after thawing, the tissue was homogenized using a
TissueLyser (Qiagen) for 5 min at 25 Hz and RNA was isolated according to the
manufacturer’s protocol. During cell sorting, eF780 was used as a marker for
exclusion of dead cells. CD45+ cell populations were sorted as follows: Neutrophils
(CD11b+ Ly-6G+), Ly-6C+ monocytes (Ly-6G- CD11b+ MHCII- F4/80+ Ly-6C+),
moDCs (Ly-6G- MHCII+ F4/80+ CD11bhigh), renal tissue macrophages (Ly-6GMHCII+ F4/80+ CD11bint) and brain microglia (CD45int CD11b+ Ly6C-) from brain.
During the sorting of kidney tissue cells, SYTOX Red (Invitrogen) was added as
additional dye for exclusion of dead cells. Renal endothelial cells were sorted as
SYTOX Red- CD45- CD31+ EpCAM-, renal epithelial cells as SYTOX Red- CD45-
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CD31- EpCAM+. Directly after sorting, cells were spun at 300 g for 10 min,
resuspended in Trizol (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and frozen at -80°C until extraction
of RNA. After RNA isolation, the transcription into cDNA was performed using the
GoScript Reverse Transcriptase (Promega) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. qRT-PCR was performed with Brilliant II SYBR Green (Agilent
Technologies) on an iCycler (BioRad). Expression was normalized to G6pdx or
Gapdh as indicated in figure legends. The sequences of all used primers are listed in
Table 2.
Table 2. Sequences of primers used for qRT-PCR.
!

target gene
Ccl2
Ccr2
Cnlp
Csf2
Cx3cl1
Cx3cr1
Defb1
Defb2
G6pdx
Ifng
Il1a
Il1b
Il1r
Il6
Il17a
Il36a
Il36b
Il36g
Il36r

primer sequences
forward: 5’- AGGTCCCTGTCATGCTTCTG -3’
reverse: 5’- ATTGGGATCATCTTGCTGGT -3’
forward: 5’- TGAACTTGAATCATCTGCAA -3’
reverse: 5’- AGTATGCCGTGGATGAACTG -3’
forward: 5’- ATGGAGGACAGGAAGGAAGC -3’
reverse: 5’- CACAGACTTGGGAGTATCTGGA -3’
forward: 5’- ACATGACAGCCAGCTACTAC -3’
reverse: 5’- TCAAAGGGGATATCAGTCAG -3’
forward: 5’- CCATTTGTGTACTCTGCTGC -3’
reverse: 5’- ATAGCGGATGAGCAAAGCCA -3’
forward: 5’- TGGCACTTCCTGCAGAAGTT -3’
reverse: 5’- GCCTCAGCAGAATCGTCATA -3’
forward: 5’- AGCCAGGTGTTGGCATTCTC -3’
reverse: 5’- GCTTATCTGGTTTACAGGTTCCC -3’
forward: 5’- CTGCTGATATGCTGCCTCCT -3’
reverse: 5’- GACAAATGGCTCTGACACAG -3’
forward: 5’- CTACAGGTTCAGATGATGTC -3’
reverse: 5’- CAGCTTCTCCTTCTCCATTG -3’
forward: 5’- TTTTAACTCAAGTGGCATAGATGTG -3’
reverse: 5’- ATGAATGCATCCTTTTTCGC -3’
forward: 5’- GGGAAGATTCTGAAGAAGAG -3’
reverse: 5’- TAACAGGATATTTAGAGTCG -3’
forward: 5’- CCACCTTTTGACAGTGATGAG -3’
reverse: 5’- CCAGGTCAAAGGTTTGGAAGC -3’
forward: 5’- GAGTTACCCGAGGTCCAGTGG -3’
reverse: 5’- GAGGGCTCAGGATAACAGG -3’
forward: 5’- TTCCATCCAGTTGCCTTCTTG -3’
reverse: 5’- TCATTTCCACGATTTCCCAGAG -3’
forward: 5’- GCAAAAGTGAGCTCCAGAAGG -3’
reverse: 5’- AGCTTCCCAGATCACAGAGG -3’
forward:5’- TGCCCACTCATTCTGACCCA -3’
reverse: 5’- GTGCCACAGAGCAATGTGTC -3’
forward: 5’- GGGTTCATGACTCACAACAG -3’
reverse: 5’- ATCAAGCTAAGAATGACAGG -3’
forward: 5’- ATGGACACCCTACTTTGCTG -3’
reverse: 5’- TGTCCGGGTGTGGTAAAACA -3’
forward: 5’- CTCCGGTATCTATCAGTGTG -3’
reverse: 5’- ATGGAAGAGTCACACCAGTG -3’
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Il36ra
Reg3b
Reg3g
S100a8

forward: 5’- GGGCACTATGCTTCCGAATG -3’
reverse: 5’- TTAATGACCTTCTCTGCGTG -3’
forward: 5’- ACTCCCTGAAGAATATACCCTCC -3’
reverse: 5’- CGCTATTGAGCACAGATACGAG -3’
forward: 5’- GCTCCTATTGCTATGCCTTGTT -3’
reverse: 5’- ATGGAGGACAGGAAGGAAGC -3’
forward: 5’- AAATCACCATGCCCTCTACAAG -3’
reverse: 5’- CCCACTTTTATCACCATCGCAA -3’

RNA sequencing
For RNA sequencing, animals were sacrificed 3 days post infection and perfused with
PBS. Kidneys were removed and RNA was extracted as described above. Library
preparation (TruSeq RNA Stranded Sample Prep Kit, Illumina) and RNA sequencing
was performed by the Functional Genomics Center Zurich (FGCZ) on a Hiseq 2500
(Illumina) instrument with single-read (125bp) approach. Bioinformatic analysis was
performed by using STAR for mapping and EdgeR for analysis of differential
expression.
Bone marrow chimera
Animals were lethally irradiated with a total dosage of 950 RAD using a RS 2000 Xray irradiator (Rad Source Technologies) and reconstituted one day later with freshly
isolated bone marrow cells flushed from tibias and femurs of donor mice by
intravenous injection. Mice were treated with antibiotics (0.024% Borgal, MSD
Animal Health, in the drinking water) for 6 weeks, and were used for infection
experiments 10 to 12 weeks post reconstitution.
Monocytes transfer
Bone marrow (BM) of naïve WT B6-Cd45.1 animals was isolated from tibias and
femurs. Red blood cells were lysed using ACK buffer (see above) and BM cells were
stained for FACS sorting (as described above). BM monocytes were sorted as Ly-6GCD19- CD3- NK1.1- Ly-6Chigh cells. 106 sorted BM monocytes were injected
intravenously 30 min prior to likewise intravenous infection with 105 CFU
C. albicans. Control animal were injected with PBS and then infected. All animals
were analyzed 3.5 days post transfer and infection.
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Diphtheria toxin-induced depletion
Ccr2-DTR+/+ and Ccr2-DTRT/+ mice were injected intraperitoneally with 200 ng
diphtheria toxin (DT, Merck) diluted in PBS (Thermo Fisher Scientific). DTtreatment was conducted 16 hours prior to infection with 105 CFU C. albicans.
Depletion was confirmed by flow cytometric analysis of CD11b+ Ly-6Chigh cells in
blood samples.
Statistics
All statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism software. Significance
levels were defined as *, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.01; ***, p < 0.001; ****, p < 0.0001; not
significant (ns), p > 0.05.

Results
IL-36R is required for innate antifungal immune defense
Cytokine expression analysis in kidney tissue of WT mice at early time points of
systemic C. albicans infection revealed a strong mRNA up-regulation of the two
IL-36 cytokines Il36a and Il36g. In contrast, the expression of Il36b, Il36ra and Il36r
remained unchanged during the entire course of infection (Figure 1A). Intrigued by
these findings we tested, whether lack of the IL-36R had any influence on the
outcome of systemic candidiasis in mice. We monitored the bodyweight of WT and
Il36r-/- mice infected with 105 CFU C. albicans and assessed the pathogen load in
kidney, brain, liver and spleen at day 1 and day 3 after infection. Interestingly, we
found Il36r-deficient mice being more susceptible to systemic challenge with
C. albicans than WT mice. Il36r-/- animals exhibited an increased body weight loss
throughout the course of infection (Figure 1B) as well as a greatly impaired antifungal
control in kidney and brain starting from day 3 post infection (Figure 1C and Figure S
1A). The Candida titer in liver was only modestly increased. In spleen, fungal burden
of Il36r-/- mice remained at WT levels. We could recapitulate these findings using a
ten times lower infection dosage (104 CFU) (Figure 1D). Consistently, we also
observed a significantly increased titer in kidney and brain of Il36r-/- mice when
compared to heterozygous Il36r+/- littermates (Figure 1E). However, the titer
difference in the kidneys was approximately one order of magnitude smaller than
when compared to WT control mice. This indicates a gene dosage effect in this organ.
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Figure 1. IL-36R signaling contributes to innate antifungal immune defense.
Mice were infected intravenously with 105 (A-C and E-F) or 104 (D) colony-forming units (CFU)
C. albicans and analyzed at indicated days post infection (dpi). (A) Gene expression analysis by qRTPCR of Il36r and its ligands in whole kidney tissue of naïve and infected (1 and 3 dpi) WT mice
normalized to G6pdx. Indicated are log10 transformed mean values (+ SD) of 4-5 mice per time point.
ud = undetectable; a. u. = arbitrary unit. (B) Bodyweight (relative to starting weight) of WT (n = 6) and
Il36r-/- (n = 9) mice at 8 consecutive days after infection. Mean values (+ SEM) are indicated. Crosses
with numbers in parentheses indicate mice that died or had to be euthanized due to endpoint criteria.
(C-D) Fungal burden in kidney, brain, liver and spleen of infected WT and Il36r-/- mice (4-5 animals
per group) at 3 dpi. Each dot represents one animal, dotted lines represent limit of detection (LOD),
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solid lines indicate mean. (E) Compiled data of fungal burden (3 dpi) in kidney, brain, liver and spleen
from independent experiments comparing WT with Il36r-/- and Il36r+/- with Il36r-/- mice. Number of
independent repeats is indicated. Each dot represents the mean of one experiment (3-7 mice per group),
data from the same experiment are connected with a line. (F) Histological analysis of kidneys from WT
and Il36r-/- mice at 3 dpi. Tissue sections were stained with PAS and hematoxylin. Lower panels depict
the indicated area of upper panel. Scale bar: 1000 μM in upper panel, 50 μM in lower panel. Statistical
analysis was performed using one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparison to naïve control
(A), two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple comparison (B), unpaired Student’s t test (C, D) or
paired Student’s t test (E) (ns, p > 0.05; *, p ≤ 0.05; **, p ≤ 0.01; ***, p ≤ 0.001; ****, p ≤ 0.0001).
Data are from one experiment (A, D, F) or representative of two (B) or more than four (C) independent
experiments as indicated on the graphs (E).

Histo-pathological analysis of infected kidney tissue confirmed a defect of
antifungal defense in Il36r-/- animals revealing a higher frequency of Candida
containing abscesses (Figure 1F). Interestingly, lack of IL-36R antagonist (IL-36Ra),
the negative regulator of IL-36R signaling, did not have any impact on fungal loads,
as shown by the analysis of Candida infections in Il36ra-/- mice (Figure S 1B).
Together, these data indicate that IL-36R is critical for the innate antifungal
immune defense, predominantly in kidney and brain. On the basis of these findings,
we focused our analysis on these two organs for the remainder of our study.
Renal moDCs are diminished in IL-36R-deficient mice
In our search for the underlying defect leading to enhanced disease severity in Il36rdeficient mice, we characterized immune cell infiltration into organs of infected
Il36r+/- and Il36r-/- mice at 3 dpi. We focused predominantly on the myeloid immune
cell compartment since these cells are key players in the early phase of antifungal
immune defense56,58,92,93. By means of multi-color flow cytometry, we identified
neutrophils as CD11b+ Ly6G+ (Figure 2A). The remaining Ly6G- population, was
subdivided according to F4/80 and MHCII expression into: F4/80- MHCII+ CD11c+
dendritic cells (DCs) including CD11b+ and CD11b- subpopulations; F4/80+ MHCIICD11b+ monocytes which were further subdivided into Ly-6C+ and CD11c+ and the
F4/80+ MHCII+ population, composed of the CD11bint tissue-resident macrophages
(Mac)95 and CD11bhigh cells, referred to as monocyte-derived dendritic cells (moDCs)
in this thesis. Histograms including FMO controls for the markers used for this gating
strategy are plotted in Figure S 2C. The expression of CCR2, CX3CR1, CD64 and
Ly-6C by monocytes, moDCs and macrophages was unchanged in Il36r-/- (Figure S
2B).
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Figure 2. Renal moDCs are diminished in IL-36R-deficient mice.
Mice were infected intravenously with 105 colony-forming units (CFU) C. albicans and leukocyte
infiltration into kidney and brain was analyzed at 3 days post infection (dpi) by flow cytometry. (A-B)
Gating strategy with exemplary dot plots from a WT mouse defining neutrophils (CD11b+ Ly-6G+),
dendritic cells (DCs) (Ly-6G- MHCII+ F4/80- CD11c+ CD11b+/-), Ly-6C+ monocytes (Ly-6G- MHCIIF4/80+ CD11b+ Ly-6C+ CD11c-), CD11c+ monocytes (Ly-6G- MHCII- F4/80+ CD11b+ Ly-6C- CD11c+)
and monocyte-derived DCs (moDCs, Ly-6G- MHCII+ F4/80+ CD11bhigh CD11c-/+) in brain and kidney.
Tissue resident macrophages (Mac) are defined as Ly6G- MHCII+ F4/80+ CD11bint CD11c+ in kidney
(A) and as CD45int in brain (microglia) (B). (C-D) Analysis of neutrophils, DCs, monocytes moDCs
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and tissue macrophages in kidney (C) and brain (D) of infected Il36r+/- and Il36r-/- mice. For each cell
subset, one representative dot plot per group is shown (left panels). The numbers on the dot plots
indicate the percentage of shown cell type out of CD45high cells (mean +/- SD). Right panels show the
absolute cell number per kidney (C) or brain (D). Upper right: representative experiment with n = 7
mice (C) or n = 9-10 mice (D) per group. Each dot represents a mouse; bars indicate mean values
(+ SD). Lower right: compiled data from independent experiments, each dot represents the mean of one
experiment (n = 3-7 mice per group in (C) or n = 4-10 mice per group in (D)); data from the same
experiment are connected with a line. Number of independent repeats is indicated. (E-F) Absolute cell
number of CD4 T cells (CD19- CD3+ TCRβ+ TCRγδ- CD8- CD4+), CD8 T cells (CD19- CD3+ TCRβ+
TCRγδ- CD8+ CD4-), γδ T cells (CD19- CD3+ TCRγδ+ TCRβ-), Natural killer (NK) cells (CD19- CD3NK1.1+ CD49b+) and B cells (CD19+ CD3-) per kidney (E) or brain (F) of infected Il36r+/- and Il36r-/mice, n = 4-6 mice (E) or n = 5 mice (F) per group. Each dot represents a mouse; bars indicate mean
values (+ SD). Statistical analysis was performed using unpaired Student’s t test (C-D upper right
panels, E-F) or paired Student’s t test (C-D lower right panels) (ns, p > 0.05; *, p ≤ 0.05; **, p ≤ 0.001;
****, p ≤ 0.0001). Data are representative of two (F) or four (E) independent experiments or as
indicated on the graphs (C-D).

In infected brains, we found the same cell populations as in kidneys, but brain
resident macrophages (microglia) were defined as CD45int (Figure 2B). In both
analyzed organs, we observed a very similar picture (Figure 2C and D). Neutrophils
in Il36r-/- animals were detected in numbers comparable or even exceeding those
found in Il36r+/- animals, while CD11b+ and CD11b- DCs were unaffected throughout
all experiments (Figure 2C and D and not shown). Notably, in kidney and brain, Il36r/-

mice exhibited significantly more Ly-6C+ monocytes than their heterozygous

littermates, while no conclusion could be made for CD11c+ monocytes due to
experimental variation. Interestingly, in the kidneys, we constantly found significantly
decreased numbers of moDCs, whereas the numbers of tissue-resident macrophages
were decreased in 4 out of 6 experiments (Figure 2C). In the brain however,
infiltrating moDCs were detectable in equal numbers in Il36r+/- and Il36r-/- mice
(Figure 2D). In order to get a complete picture of the cellular infiltrates, we also
analyzed lymphocyte populations in infected brain and kidney. T cells, B cells and
NK cells were present in low, fully comparable numbers at day 3 after infection
(Figure 2E and F).
In summary, these data demonstrate intact, inflammation-induced recruitment
of neutrophils and Ly-6C+ monocytes to the site of infection. Given the increased
numbers of monocytes, which is likely being driven by enhanced fungal burden found
in IL-36R-deficient mice, we were surprised to find the numbers of moDCs being
unchanged in the brain or even diminished in the kidneys.
.
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IL-36R-deficiency does not affect renal tissue-resident leukocyte populations
Since renal tissue-resident macrophages have recently been linked to effective control
of systemic candidiasis93, we wondered whether the lack of Il36r affected this
protective macrophage population in the kidney during homeostasis. Therefore, we
examined macrophages in kidneys of naïve Il36r+/- and Il36r-/- littermates. In line with
previous reports93,95, macrophages were the most abundant immune cell type in the
kidney during homeostasis reaching about 50% of all CD45+ cells (Figure S 3A),
while moDCs comprised a small subset (Figure S 3A). Importantly, the absolute
numbers of all analyzed myeloid and lymphoid immune cells were the same in naïve
Il36r+/- and Il36r-/- littermates (Figure S 3B and C). Not only quantity, but also the
phenotype of monocytes, moDCs and macrophages based on the expression of
CX3CR1, CCR2, CD64 and Ly6C was unchanged (Figure S 2A).
Il36r-/- mice show hyperinflammation during systemic candidiasis
In order to obtain detailed information about transcriptional changes upon systemic
candidiasis, we performed RNA sequencing of kidney tissue from naïve and infected
(3 dpi) Il36r+/- and Il36r-/- mice (Figure 3A). Additionally, expression levels of
selected sets of genes were confirmed by qRT-PCR analysis (Figure S 4A-C). We did
not observe any defects in the induction of fungal pattern recognition receptors
(PRRs), which are crucial sensors of fungal invasion and initiators of subsequent
antifungal immune defense24. Il17a and Csf2 (encoding for GM-SCF), two cytokines
involved in host protection during systemic candidiasis17,18,149, were barely detectable
in the RNAseq analysis (data not shown). qRT-PCR data confirmed the low
expression level of Il17a and Csf2, but showed their upregulation at day 3 of systemic
infection, which was slightly stronger in Il36r-/- mice (Figure S 4A). Also the
upregulation of other classical pro-inflammatory cytokines such as Il1a, Il1b, Il6, Tnf,
Il12a and Il23a was more pronounced in Il36r-/- mice than in Il36r+/- control mice.
RNA sequencing analysis confirmed that expression of Il36a and Il36g was massively
induced upon infection. Furthermore, a large variety of chemokines and chemokine
receptors was expressed in comparable or even elevated levels in Il36r-/- mice as
compared to Il36r-sufficient controls (see also Figure S 4B). Besides, transcripts of
antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) were represented at normal or increased levels in
infected kidneys of Il36r-/- mice (see also Figure S 4C).
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The above data indicate that systemic C. albicans infection in Il36r-/- mice
results in hyperinflammation. Thus, the increased susceptibility of Il36r-/- mice during
systemic candidiasis cannot be explained by the lack of inflammatory signals.
Il36r-/- phagocytes are functionally intact
Phagocytes eliminate engulfed microbes by a variety of oxidative killing mechanisms.
The inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) is an enzyme involved in the production
of reactive nitrogen intermediates (RNI) which have direct candidacial activity99. We
examined the expression of iNOS as an indicator for a cell’s fungicidal potential. By
intracellular staining of iNOS, we identified monocytes as the major source of nitric
oxide among immune cells present in infected kidneys (Figure S 4D). Notably, the
frequency of iNOS+ monocytes was twofold higher in Il36r-/- than in Il36r+/monocytes (Figure 3B). In contrast, iNOS expression was barely detectable in braininfiltrating monocytes independently of their genotype (Figure 3C).
Neutrophils are potent phagocytes with the highest Candida killing capacity
among myeloid cells329. Since our analysis of cellular infiltrates had shown an intact
recruitment of neutrophils to the site of infection in Il36r-/- mice we tested whether
Il36r-/- neutrophils displayed a defect in candidacial activity, which could explain
increased fungal infestation. We isolated neutrophils from infected kidneys and
performed an in vitro killing assay with C. albicans yeast. At the same time, we also
assessed the fungicidal potential of monocytes and MHCII+ F4/80+ cells including
moDCs/macrophages. As expected, neutrophils displayed with 40% the highest
killing efficiency among the tested phagocytes (Figure 3D). Killing activity of
moDCs/macrophages varied between experiments, ranging from 0% to 20% (Figure
3D and data not shown). However, in this ex vivo assay, Il36r-/- phagocytes showed
equal killing of Candida yeast as their Il36r+/- counterparts. Of note, macrophages
isolated from naïve kidneys were not able to kill Candida yeast (Figure S 3D), unlike
reported by Lionakis et al.93. Notably, addition of recombinant IL-36γ (100 ng/mL)
did not have any influence on the killing activity of any of the tested phagocytes
(Figure S 5).
In infected kidneys, Candida albicans is mainly detectable as networks of
filamentous hyphae5,17. Since the immune response mounted upon recognition of
Candida albicans depends on the morphological form of Candida45,54,122,170, we also
performed the killing assay with Candida hyphae. However, in line with our previous
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results, Il36r-deficient neutrophils isolated 3 days post infection from kidneys or
blood, showed an intact ability to kill Candida hyphae (Figure 3E).
Taken together, these data demonstrate that Il36r-/- mice have functionally
competent phagocytes with regard to their fungicidal potential. Thus, we can exclude
defects in this well-established antifungal immune effector mechanism as underlying
the severe deficiency of Il36r-/- mice in controlling systemic candidiasis.

Figure 3. Il36r-/- mice show hyperinflammation during systemic candidiasis and Il36r-/phagocytes are functionally intact.
Il36r+/- and Il36r-/- mice were infected intravenously with 105 colony-forming units (CFU) C. albicans
and analyzed at 3 days post infection (dpi). (A) Heatmaps from RNA sequencing analysis of whole
kidney tissue of naïve and infected mice. For analysis of naïve tissue, RNA from n = 3 mice per group
was pooled. RNA from infected tissue was analyzed from 3 individual mice per group. The scale
indicates the log2 value. (B-C) Flow cytometric analysis of intracellular expression of inducible nitric
oxide synthase (iNOS) by monocytes isolated from kidney (B) and brain (C) of infected mice. Left
panels: one representative dot plot per group, pregated on monocytes (Ly-6G- MHCII- F4/80+ CD11b+).
The number on the dot plot indicates the percentage of iNOS+ cells out of monocytes. Upper right:
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representative experiment with n = 7 mice (B) or n = 4-6 mice (C) per group. Each dot represents a
mouse; bars indicate mean values (+ SD). Lower right: compiled data from independent experiments.
Each dot represents the mean of one experiment (n = 3-7 mice per group in (B) and n = 4-6 mice per
group in (C)); data from the same experiment are connected with a line. (D) Neutrophils (Neutro,
CD11b+ Ly-6G+), monocytes (Mon, Ly-6G- MHCII- F4/80+ CD11b+) and moDCs/Mac (Ly6G- MHCII+
F4/80+ CD11b+) were FACS isolated from kidneys of infected mice and co-cultured in vitro with
opsonized C. albicans yeast in a 5:1 effector:target ratio to assess their killing activity. Each dot
represents one mouse (for Neutro and Mon: 3 replicates per mouse; for moDCs/Mac: one sample per
mouse), n = 4-5 mice per group, bars indicate mean values of groups (+ SD). (E) Neutrophils (CD11b+
Ly-6G+) were FACS isolated from kidneys and MACS isolated from blood of infected mice and cocultured in vitro with opsonized C. albicans yeast or hyphae in a 5:1 effector:target ratio to assess their
killing activity. Each dot represents one mouse (renal neutrophils: 1 – 3 replicates per mouse, blood
neutrophils: 3 replicates per mouse), n = 3 mice per group, bars indicate mean values of groups (+ SD).
Statistical analysis was performed using unpaired Student’s t test (B-C upper right panels, D-E) and
paired Student’s t test (B-C lower right panels) (ns, p > 0.05; **, p ≤ 0.01). Data are from one
experiment (A, E (hyphae)) or representative of two (C, D (Mac and Mon)), three (D (neutro), E
(yeast)) or five (B) independent experiments or as indicated on the graphs (B-C).

Irradiation-resistant cells confer IL-36R-dependent protection against systemic
candidiasis
Besides immune cells like T cells and DCs, IL-36R is also expressed by epithelial
cells such as keratinocytes296. In the model of imiquimod-induced skin inflammation
Il36r-expression by irradiation-resistant cells was shown to be crucial for disease
development295. Therefore, we sought to assess the impact of Il36r-expression by
irradiation-sensitive cells in the Candida albicans infection model. We used
reciprocal bone marrow chimeras that were generated by reconstitution of lethally
irradiated WT mice with Il36r-/- bone marrow (Il36r-/- ! WT) and vice versa
(WT ! Il36r-/-). We also reconstituted WT mice with WT bone marrow (WT ! WT)
and Il36r-/- mice with Il36r-/- bone marrow (Il36r-/- ! Il36r-/-) and used these mice as
controls. We found that for the defense against systemic candidiasis, the expression of
IL-36R is primarily important on irradiation-resistant cells, since the weight loss and
fungal burden in mice with complete Il36r-deficiency (Il36r-/- ! Il36r-/-), was
phenocopied by animals lacking IL-36R exclusively on host-derived cells
(WT ! Il36r-/-). Mice lacking Il36r exclusively in bone marrow-derived leukocytes
(Il36r-/- ! WT) resembled the phenotype of their WT ! WT counterparts (Figure 4A
and B). Furthermore, analogous to our observations in non-chimeric Il36r-/- mice,
increased pathogen load in kidney of WT ! Il36r-/- animals correlated with an
increased presence of neutrophils at the site of infection (Figure 4C).
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Figure 4. Irradiation-resistant cells confer IL-36R-dependent protection against systemic
candidiasis.
Reciprocal bone marrow chimeras were generated from WT and Il36r-/- mice. Therefore, host mice
were lethally irradiated with 950 RAD and reconstituted with donor bone marrow on the following day
(legend key: donor ! host). Mice were infected intravenously with 105 colony-forming units (CFU)
C. albicans 10-12 weeks after reconstitution. (A) Bodyweight (relative to starting weight) of WT !
WT (n = 6), Il36r-/- ! WT (n = 7), WT ! Il36r-/- (n = 7) and Il36r-/- ! Il36r-/- (n = 5) mice at 5
consecutive days post infection (dpi). Mean values (with SD) are indicated. Statistical analysis was
performed using two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple comparison; significance values from
dpi 5 are indicated. (B, C) WT ! WT (n = 7), Il36r-/- ! WT (n = 6), WT ! Il36r-/- (n = 7) and Il36r-/! Il36r-/- (n = 7) mice were sacrificed at day 5 post infection for analysis of fungal burden in kidney
(B) and flow cytometric determination of absolute cell number of kidney-infiltrating neutrophils
(CD11b+ Ly-6G+) (C). Each dot represents one animal, solid lines indicate mean, dotted line represents
limit of detection (B). (A-C) Statistical analysis was performed using one-way ANOVA with
Bonferroni’s multiple comparison. (A-C) Data are representative of three independent experiments; *,
p ≤ 0.05; **, p ≤ 0.01; ***, p ≤ 0.001; ****, p ≤ 0.0001.

Requirement of IL-36R for efficient generation of renal moDCs
Considering that expression of IL-36R in bone marrow-derived cells did play a minor
role for antifungal immune defense in the criss-cross chimera setting, we wanted to
test whether the generation of the renal moDC population was extrinsically or
intrinsically dependent of IL-36R. Therefore, we adoptively transferred 106 Ly-6C+
monocytes isolated from bone marrow of naïve WT-CD45.1 animals into WT and
Il36r-/- recipients (both CD45.2+), followed by infection of host mice 30 min after
transfer (Figure 5A). Control mice were injected with PBS 30 min prior to infection.
Monitoring of the mice and analysis at day 3.5 after infection revealed that the
transfer of WT monocytes did not affect the susceptibility of Il36r-/- mice as measured
by body weight loss and fungal load in kidney and brain (Figure 5B and C). We could
easily find grafted CD45.1+ cells within the renal immune cell compartment (Figure
5D), whereas they were nearly undetectable in brain infiltrates (data not shown). As
previously described92,93, in infected WT hosts, a subset of transferred monocytes
differentiated into moDCs as evidenced by the upregulation of MHCII and coexpression of high levels of CD11b (Figure 5D and Figure S 6A and B). This
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indicates that renal moDCs arise from monocyte precursors during infection.
Interestingly, in Il36r-/- hosts, grafted WT cells showed a significantly lower
frequency of MHCII+ cells within the F4/80+ cell fraction (Figure 5D). The defect was
comparable between transferred CD45.1+ WT and endogenous CD45.1- Il36r-/- cells
(Figure 5D).
In conclusion, our data suggests that the generation of moDCs from BM
monocyte precursors is not intrinsically dependent on Il36r expression by monocytes
but instead it requires IL-36R-dependent signals derived from surrounding cells,
presumably tissue cells.
CCR2+ cells are protective during systemic candidiasis
From the phenotypic analysis of Il36r-/- mice so far, we could establish a correlation
between the deficiency in moDCs and increased fungal burden. In order to address
whether indeed moDCs contribute to protection from candidiasis in Il36r-sufficient
mice, we made use of diphtheria toxin (DT)-induced depletion of CCR2+ cells in
Ccr2DTR/+ mice. We injected DT 16 hours prior to infection with C. albicans (Figure
5E). The success of the depletion was confirmed by flow cytometric analysis of
samples taken directly before infection, which revealed lack of CD11b+ Ly-6Chigh
monocytes in the blood (data not shown). Analysis at 3 dpi revealed that the depletion
of CCR2-expressing cells prior to fungal infection resulted in the absence of the entire
renal MHCII+ F4/80+ population including CD11bhigh moDCs and CD11bint tissueresident macrophages (Figure 5H-I and Figure S 7A). Also in the brain, moDCs were
drastically decreased by DT-treatment (Figure 5H and J and Figure S 7A). The
cellular changes in kidney and brain coincided with increased titers (Figure 5G) as
well as an increased bodyweight loss in Ccr2DTR/+ mice (Figure 5F). Fungal burden in
the spleen was slightly, but significantly increased, whereas pathogen load in the liver
was unaffected by DT-treatment (Figure 5G), confirming previously published data92.
Interestingly, at day 3 post infection, increased amounts of Ly-6C+ monocytes were
present in kidneys and in the brain of Ccr2DTR/+ mice (Figure 5H-J). Though, as shown
in Figure S 7B-D, the monocyte population had been depleted at day 1 after infection.
This data indicates that during the 3.5 days between DT-treatment and flow
cytometric analysis the monocyte pool of the bone marrow replenished the circulating
monocyte population, which then migrated into the tissues. Notably, despite the
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Figure 5. IL-36R is required for efficient generation of renal moDCs and CCR2+ cells are
protective during systemic candidiasis.
+
high
(A-D) Bone marrow (BM) monocytes (Mon) (CD45 Ly-6G CD19 CD3 NK1.1 Ly6C ) were
6
FACS-sorted from WT-CD45.1 animals. 10 monocytes were adoptively transferred to CD45.2+
recipient mice (WT (n = 5) and Il36r-/- (n = 5)) 30 min prior to intravenous infection with 105 colonyforming units (CFU) C. albicans. Control mice were injected with PBS before infection (n = 4 for WT
and n = 3 for Il36r-/-). Mice were monitored during the following 3.5 days for bodyweight loss (B) and
were sacrificed at 3.5 days post infection (dpi) for analysis of fungal burden in kidney and brain (C)
and flow cytometric analysis of kidney-infiltrating leukocytes (D). (D) Left panel: representative dot
plots depicting endogenous host-derived CD45.1- cells (left) or transferred bone marrow-derived
CD45.1+ cells (right). (E-J) Non-transgenic Ccr2+/+ (n = 5) and transgenic Ccr2DTR/+ (n = 4) mice were
treated intraperitoneally (i.p.) with 200 ng diphtheria toxin (DT) 16 hours prior to intravenous infection
with 105 CFU C. albicans. Directly before the infection, a blood sample was taken to confirm the
depletion of CCR2+ cells in Ccr2DTR/+ mice. Mice were monitored during the following 3 days for
bodyweight loss (F) and were sacrificed at 3 dpi for analysis of fungal burden in kidney, brain, liver
and spleen (G) and flow cytometric analysis of kidney- and brain-infiltrating leukocytes (H-J). (H)
Representative dot plots depicting MHCII expression of Ly-6G- F4/80+ cells in kidney (left) and brain
(right). (I-J) Absolute numbers of cellular infiltrates in kidney (I) and brain (J). Neutrophils,
monocytes (Mon), moDC, macrophages and microglia were gated as shown in Figure 2A (I) or Figure
2B (J). F4/80+ MHCIIint cells were gated as shown in (H). Each dot represents one mouse; bars indicate
mean values (+ SD). (B, F) Mean values (with SD) are indicated. (C, G) Each dot represents one
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animal, dotted lines represent limit of detection (LOD), solid lines indicate mean. (D left, H) Numbers
on plots indicate the percentage of gated population out of indicated parent population. (D right, I - J)
Each dot represents one mouse; bars indicate mean values (+ SD). Statistical analysis was performed
using unpaired Student’s t test (G, I-J), one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple comparison (C,
D) or two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple comparison (B, F). (B) Significance values from
dpi 3.5 are indicated. (ns, p > 0.05; *, p ≤ 0.05; **, p ≤ 0.01; ***, p ≤ 0.001; ****, p ≤ 0.0001). Data
are representative of two (B-D, F-J) independent experiments.

presence of MHCII- monocytes at day 3 post infection, we observed a strongly
increased fungal burden in Ccr2DTR/+ animals. Similarly, increased fungal burden in
the presence of increased numbers MHCII- monocytes was also observed in Il36r-/mice (Figure 2C and D). Possibly, BM-derived monocytes need to differentiate into
the MHCII+ moDC population in order to confer protection during systemic
candidiasis. Indeed, 3 days after the depletion of CCR2-expressing cells, a MHCII
intermediate population was visible (Figure 5H), indicating the upregulation of
MHCII on infiltrating monocytes. In this context, accumulation of monocytes in
IL-36R-deficient mice can be interpreted as an attempt of the organism to compensate
for the decreased numbers of moDCs by providing more of moDC-progenitors.
The results described above indicate, but do not prove that MHCII- monocytes
are direct precursors of MHCII+ moDCs in the kidney tissue. An alternative scenario
could be that tissue monocytes and moDCs are independent populations arising from
different precursors from bone marrow. Menezes and colleagues101 proposed that
subsets of BM monocytes, discriminated by Flt3 and CD11c expression, had
differential potential to give rise to MHCII- monocytes or MHCII+ moDCs in the
periphery. However, we did not detect any lack of Flt3+ CD11c- monocytes (the
proposed precursors of moDCs) in bone marrow or blood of naïve and infected
(3 dpi) WT and Il36r-/- mice (Figure S 8A-B), indicating that any deficits in the
generation of renal moDCs must occur at the site of infection.
Different impact of IL-1α and IL-1β on innate antifungal immune defense against
systemic candidiasis
The RNA sequencing analysis revealed that IL-1 cytokines, Il1a and Il1b, and their
receptors were highly upregulated upon infection in renal tissue of Il36r-/- and Il36r+/control mice (Figure 3A). We could confirm these results by qRT-PCR analysis of
renal tissue from infected WT mice (Figure 6A). Also, consistent with the
literature238,240, we observed that IL-1R played an important role in protection against
C. albicans (Figure 6B and C). Similarly to Il36r-/- mice, Il1r-/- displayed major
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defects in eliminating fungal pathogen in kidney and brain, but only minor or no
defects in liver and spleen, respectively. Studying the differential contribution of
IL-1α and IL-1β to antifungal host defense, we found that Il1b-deficient mice
phenocopied Il1r-/- mice with regard to the fungal burden in kidneys and the brain
(Figure S 9A). In contrast, IL-1α was almost dispensable for fungal control. Il1a-/mice showed only a slight increase in fungal burden in the brain (Figure S 9A).
Next we wondered, if IL-36 and IL-1 cytokines contributed equally to
antifungal host defense. Therefore, we compared the phenotype of Il36r-/- mice with
that of Il1r-/- mice directly. We found that IL-1R had a greater contribution to
antifungal immunity since the fungal burden in the affected organs was increased in
Il1r-/- mice compared to Il36r-/- mice (Figure S 9B). Interestingly, as in Il36r-deficient
mice, the cellular analysis revealed increased numbers of neutrophils and Ly-6C+
monocytes among the immune infiltrates in the kidneys, while the numbers of moDCs
were reduced (Figure 6D). In the brain of Il1r-/- animals, all analyzed subsets of
infiltrating myeloid cells were increased (Figure 6E) however the ratio between
monocytes and moDCs (Figure S 11B) indicated a defect in moDC generation.
Furthermore, phenocopying the Il36r-/- mice in an exaggerated manner, monocytes
recruited to the sites of infection mounted an exorbitant nitric oxide response. This
was particularly visible in the brain, where in WT mice iNOS was almost completely
absent (Figure 6F).
In order to test the phagocytic capacity of Il1r-/- cells in vivo, we infected mice
with a C. albicans strain expressing GFP and followed the GFP-signal over the first
24 hours of infection. In this experiment, there were no remarkable deficits in the
uptake of GFP-Candida by Il1r-deficient phagocytes detectable (Figure S 10A and
B). At the early time points of 2 hours and 8 hours post infection, Candida was taken
up mainly by neutrophils, CD11c+ monocytes and tissue macrophages. After 24
hours, the large majority of GFP-Candida+ cells were neutrophils, irrespective of the
host’s genotype (Figure S 10C and D). In infected brains, only a marginal GFP-signal
could be detected from microglia and CD45high cells (Figure S 10E and F). In line with
these results, we found that Il1r-deficient neutrophils were as efficient in killing
opsonized yeast and hyphal fungus as WT neutrophils in vitro (Figure 6G).
Collectively, these results reveal remarkable parallels in the phenotype of
Il1r-/- and Il36r-/- mice during the early stage of systemic candidiasis on the level of
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morbidity, affected organs, cellular infiltration and phagocyte killing activity. This
suggests that both cytokines contribute to the same antifungal defense pathway.
Il1r-deficiency and Il36r-deficiency does not impair blood-to-tissue migration of
myeloid leukocytes.
Intriguingly, numbers of moDCs in kidneys of Il36r-/- mice and Il1r-/- mice were
reduced, whereas moDC numbers in brains of knock out mice were not diminished.
As shown in the data of Figure 5D, moDCs arise from monocytic precursors.
Assuming that Ly-6C+ monocytes are the direct precursors of moDCs, we plotted the
ratio of moDCs to Ly-6C+ monocytes per organ. This ratio was significantly reduced
in kidneys and brain (Figure S 11A and B), indicating that the transition of Ly-6C+
monocytes to moDCs, or moDCs survival, are similarly defective in both organs. In
case of a developmental defect, the reason could be a problem in Ly-6C+ monocyte
extravasation, preventing them to reach the site of infection. In order to test this
hypothesis, we performed an in vivo-antibody staining by injection of 1 μg of PElabeled anti-CD45.2 antibody intravenously 10 min prior to euthanization, thereby
being able to distinguish PE-positive blood-circulating cells from PE-negative tissueresiding cells in the flow cytometric analysis. Interestingly, the percentages of PEnegative tissue-residing Ly-6C+ monocytes were not affected by Il1r-deficiency or
Il36r-deficiency at 1.5 dpi and even partially enhanced at 3 dpi (Figure S 11C and D).
Also for the other analyzed myeloid subpopulations, no defects in the blood-to-tissue
migration could be observed, except for Il1r-/- cerebral CD11c+ monocytes. This
defect, however, was only visible at 1.5 dpi and not at 3 dpi.
Irradiation-resistant cells confer IL-1R-dependent protection against systemic
candidiasis
Given the results described above, we wondered if IL-1, similarly to IL-36,
contributed to fighting C. albicans through the action on irradiation-resistant tissue
cells. We therefore analyzed infected criss-cross bone marrow chimeras generated
from WT and Il1r-/- mice. Infection of mice lacking IL-1R exclusively in the hostderived cells (WT ! Il1r-/-) recapitulated the phenotype of complete absence of Il1r
(Il1r-/- ! Il1r-/-) regarding body weight loss (Figure 6H) and fungal burden (Figure
6I). Even though, the phenotype of WT ! Il1r-/- mice seemed slightly milder than that
of Il1r-/- ! Il1r-/- mice. This experiment revealed that like in the case of Il36r, for host
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Figure 6. IL-1R contributes to innate, non-hematopoietic immune defense in systemic
candidiasis.
(A) Gene expression analysis by qRT-PCR of Il1r1 and its ligands in whole kidney tissue of naïve and
infected (1 and 3 days post infection, dpi) WT mice, normalized to G6pdx. Indicated are log10
transformed mean values (+ SD) of 4-5 mice per time point. ud = undetectable; a. u. = arbitrary unit.
(B) Bodyweight (relative to starting weight) of WT (n = 3) and Il1r-/- (n = 3) mice was monitored day
for 3 consecutive days after infection. Mean values (+/- SD) are indicated. (C) Compiled data of fungal
burden (3 dpi) in kidney, brain, liver and spleen from independent experiments comparing WT with
Il1r-/- mice. Number of independent repeats is indicated. Each dot represents the mean of one
experiment (3-5 mice per group), data from the same experiment are connected with a line. (D-E)
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Analysis of neutrophils, DCs, monocytes, moDCs and tissue macrophages in kidney (D) and brain (E)
of infected WT and Il1r-/- mice at 3 dpi. Pre-gating was performed according to the gating strategy
shown in Figure 2A (D) and 2B (E). For each cell subset, one representative dot plot per group is
shown (left panels). The numbers on the dot plots indicate the percentage of shown cell type out of
CD45high cells (mean +/- SD). Right panels show the absolute cell number per kidney (D) or brain (E).
Upper right: representative experiment with n = 5 for WT and n = 4 for Il1r-/- mice per group. Each dot
represents one mouse; bars indicate mean values (+ SD). Lower right: compiled data from independent
experiments. Each dot represents the mean of one experiment (n = 3-5 mice per group in (D) or n = 4-5
mice per group in (E)); data from the same experiment are connected with a line. Number of
independent repeats is indicated. (F) Flow cytometric analysis of intracellular expression of inducible
nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) by monocytes isolated from kidney and brain of infected WT (n = 5) and
Il1r-/- (n = 4) mice at 3 dpi. Left panel: one representative dot plot per group and organ, pregated on
monocytes (Ly-6G- MHCII- F4/80+ CD11b+). The number on the dot plot indicates the percentage of
iNOS+ cells out of monocytes. Right panel: each dot represents a mouse; bars indicate mean values
(+ SD). (G) Neutrophils (CD11b+ Ly-6G+) were FACS isolated from kidneys and MACS isolated from
blood of infected WT and Il1r-/- mice at 3 dpi and co-cultured in vitro with opsonized C. albicans yeast
or hyphae in a 5:1 effector:target ratio to assess their killing activity. Each dot represents the mean of
one experiment (n = 2-4 mice per group); data from the same experiment are connected with a line.
Data are compiled from 2 to 3 independent experiment. (H-I) Reciprocal bone marrow chimeras were
generated from WT and Il1r-/- mice. Therefore, host mice were lethally irradiated with 950 RAD and
reconstituted with donor bone marrow on the following day (legend key: donor ! host). WT ! WT
(n = 5), Il1r-/- ! WT (n = 5), WT ! Il1r-/- (n = 6) and Il1r-/- ! Il36r-/- (n = 5) mice were infected 10-12
weeks after reconstitution. (H) Bodyweight (relative to starting weight) of mice at 3 consecutive days
post infection. Mean values (with SD) are indicated. (I) Mice were sacrificed at 3 dpi for analysis of
fungal burden in kidney (left) and brain (right). Each dot represents one animal, solid lines indicate
mean, dotted line represents limit of detection. Statistical analysis was performed using unpaired
Student’s t test (D-E upper right, F), paired Student’s t test (C, D-E lower right, G), one-way ANOVA
with Bonferroni’s multiple comparison (I), one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparison to
naïve control (A), or two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple comparison (B, H). (H)
Significance values from dpi 3 are indicated. ns, p > 0.05; *, p ≤ 0.05; **, p ≤ 0.01; ***, p ≤ 0.001;
****, p ≤ 0.0001. Data are from one experiment (A) or representative of two (F brain, H-I), four (F
kidney) or five (B) independent experiments or as indicated on the graphs (C, D, E).

protection, the expression of Il1r is predominantly important on irradiation-resistant
cells. These results underscore the importance of non-hematopoietic cells as
components of the cellular network involved in the IL-36- and the IL-1-mediated
protection against Candida albicans.
Non-hematopoietic cells express IL-1R and IL-36R and phagocytose Candida
Since our previous experiments showed that irradiation-resistant, presumably nonhematopoietic, cells are the key players in IL-36R- and IL-1R-mediated protection,
we assessed expression of Il36r and Il1r in sorted renal endothelial and epithelial cells
from infected WT animals (gating in Figure S 12A). Among these cells, CD31+
endothelial cells expressed the highest levels of Il36r and Il1r (Figure 7A),
highlighting them as the most likely recipients of IL-36 and IL-1 cytokine signals. We
assessed the phagocytic capacity of renal tissue cells in an infection experiment with
GFP-expressing C. albicans. CD31+ endothelial cells and EpCAM+ epithelial cells
displayed a very poor phagocytic potential, but CD31- EpCAM- non-hematopoietic
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cells predominantly ingested Candida (Figure S 13). In line with the analysis of
myeloid cells (Figure S 10), Il1r-deficiency did not impair the ability of renal tissue
cells to phagocytose the fungus (Figure S 13).
Neutrophils are major source of IL-36 cytokines
Analysis of the expression pattern of IL-36 and IL-1 cytokines in sorted renal tissue
cells as well as myeloid subsets from kidney and brain gave us further interesting
insights. Among all IL-36 and IL-1 cytokines, Il1b was the only transcript which was
expressed by renal tissue cells (Figure 7B and C). Furthermore, we identified
neutrophils as the major source of IL-36 cytokines, expressing 100 to 1000-fold
higher levels of Il36g than other myeloid subsets in brain and kidney (Figure 7B).
Il36b was undetectable in all analyzed cell subsets (data not shown). Transcripts of
Il36g, Il1a and Il1b were found in similar amounts in brain and kidney, whereas
expression of Il36a was undetectable in brain and thus exclusive to the renal myeloid
cells (Figure 7B and C).

Figure 7. CD31+ endothelial cells express IL-1R and IL-36R.
Gene expression of Il36r and Il1r and their ligands in sorted cell subsets from WT mice assessed by
qRT-PCR. Cells were sorted from kidney and brain at 3 days post infection. Renal CD31+ endothelial
cells and EpCAM+ epithelial cells were gated as shown in Figure S6A. Myeloid subsets from kidney
and brain were sorted using the gating strategy shown in Figure 2A and B. mRNA expression is
normalized to Gapdh and indicated are log10 transformed values. ud = undetectable; a. u. = arbitrary
unit. (A) Cells were sorted from 4 mice individually. Each dot represents a mouse, bars indicate mean
values (+ SD). (B-C) Cells were sorted from samples pooled from 5 mice, bars indicate mean values of
technical triplicates. (A) Statistical analysis was performed using unpaired Student’s t test (ns, p > 0.05;
*, p ≤ 0.05; **, p ≤ 0.01). (A-C) Data are representative of two independent experiments.
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Supplementary Figures

Figure S 1, related to Figure 1. Fungal burden of Il36r-/- mice at 1 dpi and of Il36ra-/- mice at 3
dpi.
Mice were infected intravenously with 105 colony-forming units (CFU) C. albicans and fungal burden
was assessed in kidney, brain, liver and spleen of infected WT and Il36r-/- mice (5 animals per group)
at 1 day post infection (dpi) (A) and of WT and Il36ra-/- mice (4 animals per group) at 3 dpi (B). Each
dot represents one animal, dotted lines represent limit of detection (LOD), solid lines indicate mean.
Statistical analysis was performed using unpaired Student’s t test (ns, p > 0.05). Data are representative
of two (B) or three independent experiments (A).
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Figure S 2, related to Figure 2. Phenotypic characterization of renal monocytes, moDCs and
macrophages.
Flow cytometric analysis of leukocytes in kidneys of naïve (A) and infected (B-C) Il36r+/- and Il36r-/mice. Leukocyte subsets were gated as shown in Figure 2A. (B-C) Mice were infected intravenously
with 105 colony-forming units (CFU) C. albicans and analyzed at 3 days post infection (dpi). (A-C)
Panels show one representative histogram for each cell subset. Fluorescence minus one (FMO) control
is shown as filled grey curve. Data are representative of at least two independent experiments. Mon =
monocytes; moDC = monocyte-derived dendritic cell; max = maximum.
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Figure S 3, related to Figure 2. IL-36R-deficiency does not affect renal tissue-resident leukocyte
populations.
(A-C) Flow cytometric analysis of myeloid and lymphoid leukocyte populations in kidneys of perfused
naïve Il36r+/- and Il36r-/- mice. (A) Representative dot plots showing the gating for moDCs and tissue
macrophages. Numbers on right dot plots indicate percentage of R2 out of CD45high cells (mean +/SD), numbers on left dot plots indicate percentage of moDCs and tissue macrophages out of R2 (mean
+/- SD). (B) Absolute cell number of neutrophils, dendritic cells (DCs), Ly-6C+ monocytes (Mon),
CD11c+ monocytes, moDCs and tissue macrophages (Mac) per kidney. Gating for these populations
was performed according to the gating strategy shown in Figure 2A. (C) Absolute number of CD4 T
cells (CD19- CD3+ TCRβ+ TCRγδ- CD8- CD4+), CD8 T cells (CD19- CD3+ TCRβ+ TCRγδ- CD8+ CD4), γδ T cells (CD19- CD3+ TCRγδ+ TCRβ-), Natural killer (NK) cells (CD19- CD3- NK1.1+ CD49b+)
and B cells (CD19+ CD3-) per kidney. (B-C) Each dot represents a mouse, n = 5 mice per group; bars
indicate mean values (+ SD). Statistical analysis was performed using unpaired Student’s t test (ns, p >
0.05). Data are representative for 6 independent experiments with n = 2-5 mice per group.
(D) Macrophages (Ly6G- CD11b+ MHCII+ F4/80+) were FACS isolated from kidneys of naïve Il36r+/(n = 3) and Il36r-/- (n = 3) mice. Macrophages were co-cultured in vitro with opsonized C. albicans
yeast in a 5:1 effector:target ratio. As controls, Candida samples without macrophages were used. Each
dot represents one mouse. Solid lines indicate mean values of groups; dotted line shows mean value of
control. Data are representative of two independent experiments.
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Figure S 4, related to Figure 3. Analysis of effector mechanisms in kidney during systemic
candidiasis.
(A-C) Gene expression analysis by qRT-PCR of inflammatory cytokines (A), chemotactic molecules
(B) and antimicrobial peptides (C) in whole kidney tissue of naïve and infected (3 days post infection,
dpi) WT and Il36r-/- mice normalized to G6pdx. Indicated are mean values (+ SD) of 4-5 mice (A, C)
or 2-3 mice (B) per time point. ud = undetectable; a. u. = arbitrary unit. (D) Flow cytometric analysis of
intracellular expression of inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) by myeloid leukocyte subsets
isolated from kidney of infected Il36r+/- (n = 4) and Il36r-/- (n = 6) mice. Left panel: one representative
dot plot per group, pregated on CD45high iNOS+ cells. The numbers on the dot plot indicate the
percentages of MHCII- F4/80+ and MHCII+ F4/80+ out of CD45high iNOS+ cells. Right panel:
percentage of neutrophils (CD11b+ Ly-6G+), dendritic cells (DCs, Ly-6G- MHCII+ CD11c+),
monocytes (Ly-6G- MHCII- F4/80+ CD11b+) and moDCs (Ly-6G- MHCII+ F4/80+ CD11bhigh) out of the
parent CD45high iNOS+ cell gate. Each dot represents one mouse; bars indicate mean values (+ SD). (AD) Statistical analysis was performed using unpaired Student’s t test (ns, p > 0.05; *, p ≤ 0.05; **, p ≤
0.01). Data are from one experiment (A-C) or representative of five (D) independent experiments.
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Figure S 5. IL-36 does not directly boost killing activity of phagocytes.
Il36r+/- (n = 3) and Il36r-/- (n = 4) mice were infected intravenously with 105 colony-forming units
(CFU) C. albicans. Neutrophils (CD11b+ Ly-6G+), monocytes (Ly-6G- CD11b+ MHCII- F4/80+) and
moDCs/Mac (Ly6G- CD11b+ MHCII+ F4/80+) were FACS-isolated from kidneys at day 3 post
infection. Phagocytes were co-cultured in vitro with opsonized C. albicans yeast in a 5:1 effector:target
ratio in the absence or presence of IL-36γ (100 ng/mL). As controls, Candida samples without
phagocytes were used. Each dot represents one mouse (with 1 to 3 technical replicates per mouse).
Solid lines indicate mean values of groups, dotted lines show mean value of controls (black without
IL-36γ, red with IL-36γ). Data are from one experiment.

Figure S 6, related to Figure 5. Phenotypic characterization of bone marrow monocytes before
and after adoptive transfer.
(A) Histogram plots show the expression levels of F4/80 and MHCII on sorted WT bone marrow (BM)
monocytes which have been sorted as CD45+ Ly-6G- CD19- CD3- NK1.1- Ly6Chigh cells from pooled
bone marrow of 9 WT-CD45.1 animals. Grey filled histograms show the fluorescence minus one
(FMO) control. (B) 106 BM monocytes (sorted as in A) were adoptively transferred to CD45.2+
recipient mice (WT and Il36r-/-) 30 min prior to intravenous infection with 105 colony-forming units
(CFU) C. albicans. Kidney-infiltrating Ly-6G- F4/80+ MHCII+ cells were analyzed at 3.5 days post
infection (dpi) by flow cytometry. Representative dot plots (from n = 5 mice per group) depict CD11b
and CD11c expression on endogenous host-derived CD45.1- cells (left) or transferred BM monocytederived CD45.1+ cells (right). Numbers on plots indicate the percentage of gated population out of
indicated parent population. (A-B) Data are representative of two independent experiments.
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Figure S 7, related to Figure 5. Dynamics of F4/80+ cell populations after DT-treatment of
Ccr2DTR/+ mice.
Non-transgenic Ccr2+/+ and transgenic Ccr2DTR/+ mice were treated intraperitoneally (i.p.) with 200 ng
diphtheria toxin (DT) 16 hours prior to intravenous infection with 105 CFU C. albicans and analyzed at
3 days post infection (dpi) (A) or at 1 dpi (B-D). (A) MHCII expression on Ly-6G- F4/80+ cells in
kidney (left) and brain (right) was analyzed. MCHII+, MHCIIint and MHCII- cells were gated as shown
in Figure 5H. Each dot represents one mouse (n = 5 for Ccr2+/+ and n = 4 for Ccr2DTR/+); bars indicate
mean values (+ SD). (B) Representative dot plots from kidney and brain, pregated on Ly-6G- cells. (CD) Absolute cell number of myeloid populations per kidney (C) and per brain (D). Cells were gated as
shown in Figure 2A-B with the exception of monocytes (Mon), which were subdivided solely on the
basis of Ly-6C expression, without CD11c staining. Each dot represents one mouse (n = 7 for Ccr2+/+
and n = 3 for Ccr2DTR/+); bars indicate mean values (+ SD). (A, C-D) Statistical analysis was performed
using unpaired Student’s t test (ns, p > 0.05; *, p ≤ 0.05; **, p ≤ 0.01; ***, p ≤ 0.001; ****, p ≤
0.0001). Data are from one experiment (B-D) or representative of two (A) independent experiments.
moDCs = monocyte-derived dendritic cells.
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Figure S 8, related to Figure 5. Characterization of bone marrow monocyte subset of naïve and
C. albicans infected mice.
Flow cytometric analysis of monocytes from bone marrow (BM) and blood from naïve (A) and
infected (B) WT and Il36r-/- mice. Monocytes were gated as Lin (CD3, CD19, NK1.1, cKit, Ly6G)CD115+ Ly-6C+. Left: representative dot plots, numbers on plots indicate the percentage of gated
population out of indicated parent population. Right: Absolute cell number of indicated cell population
per BM from one leg and per mL of blood. Statistical analysis was performed using unpaired Student’s
t test (ns, p > 0.05; *, p ≤ 0.05; **, p ≤ 0.01). Data are from one experiment.
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Figure S 9, related to Figure 6. IL-1β compared to IL-1α and IL-36R compared to IL-1R
differentially contribute to innate antifungal immune defense against systemic candidiasis.
Mice were infected intravenously with 105 colony-forming units (CFU) C. albicans and analyzed at
day 3 post infection (dpi). Fungal burden in kidney, brain, liver and spleen of infected (A) WT (n = 4),
Il1a-/- (n = 4), Il1b-/- (n = 5) and Il1r-/- (n = 4) mice, and of (B) WT (n = 5), Il36r-/- (n = 4) and Il1r-/(n = 4) mice. Each dot represents one animal, dotted lines represent limit of detection (LOD), solid
lines indicate mean. (A-B) Statistical analysis was performed using one-way ANOVA with
Bonferroni’s multiple comparison (ns, p > 0.05; *, p ≤ 0.05; **, p ≤ 0.01; ***, p ≤ 0.001; ****, p ≤
0.0001). Data are representative of two (A) or four (B) independent experiments.
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Figure S 10. Related to Figure 6. Il1r-deficiency does not impair phagocytic activity of leukocytes.
WT and Il1r-/- mice (3-4 animals per group) were infected intravenously with 2 x 106 colony-forming units (CFU)
of GFP-expressing C. albicans (pACT1-GFP). At 2 hours (h), 8 hours and 24 hours post infection (p.i.), mice were
sacrificed and kidney (A-D) and brain (E-F) were analyzed by flow cytometry. Indicated leukocyte subsets were
gated as shown in Figure 2A and B. (A, E) For each cell subset, one representative dot plot per group and time
point is shown. The numbers on the dot plots indicate the percentage of GFP+ cells out of the indicated cell
subsets. (B, F) Graphs plot the percentage of GFP+ cells within the indicated cell populations over the course of
time. Each dot represents the mean value (+/- SD) of the group. (C) Cells were pre-gated as CD45+ GFP+. The
numbers on the dot plots indicate the relative representation of the subset within the total CD45+ GFP+
population. One representative dot plot per group and time point is shown. (D) Graphs plot the percentage of
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leukocyte subsets within the total CD45+ GFP+ population over the course of time. Each dot represents the mean
value (+/- SD) of the group. (B, D, F) Statistical analysis was performed using unpaired Student’s t test for each
individual time point. *, p ≤ 0.05. Data are from one experiment. DC = dendritic cell; Mon = monocytes; moDC =
monocyte-derived DC.
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Figure S 11. Il36r-deficient and Il1r-defiecient monocytes do not have a defect in blood-to-tissue
migration.
WT, Il1r-/- and Il36r-/- mice (3-5 animals per group) were infected intravenously with 105 colony-forming units
(CFU) C. albicans. Leukocyte infiltration into kidney (A, C) and brain (B, D) was analyzed by flow cytometry at
indicated time points. Leukocyte subsets were gated as shown in Figure 2A for kidney and Figure 2B for brain.
(A-B) Ratio of moDC count to Ly-6C+ monocyte count as compiled data from independent experiments, each dot
represents the mean of one experiment. Data from the same experiment are connected with a line. Number (n) of
independent repeats is indicated. (C-D) Mice were injected with 1 μg of PE-labeled anti-CD45.2 antibody
intravenously and euthanized 10 min later. Upper panels show the percentage of PE-negative (PE-) cells out of the
indicated cell subsets. Each dot represents a mouse; bars indicate mean values (+/- SD). Lower panels show one
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representative histogram per group for each cell subset. The numbers on the dot plots indicate the percentage of
PE-negative and PE-positive cells out of the indicated cell subsets. Data are representative of two independent
experiments. Statistical analysis was performed using paired Student’s t test (A-B) or one-way ANOVA with
Dunnett’s multiple comparison to WT control (C-D). *, p ≤ 0.05; **, p ≤ 0.001; ****, p ≤ 0.0001. dpi = days post
infection; DC = dendritic cell; Mon = monocytes; moDC = monocyte-derived DC.

Figure S 12, related to Figure 7.
(A) Representative dot plots of flow cytometric analysis of renal tissue for identification of endothelial
cells (CD31+ EpCAM-) and epithelial cells (CD31- EpCAM+) at 3 days post systemic infection with
C. albicans. (B) Gene expression of Il36r and Il1r in sorted cell subsets from WT mice assessed by
qRT-PCR. Cells were sorted from kidney and brain at 3 days post infection using the gating strategy
shown in Figure 2A and B. mRNA expression is normalized to Gapdh and indicated are log10
transformed values. Cells were sorted from samples pooled from 5 mice, bars indicate mean values of
technical triplicates. ud = undetectable; a. u. = arbitrary unit. (A-B) Data are representative of two
independent experiments.

Figure S 13. Phagocytosis of C. albicans by renal tissue cells is not impaired by Il1r-deficiency.
WT and Il1r-/- mice (3-4 animals per group) were infected intravenously with 2 x 106 colony-forming
units (CFU) of GFP-expressing C. albicans. At 2 hours, 8 hours and 24 hours post infection (p.i.), mice
were sacrificed and renal tissue cells were analyzed by flow cytometry. Cell populations were gated as
shown in Figure S 12A. (A) For each cell subset, one representative dot plot per group and time point
is shown. The numbers on the dot plots indicate the percentage of GFP-Candida+ cells out of the
indicated cell subsets. (B) Graphs plot the percentage of GFP-Candida+ cells within the indicated cell
populations over the course of time. Each dot represents the mean value (+/- SD) of the group.
Statistical analysis was performed using unpaired Student’s t test. *, p ≤ 0.05. Data are from one
experiment.
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Figure S 14. In vivo administration of a daily dose of 100 ng IL-36γ does not improve fungal
clearance during systemic candidiasis.
WT mice (n = 5 per group) were infected intravenously with 105 colony-forming units (CFU)
C. albicans and injected intraperitoneally (i.p.) with 100 ng IL-36γ or PBS daily as schematically
shown in (A). (B) Bodyweight (relative to starting weight) of mice at 3 consecutive days post infection
(dpi). Mean values (with SD) are indicated. (C) Mice were sacrificed at 3 dpi for analysis of fungal
burden in kidney, brain, liver, spleen. Each dot represents one animal, solid lines indicate mean, dotted
line represents limit of detection. (D) Absolute cell numbers of myeloid cell populations per kidney,
determined by means of flow cytometry at 3 dpi. Cells were gated as shown in Figure 2A. Statistical
tests were performed using two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple comparison (B) or unpaired
Student’s t test (C-D). ns, p > 0.05; *, p ≤ 0.05. Data are from one experiment.
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Discussion
IL-1 family cytokines have essential functions in immunity. In this study we report
that IL-36R is critical for efficient innate antifungal host defense. Interestingly, while
IL-1 has already been implicated in anti-fungal host responses238,240, we discovered
that similarly to IL-36R, IL-1R exerted important functions in irradiation-resistant
stromal tissue, rather than in the immune cells. Furthermore, we show that tissuederived IL-36- and IL-1-dependent signals are involved in the generation of F4/80+
MHCII+ CD11bhigh renal monocyte-derived dendritic cells (moDCs), presence of
which correlated with protection against Candida. Consistently, moDCs were
comprised in the protective population of CCR2-expressing cells. A schematic
representation of these findings is shown in Figure 8. Our results underscore the
importance of the crosstalk between hematopoietic and non-hematopoietic cells in
infection biology.
Since their discovery, IL-36 cytokines have been studied mainly in the context
of inflammatory diseases. In vivo studies have demonstrated a pro-inflammatory role
for IL-36 in psoriasis295,320, acute phase colitis299,300 and neutrophilic airway
inflammation301, while IL-36 was dispensable in animal models of arthritis303,304,
EAE305 and asthma (unpublished data of our group). The role of IL-36 for host
protection against infectious diseases is characterized very scarcely. Here, we show a
crucial and beneficial role for IL-36 during a systemic fungal infection. Our
observation is in line with a report showing that all four IL-36 cytokines are
upregualted in PBMCs upon stimulation with a fungal pathogen, Aspergillus
fumigatus309. Published data from others and unpublished work form our group
showed that IL-36R was dispensable for immunity against mycobacteria308,
leishmaniosis308,

lymphocytic

choriomeningitis

virus

(LCMV)

as

well

as

L. monocytogenes (Kopf lab, unpublished). There are, however, very recent reports,
which connect the IL-36 pathway to host protection against bacterial colonization of
the gut300 and against bacterial pneumonia306. Furthermore, during influenza infection,
IL-36R was shown to contribute to viral clearance, while being detrimental for
survival and pathogenesis of lung injury307.
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Figure 8. Schematic representation of the results.
The scheme illustrates antifungal immune mechanisms in the presence (A) and in the absence (B) of
IL-36R and IL-1R. NO = nitric oxide; iNOS = inducible NO synthase; moDC = monocyte-derived
dendritic cell; Mac = macrophage; neutro = neutrophils; Mon = monocyte.
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IL-36 cytokines have been implicated in regulating Th1 and Th17 cell
differentiation300,309,311,312. Interestingly, IL-17, IL-22 and IFNγ production by human
PBMCs induced by stimulation with A. fumigatus can be blocked with IL-36R
antagonist309. Similar results were obtained for C. albicans-induced IL-17 and IL-22
production312. However, since the function of IL-36R during systemic candidiasis
presented in this work manifests itself during the early phase of innate immune
response (from 3 dpi), we can disregard any contribution of miss-regulated Th
responses underlying the mechanism of IL-36-mediated antifungal immunity.
The criss-cross bone marrow chimera experiments revealed a major importance for
expression of the IL-36R and IL-1R by irradiation-resistant cells during systemic
C. albicans infection. Furthermore, expression of Il36r and Il1r in endothelial cells
was found and CD45-negative cells were shown to phagocytose Candida within the
first hours of infection. These data suggest that tissue cells are key players during the
innate phase of antifungal host defense. In agreement with this, recent studies have
characterized the crucial role of endothelial and epithelial cells in OPC. Conti et al.20
showed that the expression of IL-17R by oral epithelial cells is essential for host
defense. Furthermore, keratinocytes and endothelial cells were identified as important
sources for IL-1α and G-CSF, respectively23. Of note, in the brain we found that Il36r
expression among myeloid cells was highest in microglia. Microglia are one of the
few irradiation-resistant hematopoietic cells, with more than 90% consisting of host
origin in bone marrow chimeras (data not shown) and could potentially contribute to
IL-36R-dependent immune defense in the brain.
Our data showed that the increased susceptibility of Il36r-/- mice and Il1r-/mice correlated with a diminished ratio of F4/80+ MHCII+ CD11bhigh cells (termed
moDCs in this report) to F4/80+ MHCII- CD11b+ Ly-6C+ monocytes. Adoptive
transfer of bone marrow monocytes revealed that renal moDCs are derived from
blood monocyte precursors. Furthermore, in line with a previous report92, DT-treated
Ccr2DTR/+ mice, lacking moDCs throughout the infection, were highly susceptible to
systemic Candida albicans infection. Based on these findings, we propose that
moDCs fulfill important anti-candida effector functions. However, in-vitro, we were
unable to show direct killing of C. albicans yeast by sorted renal moDCs. It is
possible, though, that the importance of moDCs relies on an indirect mechanism
rather than a direct effect on Candida elimination. Whether the lack of moDCs in
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Il36r-/- mice and Il1r-/- mice is a result of a defect in differentiation from monocytes to
moDCs, or a result of decreased moDC survival remains to be elucidated. CX3CR1
has been described as a survival factor for F4/80+ MHCII+ cells in infected kidneys93.
However, the expression levels of Cx3cr1 and its ligand Cx3cl1 were normal in
Il36r-/- mice.
Due to its critical involvement in pathologic skin inflammation, IL-36R is a
potential target for therapeutic intervention in psoriasis. Indeed, an anti-IL-36R
therapeutic antibody is in preclinical development330. In a mouse study, treatment with
an anti-human IL-36R-neutralizing antibody led to amelioration of disease pathology
of human psoriatic skin engrafted in immune-deficient mice320. Importantly, our result
that IL-36 plays a critical role for antifungal immunity should be considered for the
safety of the treatment of patients with systemically administered IL-36R blocking
agents. However, side effects of IL-1R-blocking agents reported so far, affect
primarily bacterial infections rather than fungal infections331, even though IL-1R
contributes greatly to antifungal host defense in mice. Nevertheless, the systemic
administration of IL-36 cytokines to patients suffering from fungal infections has a
potential

clinical

relevance.

In

a

preliminary

experiment,

intraperitoneal

administration of 100 ng IL-36γ daily did reduce morbidity in terms of weight loss,
however the treatment did not have any beneficial impact on fungal burden (Figure S
14). Further studies are required to explore the potential of IL-36 cytokines in the
clinic.
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5.2 Addendum to Chapter 5.1
Material and Methods
Cell preparation and sorting
Kidneys were retrieved from WT, Il1r-/- and Il36r-/- mice (n = 3 per group) at day 1.5
post systemic C. albicans infection. For FACS sorting, kidneys were minced and then
digested for 20 min at 37°C and 120 rpm in IMDM medium (Life Technologies)
containing Collagenase IV (600 U/mL, Worthington) and DNaseI (100 U/mL, SigmaAldrich) as digestion enzymes. Subsequently, the tissue was homogenized using a
Gentle MACS Dissociator (Miltenyi, program m_spleen_04), followed by ACK lysis
and filtration through 35 μm cell strainer. Endothelial cells were sorted as eF780SytoxRed- CD45- CD31+ EpCAM- and epithelial cells were sorted as eF780SytoxRed- CD45- CD31- EpCAM+. moDCs were sorted as eF780- SytoxRedCD45+ Ly-6G- MHCII+ F4/80+ CD11bhigh and monocytes as eF780- SytoxRedCD45+ Ly-6G- MHCII- F4/80+ CD11b+. Per sample and cell type, 1000 cells were
sorted with a 100 μm nozzles in a volume of 4 μL directly into 16 μL lysis buffer
(RNAse-free water + 0.2% Triton X-100 + 2 U/μL RNAse inhibitor) and frozen
at -80°C until further processing.
Library generation, RNA sequencing, bioinformatics analysis
Library preparation was performed in the users lab of the Functional Genomics
Center Zurich (FGCZ) using the Smart-Seq2 method following the protocol published
by Picelli et al. 2014332. For endothelial and epithelial cells, RNA was isolated from
12 μL of 20 μL cell lysate, for moDCs and monocytes, 8 μL of 20 μL cell lysate were
used. The Picelli-protocol was scaled up accordingly. RNA sequencing was
performed by the FGCZ on a Hiseq 2500 (Illumina) instrument with single-read
(125 bp) approach. Bioinformatic analysis was performed by using STAR for
mapping and EdgeR for analysis of differential expression. For identification of the
top differentially expressed genes, genes were ranked according to the gfold log2
change. Overlap between samples of Il1r-/- mice and Il36r-/- mice, was analyzed with
Venn diagrams (http://bioinfogp.cnb.csic.es/tools/venny/index.html). For this, genes
with a false discovery rate (fdr) value below 0.05 and a log2 ratio value higher than
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1.5 (endothelial cells) or higher than 1 (moDCs, monocytes, epithelial cells) were
used.

Results
We used RNA sequencing (RNAseq) as an unbiased approach to identify differences
in gene expression. The RNA sequencing shown in Figure 3 was performed from
whole kidney tissue at 3 dpi. To extend this analysis with profiles from defined
cellular subsets, we performed RNA sequencing on sorted cells. To minimize the
influence of secondary effects arising from the increased titer and inflammatory
response in knockout animals, we chose day 1.5 post infection for analysis.
Interestingly, already at this early time point, the titer in kidneys of Il1r-/- mice and
Il36r-/- mice was significantly increased as compared to WT controls (Figure 9A).
Based on the findings described in Chapter 5.1, we were mostly interested in renal
tissue cells and F4/80+ myeloid cells. Thus we performed the RNAseq on sorted
endothelial and epithelial cells as well as on moDCs and monocytes from WT,
Il1r-/- and Il36r-/- mice.

Figure 9. Expression profiles of Il1r1 and Il36r from RNAseq analysis at 1.5 dpi.
WT, Il1r-/- and Il36r-/- mice (n = 3-4 per group) were infected intravenously with 105 colony-forming units (CFU)
C. albicans and kidneys were analyzed at 1.5 days post infection (dpi). (A) Fungal burden was assessed in kidneys
of infected mice. Each dot represents one animal, dotted line represents limit of detection (LOD), solid lines
indicate mean. Statistical analysis was performed using unpaired Student’s t test; ***, p ≤ 0.001, ****, p ≤ 0.0001.
(B) Renal endothelial cells were sorted as CD45- CD31+ EpCAM- cells and renal epithelial cells were sorted as
CD45- CD31- EpCAM+ cells as shown in Figure S 12. (C) Renal moDCs were sorted as CD45+ Ly-6GMHCII+ F4/80+ CD11bhigh cells and monocytes as CD45+ Ly-6G- MHCII- F4/80+ CD11b+ as shown in Figure
2A. (B-C) Normalized counts of Il1r1 and Il36r in endothelial and epithelial cells (B) and in moDCs and
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monocytes (C). (A-C) Data are from one experiment (B-C) or representative of three independent experiments
(A).

The data revealed that endothelial cells express higher amounts of Il1r and Il36r than
epithelial cells (Figure 9B), thus confirming the qRT-PCR data shown in Figure 7A.
However, unlike in the qRT-PCR data, more transcripts of Il1r than of Il36r were
detected. In Figure 10A and B, heatmaps show the top 50 differentially expressed
genes (according to the gfold log2 ratio) in endothelial cells of Il1r-/- and Il36r-/-,
respectively. The gfold log2 ratio is a corrected value of the log2 ratio used for
biological analyzes with small sample numbers. The hypothesis that the pathways of
IL-1R- and IL-36R-dependent antifungal immunity overlap made us focus on genes
that are differentially expressed in both mouse strains. Of the top 50 differentially
expressed genes, eight genes overlapped between endothelial cell samples and seven
genes overlapped between epithelial cell samples.
Using Venn diagrams, overlaps between up- and down-regulated genes in endothelial
cells with a log2 ratio above 1.5 were analyzed (Figure 10C). The overlapping genes
are listed in Table 3 including gene description and values for log2 ratios and gfold
log2 ratios. The analogue analysis using Venn diagrams was performed for epithelial
cells, identifying 11 up-regulated and six down-regulated genes overlapping in
samples from Il1r-/- and Il36r-/- mice (Figure 10F and Table 4). Interestingly, mt-Nd3,
the gene encoding for the mitochondrially encoded NADH dehydrogenase 3, was
down-regulated in endothelial cells as well as in epithelial cells of both knockout
strains and is thus an interesting candidate to be validated and investigated further.
Interestingly, RNAseq revealed that in endothelial cells of both Il1r-/- and
Il36r-/- mice, Il33 was downregulated (log2 ratio -1.43 and -1.47, respectively) (Table
3). This result caught our attention because RNAseq from the whole kidney (Figure
3A) showed that this member of the IL-1 cytokine family was upregulated in IL-36Rdeficient mice upon infection. Furthermore, it was shown that administration of IL-33
during systemic Candida albicans infection had an appeasing effect on
morbidity318,319. Intrigued by these findings, we wanted to find out what the role of
IL-33 in C. albicans infection was. We infected Il33r-/- mice systemically with
C. albicans and analyzed disease severity. Interestingly, Il33r-/- mice were protected
from bodyweight loss (Figure 11A) and had a reduced fungal burden in kidney and
spleen (Figure 11B). These data suggest, that the down-regulation of Il33 in
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endothelial cells is not underlying the increased susceptibility of Il1r-/- and
Il36r-/- mice to Candida.

Figure 10. RNA sequencing of renal endothelial and epithelial at 1.5 dpi of systemic C. albicans
infection.
WT, Il1r-/- and Il36r-/- mice (n = 3 per group) were infected intravenously with 105 colony-forming
units C. albicans and kidneys were analyzed at 1.5 days post infection. Renal endothelial cells (A-C)
were sorted as CD45- CD31+ EpCAM- cells and renal epithelial cells (D-F) were sorted as CD45CD31- EpCAM+ cells as shown in Figure S 12. (A-B, D-E) Heatmaps from RNA sequencing analysis
showing the top 50 differentially expressed genes according to the gfold log2 change when comparing
WT versus Il1r-/- (A, D) or comparing WT versus Il36r-/- (B, E). Genes indicated in bold letters were
found to be differentially expressed in both comparisons. (C, F) Venn diagrams of genes with an
absolute log2 ratio value above 1.5 (C) or above 1 (F). Names of overlapping genes are indicated.
(A-F) Data are from one experiment.
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Table 3. Genes overlapping in the Venn diagram from Figure 10C plus Il33.

Table 4. Genes overlapping in the Venn diagram from Figure 10F.

Moreover, the cell counts we determined for myeloid subsets in kidneys and brains of
Il33r-/- mice were highly interesting with respect to the data from Il1r-/- and
Il36r-/- mice. In Il33r-/- mice, the decreased disease severity coincided with intact
numbers of moDCs in kidney and brain, while numbers of monocyte populations
were significantly decreased in Il33r-/- mice (Figure 11C and D). These data suggest,
that for an effective defense against Candida, monocytes play a minor role, but
moDCs are of major importance.
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Figure 11. Reduced morbidity in IL-33R-deficient mice.
WT and Il33r-/- mice (n = 5 per group) were infected intravenously with 105 colony-forming units (CFU)
C. albicans. (A) Bodyweight (relative to starting weight) was monitored daily for 3 consecutive days after
infection. Mean values (with SD) are indicated. (B) Fungal burden was assessed in kidney, brain, liver and
spleen of infected mice at 3 days post infection (dpi). Each dot represents one animal, dotted lines represent
limit of detection (LOD), solid lines indicate mean. (C-D) Absolute cell number of myeloid cell populations
per kidney (C) and per brain (D) at 3 dpi. Cells were gated as shown in Figure 2A-B. Each dot represents
one mouse; bars indicate mean values (+ SD). Statistical analysis was performed using two-way ANOVA
with Bonferroni’s multiple comparison (significance values from dpi 3 are indicated) (A) or using unpaired
Student’s t test (B-D). ns, p > 0.05; *, p ≤ 0.05; **, p ≤ 0.01; ***, p ≤ 0.001. Data are from one experiment.

Analysis of differential gene expression in moDCs and monocytes of Il1r-/- and
Il36r-/- mice was performed analogically to the analysis of tissue cells and is depicted
as heat maps and Venn diagrams in Figure 12. Nos2 (gene for iNOS) was found
among the up-regulated genes in moDCs and monocytes of knockout mice, thus
confirming the results from intracellular stainings for iNOS (Figure 3 and Figure 6).
Furthermore, Apoe (encoding for apolipoprotein E) and mt-Nd3 were downregulated
in both analyzed cells types. mt-Nd3 also popped up as down-regulated in endothelial
and epithelial cells, suggesting that this gene is not cell specifically repressed. In line
with this, mt-Nd3 was also downregulated in the RNAseq analysis from whole kidney
tissue of Il36r-/- mice with a log2 ratio of -0.41 (data not shown). Since differential
expression of several candidate genes identified in the first RNAseq from whole
kidney tissue (Figure 3A) could not be confirmed by qRT-PCR, validation of up- and
down-regulated candidate genes is required before the results can be interpreted.
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Figure 12. RNA sequencing of renal moDCs and monocytes at 1.5 dpi of systemic C. albicans
infection.
WT, Il1r-/- and Il36r-/- mice (n = 3 per group) were infected intravenously with 105 colony-forming
units C. albicans and kidneys were analyzed at 1.5 days post infection. Renal moDCs (A-C) were
sorted as CD45+ Ly-6G- MHCII+ F4/80+ CD11bhigh cells and monocytes (D-F) as CD45+ Ly-6GMHCII- F4/80+ CD11b+ as shown in Figure 2A. (A-B, D-E) Heatmaps from RNA sequencing
analysis showing the top 50 (A-B, E) or top 32 (D) differentially expressed genes according to the
gfold log2 change when comparing WT versus Il1r-/- (A, D) or comparing WT versus Il36r-/- (B, E).
Genes indicated in bold letters were found to be differentially expressed in both comparisons. (C, F)
Venn diagrams of genes with an absolute log2 ratio value above 1. Names of overlapping genes are
indicated. (A-F) Data are from one experiment.
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Table 5. Genes overlapping in the Venn diagram from Figure 12C.

Table 6. Genes overlapping in the Venn diagram from Figure 12F.
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5.3 CARD9-dependent protection against fungal infection is
conferred exclusively by hematopoietic cells
Abstract
CARD9 is an adaptor molecule involved in the signaling cascade of several C-type
lectin receptors (CLRs). CLRs are an important class of PRRs for fungal pathogens,
which sense carbohydrate structures of the fungal cell wall. CARD9-deficiency
renders mice and humans highly susceptible to systemic candidiasis. Whether
CARD9 plays a role in the immune responses of non-hematopoietic cells has not been
studied to date. However, CARD9 expression was undetectable in renal endothelial
and stromal cells during systemic C. albicans infection in mice. Consistently, we
show that CARD9 is not required in the non-hematopoietic compartment for effective
control of systemic candidiasis. These findings indicate that pro-inflammatory
responses of non-hematopoietic cells upon recognition of C. albicans cells are
initiated by a CARD9-independent mechanism.

Introduction
The innate immune system senses invading pathogens by means of pattern
recognition receptors (PRRs). For Candida species, C-type lectin receptors (CLRs)
are the most important class of PRRs. They are primarily expressed by myeloid cells
and recognize carbohydrate structures of the fungal cell wall. The C-type lectin
receptor Dectin-1 recognizes β-glucans, while Dectin-2 and Mincle recognize mannan
structures. The signaling pathways downstream of Dectin-1, Dectin-2 and Mincle
share common molecules. Sky translates the signal via PKCδ to the heterotrimeric
complex consisting of CARD9, BCL10 and MALT1. This signaling cascade results in
NFκB-mediated cytokine and chemokine expression26. Loss of CARD9 function
renders humans and mice susceptible to invasive candidiasis8,9,31. Of note, CARD9
loss-of-function mutation in humans is the only genetic defect to date which is linked
to systemic candidiasis35,36.
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Material and Methods
Animals
Card9-/- and Card9+/- mice were bred as littermates in the quarantine module of the
EPIC facility. B6-CD45.1 mice were used as donors for bone marrow. All further
information about mice is described in the section “Animals” (page 38).
Experimental procedures
Experimental procedures are described in the sections “Infection” (page 38), “Fungal
burden” (page 38), “Organ preparation for single cell suspensions” (39 page), “Cell
staining, flow cytometry and cell sorting” (page 40), “Bone marrow chimera”
(page 45) and “Quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR)” (page 43).

Results
Intrigued by the finding that IL-36R- and IL-1R-dependent protection against
systemic candidiasis is primarily conferred by non-hematopoietic cells (Figure 4 and
Figure 6H-I), we generated bone marrow chimera with Card9-/- mice in order to study
the contribution of CARD9 expression in non-hematopoietic cells to antifungal
defense. Card9-/- and Card9+/- littermate controls were lethally irradiated and
reconstituted with bone marrow of B6-CD45.1 WT mice (symbols for chimeric mice:
WT ! Card9+/- and WT ! Card9-/-). Non-irradiated, age-matched mice were used as
controls (symbols: Card9+/- and Card9-/-). As shown previously31, Card9-/- mice were
highly susceptible to systemic candidiasis, indicated by increased bodyweight loss
and strongly elevated fungal burden in kidney, brain, liver, spleen and lung as
compared to Card9+/- littermates at day 3 post infection (Figure 13A and B).
Interestingly, chimeric mice lacking CARD9 exclusively in host-derived irradiationresistant cells (WT ! Card9-/-) showed the same levels of disease severity as their
CARD9-sufficient counterparts (WT ! Card9+/-). Furthermore, the levels of
morbidity of both bone-marrow chimera groups resembled the phenotype of the
Card9+/- non-irradiated controls. The analysis of cellular infiltrates in infected kidneys
revealed that Card9-/- animals displayed a complete lack of DCs, moDCs and tissue
macrophages at this site of infection, while neutrophils and monocytes were recruited
in comparable or only slightly reduced numbers to the kidney (Figure 13C).
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Figure 13. CARD9-dependent antifungal immunity is conferred exclusively by hematopoietic
cells.
Mice were infected intravenously with 105 colony-forming units (CFU) C. albicans. (A-C) Bone marrow
chimeras were generated from Card9+/- and Card9-/- host mice. Therefore, host mice were lethally irradiated
and reconstituted with WT-CD45.1 donor bone marrow (legend key: donor ! host). (A) Bodyweight
(relative to starting weight) of Card9+/- (n = 4) and Card9-/- (n = 4), WT ! Card9+/- (n = 7) and WT !
Card9-/- (n = 7) mice at 3 consecutive days post infection (dpi). Mean values (with SD) are indicated. (B)
Mice were sacrificed at day 3 post infection for analysis of fungal burden in kidney, brain, liver, spleen and
lung. Each dot represents one animal, solid lines indicate mean, dotted line represents limit of detection. (C)
Absolute cell numbers of myeloid cell populations in kidneys was determined by means of flow cytometry at
3 dpi (cell count per kidney). Cells were gated as shown in Figure 2A. (A-C) Statistical tests were
performed comparing the non-chimeric groups with each other and comparing the bone-marrow chimera
groups with each other using two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple comparison (A) or unpaired
Student’s t test (B-C). (A) Significance values from dpi 3 are indicated. ns, p > 0.05; **, p ≤ 0.01; ***, p ≤
0.001; ****, p ≤ 0.0001. (A-C) Data are from one experiment (non-irradiated animals) or representative of
two experiments (bone-marrow chimera). (D) Gene expression of Card9 in sorted cell subsets assessed by
qRT-PCR. Cells were sorted from kidney and brain of WT mice at 3 days post infection. Samples were
pooled from 5 mice. Renal CD31+ endothelial cells and EpCAM+ epithelial cells were gated as shown in
Figure S6A. CD29/CD324 cells are eF780- CD45- CD31- EpCAM- CD29+ and/or CD324+, DN (double
negative) cells are eF780- CD45- CD31- EpCAM- CD29- CD324-. Myeloid subsets from kidney and brain
were sorted using the gating strategy shown in Figure 2A and B, respectively. mRNA expression is
normalized to Gapdh (left) and Tbp (right). ud = undetectable; a. u. = arbitrary unit. Bars indicate mean
values of technical triplicates. Data are from one experiments.
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In line with the unchanged level of morbidity of WT ! Card9-/- mice, lack of CARD9
in host-derived tissue cells did not influence the quantity of myeloid leukocyte subsets
present in infected kidneys. Consistently, analysis of expression levels of Card9 by
means of qRT-PCR revealed that Card9 was undetectable in CD45-negative
endothelial cells and stromal cells sorted from kidneys of WT mice at 3 dpi. In
contrast, myeloid leukocyte subsets isolated from kidneys and brain did express
Card9 in similar orders of magnitude (Figure 13D).
In conclusion, these data illustrate that, unlike IL-1R and IL-36R, CARD9 is
exclusively required in hematopoietic cells for effective control of systemic
candidiasis and that DCs, moDCs and macrophages are crucial for protection against
Candida, while neutrophils and monocytes alone are insufficient.

Discussion
Stromal cells such as epithelial cells can directly sense Candida and initiate a immune
response167. CARD9 is an adaptor molecule in the signaling cascade of PRRs of the
C-type lectin receptor (CLR) class including Dectin-1, Dectin-2 and Mincle. CLRs
play an important role for recognition of fungal pathogens by immune cells. In the
context of the finding of this thesis that IL-36R- and IL-1R-dependent control of
systemic candidiasis is granted by non-hematopoietic cells, we investigated whether
also expression of CARD9 by non-hematopoietic cells was crucial for CARD9dependent antifungal immunity. Our experiments show clearly that renal endothelial
and stromal cells do not express Card9 and CARD9 expression in the nonhematopoietic compartment is not required for control of systemic candidiasis.
Previously, it was shown that Candida directly induces cytokine and
chemokine responses in epithelial cells170,172. Our data suggest that Candida-induced
cytokine and chemokine expression by epithelial cells is independent of the C-type
lectin receptors Dectin-1, Dectin-2 and Mincle. Other PPRs such as TLR4169, which
binds to mannan-structures of the fungal cell wall41 could sense Candida on epithelial
cells and translate this signal into an inflammatory response. However, an alternative
interpretation of our results could be that the signaling pathway of Dectin-1 is
independent of CARD9 in non-hematopoietic cells and uses instead the non-canonical
RAF pathway32 in these cells. Further studies on Dectin-1 expression in nonhematopoietic cells and its requirement for antifungal immunity, by analysis of bone
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marrow chimeras would be interesting in this context. Another open questions is
whether CARD9 is expressed in stromal cells from tissues other than kidney, for
example the oral epithelium and might hence be beneficial in oral candidiasis.
Analysis of the cellular infiltrates in infected kidneys of Card9+/- and Card9-/mice revealed a drastic lack of DCs, moDCs and tissue macrophages under CARD9deficient conditions. Further studies in our laboratory are ongoing to investigate
whether CARD9-deficiency also influences these cell types during homeostasis.
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5.4 IL-36

agonists

promote

Th17

differentiation

while

inhibiting Th2 development
Abstract
The cytokine milieu encountered by naïve CD4 T cells shapes significantly the fate of
their differentiation into distinct T helper (Th) cell subsets. For IL-36R agonists, a
Th1-promoting activity was postulated in the literature. However, the role of IL-36 in
Th2 and Th17 helper subset polarization has not been well tested. Here, we report that
IL-36 cytokines strongly inhibit Th2 polarization and substantially promote antigenspecific Th17 differentiation in vitro. IL-36 can drive Th1 and Th17 differentiation
under neutral culture conditions, but under optimal Th1 conditions (in the presence of
IL-12), IL-36 does not have any effect.

Introduction
Upon antigen recognition, naïve CD4 T cells develop into functionally distinct
effector cells, which are subdivided into different T helper (Th) subsets according to
their cytokine production profile and their transcription factor expression333. Signature
cytokines of Th1, Th2 and Th17 cells are IFNγ, IL-4/IL-5 and IL-17A/IL-22,
respectively. Th1 cells are important key players in the defence against intracellular
bacteria and some viruses. Th2 responses are involved in the clearance of
extracellular parasites and Th17 cells in the immune response to extracellular bacteria
and fungi. The cytokine milieu around a naïve CD4 T cell determines to a great extent
the fate of its differentiation. For murine T cells, an IL-12-rich milieu leads to Th1
differentiation; IL-4 signals favour Th2 differentiation and IL-6 in combination with
TGF-β directs naïve T cells towards a Th17 fate. Furthermore, the strength of the
TCR signal influences the polarization, with high avidity signals favouring Th1 and
Th17, while low avidity signals favouring Th2 differentiation334.
The role of IL-36 signals during the process of T helper cell differentiation has
been studied only scarcely. The expression of IL-36R by human and murine in vitrodifferentiated DCs296,310 as well as by naïve CD4 T cells311 suggests a role for IL-36
cytokines in T helper subset development. Interestingly, the IL-36R expression by
CD4 T cells gets lost upon differentiation into any of the effector subsets311. IL-36
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cytokines can have a direct influence on DCs, in promoting their maturation and
production of pro-inflammatory cytokines296. Stimulation of T cells with IL-36
cytokines (with anti-CD3/CD28 mAbs stimulation in the absence of DCs) induces
IL-2 secretion and T cell proliferation311. Furthermore, IL-36R agonists stimulate
secretion of IFNγ, IL-4 and IL-17 by CD4 T cells296. In a coculture of CD4 T cells
with BMDCs and using anti-CD3/CD28 mAbs for TCR stimulation, IL-36 promotes
IFNγ production in an IL-12 dependent manner311. Interestingly, for IFNγ production,
BMDCs and T cells likewise require IL-36 signals, since the lack of the IL-36R in
either of them abolishes IFNγ upregulation311. For Th1 differentiation, it was shown
that IL-36 synergizes with IL-12311. The influence of IL-36 on Th2 and Th17
development in a polarizing milieu for these subsets has not been studied to date. But
it was shown that IL-17, IL-22 and IFNγ production by human PBMCs induced by
stimulation with A. fumigatus can be blocked by abrogation of IL-36 signals309.
Similar results were obtained for C. albicans-induced IL-17 and IL-22 production312.

Material and Methods
Differentiation of bone marrow derived dendritic cells (BMDCs)
Bone marrow cells were flushed with FACS buffer (PBS (Thermo Fisher Scientific) +
2% FCS (Brunschwig)) from tibias and femurs of WT and Il36r-/- mice and filtered
through a 70 μm cell strainer. Subsequently, red blood cells were lysed by incubation
in ACK buffer (155 mM NH4Cl (Riedel-de Haën), 10 mM KHCO3 (Sigma-Aldrich),
0.1 mM EDTA (Sigma-Aldrich), pH 7.4) for 2 to 5 min. Cells were washed (5 min,
300 g) with FACS buffer and resuspended in DC medium (RPMI Gluatamax (Thermo
Fisher Scientific) with 10% FCS (Brunschwig), 100 U/mL Penicillin-Streptomycin
(Thermo Fisher Scientific), 50 µM 2-Mercaptoethanol (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and
10 mM HEPES (Lonza)) supplemented with GM-CSF (2 ng/mL recombinant GMCSF (Invitrogen) or 1x homemade GM-CSF). Cells were plated in petri dishes (5 x
106 cells per dish in a concentration of 5 x 105 cells/mL) and differentiated into
BMDCs in a cell culture incubator at 37°C and 5 % CO2. On day 3 and day 6, 5 mL of
fresh medium were added per culture dish. All cells in suspension were harvested on
day 8 and used immediately for coculture experiments. Or they were harvested and
frozen on day 7 and thawed one day prior to the set-up cocultures.
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Purification of splenic T cells
CD4 T cells, which are specific for the Lymphocytic Choriomeningitis Virus
(LCMV)-derived peptide gp61-80, were isolated from spleens of transgenic Smarta-2
mice using Magnetic Activated Cell Sorting (MACS, Miltenyi Biotech). The isolation
was performed according to the manufacturer’s protocol using the magnetic MACS
separator with a LS column and CD4 (L3T4) MicroBeads. In short, a single cell
suspension of splenocytes was incubated with CD4 (L3T4) MicroBeads in MACS
buffer (PBS + 2% FCS + 0.5 mM EDTA (Sigma-Aldrich)) at 4°C for 15 min. Cells
were loaded on the preequilibrated MACS column and the column was washed three
times with 3 mL MACS buffer. After taking off the column from the magnet, cells
were eluted in MACS buffer. The eluate was washed (5 min, 300 g) and resuspended
in T cell medium (IMDM Glutamax (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with 10% FCS
(Brunschwig), 100 U/mL Penicillin-Streptomycin (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and
50 µM 2-Mercaptoethanol (Thermo Fisher Scientific)). Cell concentration was
determined by counting cells in a Neubauer chamber. Dead cells were excluded by
usage of Trypan Blue (Thermo Fisher Scientific).
Co-culture
5 x 104 Smarta2 CD4 T cells were co-cultured together with 104 BMDCs derived from
either WT or Il36r-/- mice in T cell medium (IMDM Glutamax (Thermo Fisher
Scientific) with 10% FCS (Brunschwig), 100 U/mL Penicillin-Streptomycin (Thermo
Fisher Scientific) and 50 µM 2-Mercaptoethanol (Thermo Fisher Scientific)). The
culture medium was supplemented with 10 nM, 100 nM or 1000 nM gp61-80 peptide
(mimotopes). In order to ensure T helper subset differentiation into Th1, Th2 or Th17
cells, different polarizing conditions consisting of combinations of cytokines and
cytokine-blocking antibodies were used. For Th1 condition, medium was
supplemented with 20 ng/mL IL-12 (R&D systems) and 10 μg/mL anti-IL-4 antibody
(homemade), for Th2 condition with 20 ng/mL IL-4 (BD) and 10 μg/mL anti-IFNγ
antibody (eBioscience) and for Th17 condition with 1x IL-6 (homemade), 0.5 ng/ml
TGF-β (Sigma-Aldrich), 10 μg/mL anti-IL-4 antibody and 10 μg/mL anti-IFNγ
antibody. Additionally, to a subset of wells, IL-36β (homemade) or IL-36γ
(homemade) was added in 20 ng/mL. Cells were incubated for 3 days at 37°C and 5%
CO2. On day 3, cells were stimulated in medium containing 0.1 μM PMA (SigmaAldrich), 1 μg/mL Ionomycin (Brunschwig) and 2 μM Monensin (Sigma-Aldrich) for
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4 hours at 37°C and 5 % CO2. Staining was performed with viability dye and
antibodies for surface markers and intracellular cytokines as described in “Cell
staining, flow cytometry and cell sorting” (page 40). Used antibodies were anti-CD4PerCPCy5.5 (clone RM4-5, BioLegend), anti-IL-17A-FITC (clone TC11-18H10.1,
BioLegend), anti-IFNγ-PECy7 (clone XMG1.1, BD BioSciences) and anti-IL-4-PE
(clone 11B11, BioLegend). Samples were acquired at a BD FACSCanto II flow
cytometer and data was analysed with FlowJo 9.9 software. Cells were pre-gated on
alive (eF780-) CD4+ cells prior to the gate for cytokine expression.

Results
Gp61-80 specific CD4 T cells from spleens of naïve Smarta-2 mice were co-cultured
with BMDCs in the presence and absence of IL-36 cytokines under Th1, Th2 and
Th17 polarizing or neutral conditions. By varying the gp61-80 peptide concentration, we
mimicked different TCR signal strengths.
Under Th1 conditions (IL-12 and aIL-4 mAb), IFNγ-producing cells reached
60% to 80%. As expected, in Th2 and Th17 polarizing conditions, IFNγ production
by T cells was marginal. IL-36R signals received by BMDCs did not have any
influence on the Th1 polarization of T cells since the percentages of IFNγ+ cells were
similar in cultures with WT BMDCs or Il36r-/- BMDCs. This was also true for Th2
and Th17 polarization, indicated by IL-4 and IL-17 production, respectively (Figure
14C-F). Addition of IL-36 cytokines to the co-culture did not alter or only slightly
reduce the percentage of IFNγ-producing T cells under Th1 conditions (Figure 14A
and B), irrespectively of the genotype of BMDCs. Under neutral conditions with low
and medium peptide concentrations, exogenous IL-36β promoted higher IFNγ
percentages. This was largely dependent on IL-36R-expression by BMDCs. Of note,
IL-36γ had weaker effects than IL-36β.
As expected, Th2 polarization, illustrated by percentages of IL-4+ T cells,
reached its maximum in the presence of Th2 polarizing reagents (IL-4 and aIFNγ
mAb) in combination with low gp61-80 peptide concentration (10 nM) (Figure 14C and
D). Under these conditions percentages of IL-4-positive cells reached up to 50%. Also
neutral culture conditions in combination with 10 nM gp61-80 peptide favored Th2
development substantially, since 40% of T cells were IL-4-positive. Most importantly,
exogenously added IL-36 cytokines impaired Th2 development severely under neutral
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and Th2 medium conditions. This phenomenon was greatly depended on IL-36R
expression by BMDCs. And in line with the results shown in Figure 14A, IL-36β was
more potent than IL-36γ in blocking Th2 development (Figure 14C). A minor IL-4
signal was also detected under Th17 conditions, which could be similarly blocked by
addition of IL-36, while IL-4 production was negligible under Th1 medium
conditions.
Polarization of T cells into Th17 cells in the presence of IL-6, TGF-β, aIL-4
mAb and aIFNγ mAb was most efficient, when providing high doses of antigen (1000
nM gp61-80 peptide) (Figure 14E and F). Strikingly, under these conditions, IL-36β and
IL-36γ could boost the percentage of IL-17A-positive cells from 10% to about 50%.
The Th17-promoting capacity of IL-36 cytokines could be observed as well in neutral
culture conditions. Since Il36r-deficiency of BMDCs abrogated the promotion of
Th17 development by IL-36 only partially, we conclude that the Th17-promoting
effect of IL-36 is dependent on IL-36R expression by both cell types, T cells as well
as BMDCs. IL-17-producing T cells were virtually absent under Th1 conditions. But
under Th2 conditions with high antigen dose, IL-17-positive T cells could develop to
some extent with IL-36 supporting this process.
In summary, we can conclude that IL-36R ligands have the capacity to
influence CD4 T cell differentiation into distinct Th subsets. Most importantly, we
found that IL-36R agonists strongly inhibit Th2 polarization whereas they promote
Th17 differentiation. IL-36 can also foster a Th1 fate, but only under neutral
differentiation conditions.

Discussion
The differentiation process of naïve CD4 T cells into different T helper (Th)
effector subsets is strongly influenced by the cytokine milieu. Our results show that
IL-36R agonists markedly promote Th17 development, while they substantially
suppress Th2 differentiation. These results were obtained from an in vitro culture of
naïve splenic Smarta-2 CD4 T cells stimulated with their cognate antigen gp61-80 in the
presence or absence of Th subset polarizing conditions. As antigen-presenting cells,
BMDCs from WT or Il36r-/- mice were used. For Th1 differentiation, we observed
that under optimal Th1 polarizing conditions, IL-36 cytokines did barely influence the
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Figure 14. IL-36 signals block Th2 differentiation and promote Th17 differentiation.
CD4 T cells specific for the LCMV glycoprotein peptide gp61-80 from naïve Smarta-2 mice were co-cultured with
WT bone marrow-derived dendritic cells (BMDCs) or Il36r-/- BMDCs under the presence or absence of polarizing
conditions for T helper (Th) cell differentiation. Th1 condition: IL-12 (20 ng/mL) and anti-IL-4 antibody (10
μg/mL). Th2 condition: IL-4 (20 ng/mL) and anti-IFNγ antibody (10 μg/mL). Th17 condition: IL-6 (1x,
homemade), TGF-β (0.5 ng/mL), anti-IL-4 antibody (10 μg/mL) and anti-IFNγ antibody (10 μg/mL). The antigen
gp61-80 peptide was used in the indicated doses. IL-36β and IL-36γ were added to the cultures in a concentration of
20 ng/mL. Cytokine expression of CD4 T cells upon restimulation with PMA/Ionomycin was analyzed at day 3 by
means of an intracellular cytokine staining for IFNγ (A-B), IL-4 (C-D) and IL-17A (E-F). All culture conditions
were performed in duplicates. (A, C, E) Data are shown as mean values + SD. (B, D, F) Representative dot plots
of indicated culture conditions are shown. Cells are pre-gated as eF780- CD4+. Numbers on the plots indicate the
percentage of cytokine-positive cells out of the parent gate. Statistical analysis was performed using unpaired
Student’s t test (*/°, p ≤ 0.05; **/°°, p ≤ 0.01; ***/°°°, p ≤ 0.001; ****/°°°°, p ≤ 0.0001). Asterisks (*) indicate
results from comparison of data from WT versus Il36r-/- in same culture conditions; open circles (°) indicate results
from comparison of cells of the same genotype in the absence versus the presence of IL-36 cytokines. Data are
from one experiment.
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IL-36γ could promote IFNγ expression by T cells, but to the same extent also
promote IL-17 production.
Reports in the literature about the role of IL-36 cytokine for Th differentiation
are controversial. One early in vitro study by Vigne et al.311 postulated that IL-36
signaling primarily promotes Th1 responses. In line with this, another in vitro study
showed that IL-36 enhanced Th1 and suppressed Th17 development300. In contrast,
for human PBMCs, it was shown that IL-36 plays a role for A. fumigatus induced
IL-17 and IL-22 production as well as IFNγ production309. Similar results were
obtained for C. albicans-induced IL-17 and IL-22 production312, indicating a
promoting effect for IL-36 on Th1 and Th17 responses.
The discrepancy between our data interpretation and the postulated Th-1favouring activity of IL-36 from Vigne et al.311 can be explained by different set ups
and focuses of the in vitro assays. Vigne and colleagues activated T cells
unspecifically via anti-CD3/CD28 under neutral culture conditions. In our study, the
addition of the cognate antigen for TCR stimulation in different concentrations in the
presence of Th polarizing reagents allows for better fine-tuning of the strength of
TCR ligation and thus Th polarization. Furthermore, in the interpretation of their data,
Vigne and colleagues neglected data from an earlier study of their group296, where it
was shown that in an APC-free system as well as in a culture of total splenocytes,
IL-36 could induce not only IFNγ but also IL-17 secretion and contrary to our results
IL-4.
In infections with Leishmania spp., M. tuberculosis or L. monocytogenes, Th1
responses are critical for pathogen clearance. Interestingly, for all three infection
models, IL-36R-deficiency does not lead to an increase in disease severity (308 and
unpublished data from Kopf lab), arguing for a redundant role of IL-36R for effective
Th1 differentiation. Concluding, more in vivo studies of models with critical Th2 and
Th17 responses are required to further establish the role of IL-36 in the regulation of
T helper cell differentiation.
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5.5 Generation of an IL-36 reporter cell line
Material and Methods
Cell culture, retroviral transfection, single cell clones
Hybridoma cell lines were cultured in complete IMDM medium (IMDM Glutamax
medium supplemented with 10% FCS, 100 U/mL Penicillin-Streptomycin and 50 µM
2-Mercaptoethanol) at 37°C with 5% CO2. IL-36R-overexpressing cells (16.2 NF-κBeGFP IL-36R-hCD4, bulk) were generated by retroviral transfection of their mother
cell line 16.2 NF-κB-eGFP carrying a NF-κB-eGFP reporter. The used retroviruses
were harvested from Phoenix cells that had been spin-infected with the vector
pMyIRESRp2FlhCD4tr. For the generation of highly sensitive IL-36 reporter cells,
bulk 16.2 NF-κB-eGFP IL-36R-hCD4 cells were stimulated with IL-36 cytokines
(recombinant IL-36β S4 or IL-36γ G13). Cells that responded with high eGFP-signal
were sorted as single cells and expanded as clones in a 96-well plate in complete
IMDM supplemented with Ciprofloxacin. In a screening with IL-36 stimulation,
clones with the best signal-to-noise ratio were selected. Clone G10 was one of the
clones with the highest eGFP signal intensity and was thus selected for further the
further experiments shown in this thesis.
Cell stimulation
PMA/Ionomycin stimulation was performed with 0.1 μM PMA (Sigma-Aldrich) and
1 μg/mL Ionomycin (Brunschwig). IL-36 cytokines used for stimulation were
recombinantly produced in bacteria as truncated forms, IL-36β as 153 residue long
protein (S4-K156), short IL-36β S4, and IL-36γ as 152 residue long protein (G13S164), short IL-36γ G13. The expression and purification procedure is described in
“Recombinant IL-36γ” (page 43). IL-36 cytokines were used in concentrations as
indicated in the figures.
anti-IL-36R antibody
Anti-IL-36R antibody (αIL-36R) was received from Amgen. The antibody was used
as blocking reagent in in vitro experiments in concentrations as indicated. In order to
use the αIL-36R as a staining reagent, 1 mg antibody was biotinylated using the EZ101
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Link Sulfo-NHS-LC-Biotin biotinylation kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Biotinylation
was performed at a concentration of 1 mg/mL in PBS according to the manufacturer’s
instructions.
3T3 cells (supernatants, coculture, lysates)
3T3 cells were cultured as adherent cells in complete IMDM medium at 37°C with
5% CO2. Trypsin was used to detach cells for splitting. 3T3 cells had been transduced
previously with pMY vectors encoding for full-length IL-36 cytokines or pMY-empty
vector. In some experiments 3T3 cells were stimulated with TLR ligands. Following
concentrations of TLR ligands were used: LPS in 100 ng/mL, CpG in 500 nM,
zymosan in 200 μg/mL, Imiquimod in 5 μg/mL and ATP in 2 mM. For experiments,
where G10 cells were stimulated with 3T3 conditioned medium, 3T3 cells were
cultured in 100% confluency in T25 culture flasks with 3 mL medium containing the
above-mentioned stimuli. The supernatant (= conditioned medium) was harvested
after 16 hours of conditioning. ATP was added to the imiquimod-stimulated cells only
2 hours prior to medium harvest. Conditioned medium was spun in centrifugal filters
(MWCO 10.000) and concentrated by factors between 2 and 18. Concentrated and
conditioned medium was then used as culture medium for G10 cells for 6 hours. For
G10/3T3 cocultures, 3T3 cells were grown in wells of 12-well plate to 100%
confluency. G10 cells were added to the wells for 24 hours and cultured in total
volume of 0.5 mL medium with and without TLR ligands. In the flow cytometric
analysis, alive G10 cells were identified as eF780- and hCD4+. Lysates of 3T3 cells
were prepared from total cells of a confluent T175 flask. Cells were harvested, spun
and resuspended in 100 μL medium. Cells were lysed by multiple freeze-thaw cycles.
Cocultures with neutrophils
Neutrophils were isolated from bone marrow naïve and C. albicans infected (2 dpi)
WT mice, and from blood and kidney of those infected mice. Purification of
neutrophils was performed by MACS using anti-Ly-6G antibody as described in the
section Killing assay on page 42. Purity was different depending of the organ of
origin, reaching 30% for renal neutrophils, 80% for blood neutrophils and 45% for
bone marrow neutrophils. 50.000 neutrophils and 50.000 G10 cells (IL-36 reporter) or
the control 16.2 NF-κB-eGFP cells were co-cultured in a 96 well plate. In control
wells, reporter cells were cultured in the absence of neutrophils. To some wells,
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αIL-36R was added to the cultures in 10 μg/mL or 100 μg/mL. After 16 hours of
coculture, eGFP signal by alive (eF780-) Ly6G-negative cells was measured by flow
cytometry.

Results
We aimed for the generation of a cell line, which can be stimulated by IL-36R
agonists and translates this stimulation into a fluorescence signal enabling us to detect
IL-36 cytokine activity by flow cytometry. To achieve this, we overexpressed IL-36R
in the hybridoma cell line 16.2, which had been transduced with an NF-κB-eGFP
reporter construct (short: 16.2 NF-κB-eGFP). This reporter was chosen because
NF-κB is activated downstream of the IL-36R pathway286. For overexpression of
IL-36R, we generated a pMY-construct in which full-length IL-36R and human CD4
(hCD4) are expressed connected with an IRES (Figure 15A). We transduced 16.2
NF-κB-eGFP cells with this pMyIRESRp2FlhCD4tr construct. The resulting
hybridoma cells were called 16.2 NF-κB-eGFP IL-36R-hCD4. As shown in Figure
15B and C, 16.2 NF-κB-eGFP IL-36R-hCD4 cells and their parental cells responded
equally well to PMA/Ionomycin, but only cells overexpressing IL-36R (hCD4+)
responded to IL-36β and IL-36γ (Figure 15B right). In order to select for highly
sensitive clones, we sorted hCD4+ eGFPhigh cells as single cells and grew them as cell
clones. The screening of these clones revealed clone G10 as a highly sensitive IL-36
reporter cell line, which responded to stimulation with 0.1 ng/mL IL-36γ (Figure
15D). Elongation of the incubation time from 5 hours to 16 hours did not increase the
sensitivity (Figure 15E). Co-staining of hCD4 and IL-36R revealed that expression
intensity of both molecules correlated (Figure 15F). Interestingly, we observed a
slight upregulation of IL-36R upon stimulation with IL-36γ (Figure 15G), indicating a
positive-feedback-loop on IL-36R receptor expression by stimulation with its
agonists. In addition, we observed that αIL-36R antibody blocked IL-36 stimulation
in a dose dependent manner.
In conclusion, we generated a highly sensitive and specific IL-36 reporter cell
line. This cell line can be used in further studies to investigate activity of IL-36
cytokine mutants or to report secretion of IL-36R agonist by different cell subsets.
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Figure 15. Generation of the highly sensitive IL-36-reporter cell line G10.
(A) Vector map of construct of over expression of IL-36R (Rp2) and human CD4 (hCD4) as reporter.
(B-E, G-I) Indicated cell lines/cells were stimulated with PMA/Ionomycin (4 hours) or IL-36 cytokines
in indicated concentrations and subsequently analyzed by flow cytometry. Cells were stimulated with
IL-36 for 6 (H-I) hours, 20 hours (B, G) or as indicated (D-E). IL-36 cytokines used for stimulation
were recombinantly produced in bacteria as truncated forms IL-36β S4 and IL-36γ G13. (F-G) IL-36R
was stained in a 2-step staining using αIL-36R-biotin and PECy7-labelled streptavidin. (F) Cells that
were incubated with PECy7-labelled Streptavidin only served as negative staining control (grey). (H-I)
In addition to IL-36γ stimulation, anti-IL-36R antibody (αIL-36R) was added to G10 cells.

As demonstrated in the experiment summarized in Figure 15, the G10 cell line
responded well to recombinant IL-36, produced in bacteria as truncated active forms
(IL-36β S4 and IL-36γ G13). Next, we wanted to address whether G10 could also
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sense full-length IL-36 cytokines expressed by eukaryotic cells. In this experiment,
we used a eukaryotic cell line (3T3) for overexpression of IL-36 cytokines. We
assumed that 3T3 cells possess the machinery required for processing of IL-36 fulllength proteins into active cytokines. We harvested supernatants from 3T3 cells
transduced with pMY vector encoding full-length murine IL-36α, IL-36β or IL-36γ.
As controls, we used 3T3 cells carrying an empty pMY vector. We cultured G10 cells
for 6 hours in these supernatants and measured eGFP signal by flow cytometry.
Unfortunately, there was no eGFP-signal detectable in those G10 cells (Figure 16A).
In the positive controls, however, G10 cells reported NF-κB activity upon stimulation
with PMA/Ionomycin or IL-36γ. Since 3T3 cells express TLRs335,336, we stimulated
the cells with different TLR ligands in order to try to trigger release of the cytokines.
However, none of the TLR ligands (LPS, CpG, Zymosan and Imiquimod + ATP)
could stimulate 3T3 to produce active IL-36. We hypothesized that if 3T3-secreted
IL-36 cytokines at all, they might have been diluted out in the cell culture medium
and thus be present in concentrations below the sensitivity threshold of G10 cells.
Thus, as next step, we directly co-cultured transduced 3T3 cells with G10 cells in the
presence or absence of TLR ligands for 24 hours. This should allow for direct cell-cell
contact and paracrine activation of G10 by 3T3-secreted IL-36 cytokines. Yet, there
was no NF-κB activity reported by G10 cells in this culture set-up (Figure 16B). We
concluded that 3T3 cells might not secrete the over-expressed IL-36 cytokines. To test
this, we stimulated G10 cells with 3T3 cell lysates. Indeed, lysates of 3T3 cells
transduced with pMY-IL-36α or pMY-IL-36γ triggered an eGFP-signal in G10 cells,
indicating that IL-36α and IL-36γ are expressed in 3T3 cells in biologically active
forms but are not secreted. NF-κB-inducing activity vanished in higher dilutions of
the lysate. Thus the reporter cell line G10 can respond to IL-36 cytokines expressed in
eukaryotic cells, but the signals inducing IL-36 secretion need to be further
investigated.
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Figure 16. IL-36-reporter cell line G10 senses IL-36 cytokines expressed in 3T3 cells in vitro and
murine neutrophils ex vivo.
(A-C) IL-36α, IL-36β and IL-36γ were encoded as the murine full-length forms on pMY vectors in 3T3 cells. The
pMY-empty vector was used as negative control. The IL-36 reporter cell line G10 (overexpressing IL-36R and an
eGFP-NF-κB reporter) was stimulated with conditioned medium of 3T3 cells for 6 hours (A), by coculture with
3T3 cells for 16 hours (B) or by cell lysates of 3T3 cells for 6 hours (C). eGFP signal was measured by means of
flow cytometry. (A-B) Where indicated, TLR ligands were used for stimulation of 3T3 cells (A) or 3T3/G10cocultures (B). Following concentrations were used: LPS in 100 ng/mL, CpG in 500 nM , zymosan in 200 μg/mL,
Imiquimod in 5 μg/mL, ATP in 2 mM. (A) Medium was conditioned by 3T3 cells in the absence or presence of
TLR ligands for 16 hours. (D) Neutrophils were isolated from bone marrow (BM), blood and kidney of naïve
and/or C. albicans infected (2 dpi) WT mice. Purification of neutrophils was performed by MACS using antiLy-6G antibody. Neutrophils and the indicated reporter cells were cocultured in a 1:1 ratio for 16 hours.
Thereafter, eGFP signal was measured by flow cytometry. Plots show alive (eF780-) Ly6G-negative cells. In
control wells, reporter cells were cultured in the absence of neutrophils. Where indicated, anti-IL-36R antibody
(αIL-36R) was added to the cultures. (A-D) Stimulations with PMA/Ionomycin or recombinant IL-36γ (truncated
IL-36γ G13 form) were used as positive controls for eGFP signal. Data are representative of two independent
experiments. max = maximum.
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In a further step, we wanted to test whether G10 could also sense IL-36 cytokines
secreted ex vivo by freshly isolated murine cells. As shown in Figure 7, neutrophils
express high amounts of Il36g transcripts in C. albicans infected mice. Therefore, we
isolated neutrophils from bone marrow of naïve and infected WT mice, as well as
from kidney and brain of mice at 2 dpi. Upon co-culture of G10 cells with neutrophils
from blood and kidney for 16 hours, we detected a small but reproducible eGFPNF-κB signal. Importantly, in 16.2 NF-κB-eGFP cells lacking the IL-36R, no eGFP
was detectable; indicating that the eGFP-signal in G10 was reporting IL-36 cytokine
secretion. However, this conclusion was contradicted by the fact that addition of the
IL-36R blocking antibody to G10-neutrophil-cocultures could not inhibit the eGFPsignals, while it did reduce signal intensity in IL-36γ-stimulated G10 reporter cells.
In summary, the IL-36 reporter cell line G10 can report activity of IL-36 cytokines
(IL-36β S4, IL-36γ G13) recombinantly produced in prokaryotic cells and IL-36
cytokines over-expressed in eukaryotic cells, as well as ex vivo secreted IL-36
cytokines produced by murine neutrophils.
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5.6 Generation of a soluble IL-36 receptor (sIL-36R)
Material and Methods
Cell culture and ELISA
Bone marrow derived dendritic cells (BMDCs) were generated as described in
“Differentiation of bone marrow derived dendritic cells (BMDCs)” (page 95).
BMDCs were stimulated with 100 ng/mL LPS or 100 ng/mL IL-36β in the presence
or absence of αIL-36R in varying concentrations. Supernatant was harvested after 24
hours of stimulation and concentrations of IL-6 and IL-12 in the sup were determined
by means of a sandwich ELISA following a standard protocol. G10 cells were
generated, cultured and stimulated as described in “Cell culture, retroviral
transfection, single cell clones” (page 101) and “Cell stimulation” (page 101).
In vivo models
Candida infection model was performed a described in “Infection” (page 38) and
“Fungal burden” (page 38). In the imiquimod-induced psoriasis model, ears of mice
were treated daily with 20 mg Aldara crème (containing 5% Imiquimod) for 6
consecutive days. Ear thickness was monitored daily and flow cytometric analysis of
ears was performed at day 6 of treatment.
SL-3 cell culture, transfection and protein expression
SL-3 drosophila cells were cultured in Sf-900 medium supplemented with 2% FCS at
28°C without CO2-supplementation. SL-3 cells were transfected with the plasmid
pRmHa3-IL-36R-EC-huIgG1-FcR-ve encoding for the soluble IL-36R (sIL-36R) as a
fusion protein of the extracellular domain (EC) of IL-36R and human (hu) IgG1.
Puromycin resistance vector phshs puro-2 was co-transfected in a 10-fold lower
concentration. Transfection was performed with Lipofectamine 2000 reagent in a 24well plate format. Puromycin selection was started one day after transfection by
addition 1 μg/mL Puromycin. Cells were expanded in the presence of 1 μg/mL
puromycin until reaching a volume of 500 mL. During further expansion to a culture
volume of 2 L (in 4 big roller bottles), puromycin concentration was reduced to
1 μg/mL and FCS concentration to 1%. Expression of sIL-36R was induced by 1 mM
CuSO4. After 2 days of expression, cells were removed from medium by filtration
through a 0.22 μm filter, which was covered with a layer of Hyflo Supercel. Filtered
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medium was supplemented with 1 mM EDTA, in order to inhibit protein degradation
by proteases.
Protein purification with Protein A column
sIL-36R was purified via affinity chromatography (FPLC) over a Protein A column
(GE Healthcare). Therefore, 2 L medium were loaded on the column over night.
Unbound sample was washed out with 20 mM Na-Phosphate buffer, pH 7.0. Elution
was performed stepwise with a series of citrate-phosphate buffers with decreasing pH,
starting with pH4.2 followed by pH3.2 and pH2.8. 1 mL fractions of elution with
pH3.2 were collected and low pH was neutralized by addition of 100 μL of
neutralization buffer (1M Tris-HCl pH9). Subsequently, fractions were analysed by
SDS-PAGE and Coomassie blue staining. Fractions containing the protein of interest
were pooled, dialyzed against PBS and sterile filtered. The protein was stored
at -20°C until used for in vitro tests.

Results
As shown in Figure 15 H-I, we could use anti-IL-36R antibody (αIL-36R, Amgen) as
a blocking reagent in vitro to inhibit IL-36R signaling in IL-36R-overexpressing
hybridoma cells. Murine BMDCs express Il36r endogenously and can be activated by
IL-36 stimulation296. Consistently, we could block IL-36-induced IL-6 and IL-12
secretion by BMDCs with αIL-36R in a specific and dose-dependent manner (Figure
17A). Thereafter, we wanted to make use of this antibody to neutralize IL-36R
signaling in vivo. We tested αIL-36R in vivo in two mouse models with wellestablished phenotypes under IL-36R-deficient conditions in Il36r-/- mice. While
Il36r-/- mice showed increased disease severity in systemic candidiasis (Figure 1 and
Figure 17D-E), WT mice treated with 200 μg αIL-36R (Figure 17C-E) or 500 μg
αIL-36R (data not shown) did not display any signs of increased morbidity as
compared to PBS-treated WT controls. Furthermore, αIL-36R treatment could not
inhibit ear swelling nor neutrophil infiltration in imiquimod-induced psoriasis (Figure
17F-H), while Il36r-/- mice were massively protected from these inflammatory
symptoms in psoriasiform dermatitis (Figure 17 and 295).
In conclusion, the αIL-36R antibody (Amgen) has efficient IL-36R blocking
activity when used in vitro at concentrations from 1 μg /mL to 10 μg/mL. In contrast,
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its blocking capacity is not sufficient to block IL-36R activity in vivo, when used at
amounts commonly used in order to block cytokine receptors17,295.

Figure 17. anti-IL-36R has blocking activity in vitro but not in vivo.
(A-B) WT BMDCs were left untreated (black bar) or stimulated with LPS (100 ng/mL) or IL-36β
(100 ng/mL). Anti-IL-36R antibody (αIL-36R) was added to the cultures in concentrations as
indicated. Supernatant was harvested after 24 hours and concentration of IL-6 (A) and IL-12 (B) was
determined by means of ELISA. Bars show mean values (+ SD) of biological duplicates. (C-E) One
hour prior to intravenous infection with 105 colony-forming units (CFU) C. albicans, WT mice (n = 5)
were treated intraperitoneally (i.p.) with 200 μg αIL-36R and WT (n = 5) and Il36r-/- mice (n =5) with
PBS. (D) Bodyweight (relative to starting weight) of infected mice at 3 consecutive days post infection
(dpi). (E) Mice were sacrificed at day 3 post infection for analysis of fungal burden in kidney, brain,
liver and spleen. (F-H) Mouse ears were treated with 20 mg Aldara (containing 5% Imiquimod) crème
for 6 consecutive days with n = 5 mice per group. On day 0 and day 3 of treatment, 200 μg αIL-36R
was administered i.p. t the mice. (G) Ear thickness was monitored daily. (H) Flow cytometric
determination of absolute cell number of neutrophils (CD11b+ Ly-6G+) per ear at day 6 of treatment.
(D, G) Mean values (with SD) are indicated. Statistical analysis was performed using two-way
ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple comparison; significance values from dpi 3 (D) and day 6 of
treatment (G) are indicated. (E, H) Each dot represents one animal, solid lines indicate mean, dotted
line represents limit of detection (E). Statistical analysis was performed using one-way ANOVA with
Bonferroni’s multiple comparison. Data are from one experiment (G-H) or representative of two
independent experiments (A-B, D-E); *, p ≤ 0.05; **, p ≤ 0.01; ***, p ≤ 0.001; ****, p ≤ 0.0001.
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Stimulated by the above finding, we aimed at the generation of a tool for
blocking of IL-36R in vivo. A soluble form of IL-36R should function as a decoy
receptor by scavenging the IL-36R ligands when injected into the bloodstream.
Therefore, we created a construct encoding a soluble IL-36R (sIL-36R) by fusion of
the extracellular domain (EC) of IL-36R with the Fc-part of human hIgG1 (Figure
18A). The Fc-part of the fusion protein should lead to homodimerization of the
receptor. The construct was cloned in a pRmHa3 vector and expressed in SL-3 insect
cells. Protein purification was performed by FPLC using a Protein A column.
Analysis of the elution fractions (Figure 18B) by SDS-PAGE and Coomassie blue
staining showed a band of the expected size of 64.5 kDa (Figure 18C). In total, this
expression batch gave a yield of 36 μg protein.
We performed an in vitro assay to test the blocking capacity of the sIL-36R
protein. We made use of the IL-36 reporter cell line G10 (Figure 18D). sIL-36R,
however, could not block IL-36-induced NF-κB activation. Surprisingly, the contrary
was observed: addition of sIL-36R at concentration of 10 μg/mL increased the eGFP
signal slightly but reproducibly. sIL-36R alone did not induce NF-κB signaling
(Figure 18D) and a control soluble cytokine receptor, soluble IL-21R (sIL-21R), did
not potentiate the NF-κB signal induced by IL-36 (Figure 18F).
These data suggest that sIL-36R stabilizes the receptor-ligand interaction of
IL-36R and IL-36, and hence increases signal strength. In conclusion, with the
creation of sIL-36R we generated a tool, which can potentially be used to amplify
endogenous IL-36 signals. This might be an interesting approach for treating
C. albicans infections.
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Figure 18. Soluble IL-36R does not block IL-36R activity in vitro.
(A) Schematic representation of the soluble IL-36R (sIL-36R) as a fusion protein of the extracellular
domain of IL-36R and human (h) IgG1. (B) Chromatogram protein purification of sIL-36R by FPLC
using a Protein A column. Shown is the elution with Citrate-Phosphate buffer, pH 3.2. (C) Analysis of
the eluted fraction shown in the chromatogram in (B) by SDS-PAGE and Coomassie blue staining. (E)
The IL-36 reporter cell line G10 (overexpressing IL-36R and an eGFP-NF-κB reporter) was stimulated
with recombinant IL-36γ (truncated IL-36γ G13 form) in the presence or absence of sIL-36R or
sIL-21R for 5 hours. Thereafter, eGFP signal was analyzed by flow cytometry. (D) PMA/Ionomycin or
recombinant IL-36γ were used as positive controls for eGFP signal, sIL-36R or sIL-21R in the absence
of IL-36γ were used as negative controls. Data are from one experiment (B-C, F) or representative of
two independent experiments (D-E). max = maximum.
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In the main project of this thesis, the role of IL-36R and IL-1R during systemic
Candida albicans infection was studied. The characterization of Il36r-/- and Il1r-/mice during systemic candidiasis showed remarkable phenotypic similarities between
these strains. In IL-36R-deficient and IL-1R-deficient mice, the same organs, namely
kidney and brain, were affected by increased fungal burden. The quantity of cellular
infiltration to infected kidneys was very similar - with neutrophils and Ly-6C+
monocytes being increased and moDCs decreased. Furthermore, neither IL-36Rdeficiency nor IL-1R-deficiency had any negative impact on the functional
competence of neutrophils. In line with their role in irradiation-resistant cells, both
cytokine receptors were expressed by CD31+ endothelial cells. Together, these results
suggest that IL-36 and IL-1 cytokines have similar functions and contribute to the
same antifungal defense pathway. However, the absence of either of them increased
susceptibility and thus, IL-36 and IL-1 cannot fully compensate for each other, even if
in infected Il36r-/- mice, Il1a and Il1b expression were strongly increased. In this
respect, it would be interesting to study systemic candidiasis in the simultaneous
absence of IL-36R- and IL-1R-signaling. Unfortunately, due to the very close
proximity of Il36r and Il1r genes on chromosome 1, the creation of a double knockout
Il1r-/- Il36r-/- strain by crossing of the two single knockout strains is not likely to work.
Therefore, one would have to resort to treating Il36r-/- mice with Anakinra, the
recombinant IL-1R antagonist, or to neutralizing IL-36 cytokines in Il1r-/- mice. Since
the anti-IL-36R antibody provided by Amgen did not have IL-36R-blocking activity
in vivo, we aimed to create a decoy IL-36R, namely a soluble IL-36 receptor
(sIL-36R), in a side project by fusing the extracellular domain (EC) of IL-36R with
the Fc part of the human IgG1 molecule. However, in vitro tests revealed that this
sIL-36R molecule did not have IL-36R-blocking capacity. In contrast, addition of
sIL-36R to IL-36-stimulated reporter cells increased the intensity of eGFP signal
reporting for NF-κB activity. Based on these findings, the sIL-36R could potentially
be used for the opposite as originally designed for. Testing whether sIL-36R can
appease disease severity in systemic C. albicans infection by potentiating IL-36
signals in vivo would be of great interest. In order to create a decoy IL-36R, other
strategies than the IL-36R-EC-hIgG1 fusion are needed. Analogous to the IL-1 trap
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and IL-4 trap337, an “IL-36 trap” could be tested, consiting of an inline fusion of the
extracellular parts of both receptor components of the heterodimeric receptor complex
IL-36R:IL-1RAcP.
For IL-36R, this is the first report showing its importance for antifungal host
defense, while IL-1R has been studied in this context previously. IL-1R does not only
play a role in systemic Candida albicans infection, but also in other fungal infections
such as oral candidiasis23,52, Aspergillus keratitis241 and invasive pulmonary
aspergillosis239. Whether our findings concerning IL-36 can be extended to other
Candida infection models such as oropharyngeal candidiasis and the skin infection
model338 needs to be addressed in further studies. The upregulation of IL-36γ in
human oral epithelium six hours after Candida infection172 is first evidence allowing
the suggestion that IL-36R signaling could also play a role for host defense during
OPC. Furthermore, IL-36 induces the release of inflammatory cytokines and
antimicrobial proteins by keratinocytes in culture339,340, suggesting IL-36 as a mediator
of immune responses against skin colonization of Candida. While T cells are largely
dispensable for systemic immunity towards C. albicans62,148, T cells of the Th17
phenotype are connected to host protection in the skin infection model341. The results
of a side project of this thesis show that IL-36R agonists have a strong influence on
Th differentiation favoring Th17 polarization. In this context, it is of great interest to
test whether these in vitro results can be recapitulated in an in vivo setting using the
Candida skin infection model. Of further interest would also be the evaluation of the
phenotype of Il36r-/- mice to other fungal pathogens such as A. fumigatus, since it was
already shown that A. fumigatus induces the upregulation of IL-36 cytokines in
human PBMCs309.
One major finding of this thesis was the identification of a tissue-dependent
protective function of IL-36R and IL-1R in systemic candidiasis. On the contrary, we
found that CARD9-dependent immunity was granted solely by immune cells. This
indicates that immune cells are specialized to the very first contact with the pathogen,
the recognition by PPRs, and that tissue cells are involved in the subsequent immune
processes beyond recognition.
In future work, the exact mechanism by which tissue cells contribute to the
IL-36R-driven and IL-1R-driven antifungal defense, as well as the role of different
subsets of tissue cells needs to be evaluated. Analysis of mouse strains with floxed
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IL-36R or floxed IL-1R crossed to cre-transgenic mouse lines with cell- and tissuespecific expression of cre-recombinase would give further insights to this. In order to
confirm the results of the bone-marrow chimera experiment in a setting devoid of side
effects from irradiation treatment, cre-lines with specific expression of cre in
hematopoietic cells could be used. In such experiments, the contribution of IL-36R
expression and IL-1R expression by irradiation-resistant hematopoietic cells such as
microglia could be excluded likewise. The cre-line, which is very commonly used for
such purposes, is vav-cre. However, due to off-target expression of cre in endothelial
cells of vav-cre mice342, this mouse line is not suitable aiming at deciphering
differential roles of immune, endothelial and epithelial cells. Thus, an endothelialspecific cre-line, such as VE-Cadherin-Cre343, or an epithelial-specific cre-line would
be alternatives to address this question.
In this study, we show a defect in accumulation of moDC in kidneys of
infected Il36r-/- mice and Il1r-/- mice. However the function of the moDC subsets
could not be unraveled definitively. While moDCs and also monocytes display only a
very limited killing capacity in in vitro assays, the simultaneous depletion of both
subsets in DT-treated Ccr2DTR/+ mice lead to an increase in fungal burden. This
suggests a critical function of moDCs and/or monocytes in the clearance of Candida.
Interestingly, in Il33r-/- mice, which cleared Candida better than WT mice, monocytes
were present in decreased numbers in infected organs. These data indicate that
monocytes are not required for effective immune defense against Candida and
support the hypothesis that moDC are the critical anti-Candida fighters instead. Also
the IL-1 family cytokine IL-18 was connected to protection during systemic
candidiasis in previous studies316,317. However, the influence of IL-18 on cellular
infiltration to the site of infection was not investigated so far, but it would be of
interest to investigate whether or not this IL-1 cytokine is involved in moDC
accumulation.
Further questions about the origin of renal moDCs in systemic C. albicans
infection arise. The adoptive transfer experiment with monocytes isolated from bone
marrow demonstrated that renal moDCs could derive from monocytic precursors
entering the kidney through the blood stream. The precise identity of the precursor
cell of moDCs and the role of IL-36R and IL-1R during moDC development are,
however, still unclear. It is of further interest to investigate whether moDCs directly
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develop from the same different precursor as the Ly-6C+ monocytes, which are
abundant in kidneys of infected mice. Another likely scenario would be that renal
Ly-6C+ monocytes give rise to moDCs in the kidney. These questions can be
addressed by fate mapping experiments. Further, fate-mapping experiments could also
provide information about the maintenance of the tissue macrophage pool.
Macrophages are abundant in naïve kidneys but vanish largely upon infection. Fate
mapping could address whether the pool is replenished during and after infection by
infiltrating cells of monocytic origin or by self-renewal of the remaining
macrophages. The reduction of the moDC population in kidneys of Il36r-/- mice and
Il1r-/- mice could not only result from a defect of differentiation as discussed above,
but also from defects in proliferation and survival of moDCs in kidneys. To
investigate these processes of maintenance, in vivo proliferation assays and ex vivo
stainings of cell death markers will provide insights.
Neutrophils are among the key cellular players in antifungal defense.
Consistently, susceptible phenotypes in murine fungal infection models are often
linked to defects in neutrophil recruitment to the site of infection23,60 or to defects in
neutrophil function17,61. However, we observed, that the increased outgrowth of
Candida in kidney and brain of IL-36R-deficient and IL-1R-deficient mice, was not
associated with reduced quantity of recruited neutrophils nor with reduced killing
efficiency. Instead, we even observed an increased amount of neutrophils as well as
Ly-6C+ monocytes in affected organs of Il36r-/- mice and Il1r-/- mice. Increased
cytokine levels accompanied the massive cellular infiltration. The elevated presence
of fungal pathogen might amplify inflammatory signals and thus lead to this hyperinflammatory status. The role of IL-1R in neutrophil recruitment and function,
however, seems uncertain. Recently, Altmeier et al.23 showed an IL-1R-dependent
recruitment of neutrophils during oropharyngeal candidiasis (OPC). Our data,
showing intact functional competence of neutrophils isolated from the blood and
kidneys of infected Il1r-/- mice, seem contradictory to previously published work
claiming a severe defect in fungicidal activity of IL-1R-deficient neutrophils isolated
from the peritoneal cavity240. Possible reasons for this discrepancy could be the
different origin of analyzed neutrophils and/or different Candida strains.
The enzyme iNOS is part of the oxidative killing machinery of phagocytes68.
In infected kidneys, we detected iNOS primarily in monocytes. In the susceptible
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Il36r-/- and Il1r-/- mouse strains, iNOS-expression was strongly increased which raises
the question about the contribution of iNOS to the antifungal defense. The literature
describing the role of iNOS in different fungal infection models in vivo is rather
inconclusive. Some studies show a protective role of iNOS during fungal infections
such as systemic candidiasis102, orogastric candidiasis103 and C. neoformans
infection107. In oral candidiasis, however, iNOS-deficient mice do not display
increased susceptibility105. Furthermore, data on the contribution of iNOS to
phagocyte killing is contradictory102-106. The coexistence of drastically increased titer
and strongly elevated expression of iNOS in our experiments (kidney of Il36r-/- and
Il1r-/- and brain of Il1r-/-), argues against a central protective effect of monocytederived nitric oxide against C. albicans infestation. Therefore, we conclude that the
induction of iNOS is a consequence of the elevated fungal burden and
hyperinflammation and in turn may have detrimental immuno-pathological
consequences.
Our data clearly demonstrate organ-specific contribution of the IL-1 cytokines
IL-1α and IL-1β to pathogen control. While IL-1β was critical for elimination of
fungal infestation in kidney and brain, IL-1α was dispensable in kidney and had
marginal contribution to antifungal defense in brain. The increased titers in organs of
Il1a-knockout and Il1b-knockout mice correlated greatly with the relative expression
of these cytokines in the respective organs (Figure S 9A and Figure 7C). However,
Vonk and colleagues reported that IL-1α was critical for control of fungal outgrowth
in kidney (7 dpi) while IL-1β was dispensable238. Nevertheless, consistently with our
results, in the same study the authors showed that IL-1β was more important for longterm survival after infection.
Overall, the results presented in this thesis contribute to a better understanding of the
role of IL-1 family cytokines during innate and adaptive immune responses and
highlight similarities of the biological effects of IL-1 and IL-36.
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8 Appendix
8.1 Abbreviations
% percent
a anti
A-X-D motif sequence of an aliphatic amino acid (A), a variable amino
acid (V) and aspartate (D)
A. fumigatus Aspergillus fumigatus
a. u. arbitraty unit
ACK Ammonium-Chloride-Potassium
AcP Acessory protein
Akt Akt serine/threonine kinase 1
Als3 agglutinin-like protein 3
AMP antimicrobial peptide
ANOVA analysis of variance
APC antigen presenting cell
ATP adenosine trophosphate
BCR B cell receptor
BM bone marrow
BMDM bone marrow derived macrophages
bp base pairs
BP binding protein
C cysteine
C. albicans Candida albicans
C. neoformans Cryptococcus neoformans
C3 complement component 3
Card9 Caspase-recruitment domain-containing protein 9
CCL chemokine (C-C motif) ligand
CCR C-C chemokine receptor
CD cluster of differentiation
cDNA complementary DNA
CFU colony forming units
CGD chronic disease
CLR C-type lectin receptor
CMC chronic muco
CO2 carbon dioxide
CpG deoxycytidine-phosphate-deosxyguanosine
CTL cytotoxic T lymphocytes
CuSO4 copper sulfate
CX3CR1 C-X-X-X-C chemokine receptor 1
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CXCL
d
DAMP
DC
DC-SIGN
DNA
dpi
DSS
DT
EAE
EC
EDTA
eF
eGFP
ELISA
EpCAM
EPIC
FACS
Fc
FCS
fdr
FGCZ
Flt3
FMO
FPLC
g
G
G-CSF
GATA-3
GFP
GM-CSF
gp
GPP
h
h
H&E
hBD2
HIF1α
His-Tag
HTS
Hz

chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand
day
danger
dendritic cell
dendritic cell-specific intercellular adhesion molecule-3grabbing non-integrin
deoxyribonucleid acid
day(s) post infection
dextran sulfate sodium
diphtheria toxin
experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis
extracellular domain
Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
eFluor
enhanced GFP
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
epithelial cell adhesion molecule
ETH Phenomics Center
Fluorescence-activated cell sorting
fragment crystallizable
fetal calf serum
false discovery rate
Functional Genomics Center Zurich
Fms like tyrosin kinase 3
fluorescence minus one
fast protein liquid chromatography
gravity of earth
glycine
granulocyte-colony stimulating factor
GATA transcription factor family member 3, with GATA
being the bound DNA sequence
green fluorescent protein
granulocyte-macrophage-colony stimulating factor
glycoprotein
generalized pustular psoriasis
hour(s)
human
hematoxylin and eosin
human beta defensin 2
hypoxia-inducible factor 1 alpha
Polyhistidine-tag
high throughput sampler
Hertz
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i. p.
ICAM
ICE
IFN
Ig
IL
IL-18BP
IL-1Rrp2
ILC
iNKT
iNOS
int
IV
kb
kDa
KHCO3
KO
L. monocytogenes
LL-37
LOD
LPS
M. tuberculosis
M2-macrophage
mAb
Mac
MACS
MAPK
MBL
MHC
min
MINCLE
mM
moDC
Mon
MPO
MR
mTOR
MyD88
MWCO
n
N-terminus
NADPH
NET

intraperitoneal
Intercellular adhesion molecule
IL-1β-converting enzyme
Interferon gamma
Immunoglobulin
Interleukin
Interleukin-18 binding protein
Interleukin-1 receptor accessory protein
Innate lymphoid cell
invariant natural killer T cell
inducible nitric oxide synthase
intermediate
four
kilo basepairs
kilo Dalton
Potassium bicarbonate
knockout
Listeria monocytogenes
AMP with 37 amino acids, starting with leucine-leucine
limit of detection
Lipopolysaccharide
Mycobacterium tuberculosis
alternatively activated macrophage
monoclonal antibody
macrophages
magnetic-activated cell sorting
mitogen-activated protein kinase
mannose binding lectin
major histocompatibility complex
minute
macrophage inducible Ca2+-dependent lectin
milli molar
monocyte-derive dendritic cell
monocytes
myeloperoxidase
mannose receptor
mammalian target of rapamycin
myeloid differentiation primary response gene 88
molecular weight cut off
number
amino-terminus
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate
neutrophil extracellular trap
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Neutro neutrophils
NFκB nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B
cells
ng nano gram
NH4Cl Ammonium chloride
NK natural killer
NLR NOD-like receptor
NLRP3 NLR family, pyrin domain containing 3 (with NLR being
nucleotide-binding domain, leucine-rich-repeat-containing
receptors
NLS nuclear localization signal
NO nitric oxide
NOD nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain
ns not significant
nTh17 natural Th17
O2- superoxide anion
ONOO- peroxynitrite
OPC oropharyngeal candidiasis
PAMP pathogen-associated molecular pattern
PAS periodic-acid Schiff reaction
PBMCs peripheral blood mononuclear cells
PBS phosphate-buffered saline
PE Phycoerythrin
Pen/Strep Penicillin and Streptomycin
PI3K PI3kinase
PKC protein kinase C
PMA phorbol 12-myristate-13-acetate
poly:IC polyinosinic:polycytidylic acid
PRR pattern recognition receptor
qRT-PCR quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction
R region
R receptor
Ra receptor antagonist
RAD radiation absorbed dose
RAF Rapidly Accelerated Fibrosarcoma kinase
Rag recombination activating gene
rel. relative
RNA Ribonucleic acid
RNAseq RNA sequencing
RNI reactive nitrogen intermediated
RNS reactive nitrogen species
ROR retinoic acid receptor-related orphan receptor
ROS reactive oxygen species
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rpm
Rp2
S (amino acid)
S. aureus
S100a
SCID
SD
SEM
SIGIRR
SMAD3
spp.
ST2
STAT
SUMO
Syk
T-bet
TCR
Tg
TGF-β
Th
TIGIRR
TipDC
TIR
TLR
TNF
Treg
TschG
TschV
U
ud
VCAM
WT
YPD
α
β
γ
δ

revolutions per minute
related protein 2 (synonym used for IL-36R)
serine
Staphylococcus aureus
S100 alarmin
Severe combined immunodeficiency
standard deviation
standard error of the mean
Single Ig IL-1-related receptor
small mothers against decapentaplegic 3
species
growth stimulation expressed gene 2
signal transducer and activator of transcription
small ubiquitin-related modifier
spleen tyrosine kinase
T-box family of trancsription
T cell receptor
transgene
transforming growth factor beta
T helper
Three immunoglobulin domain-containing IL-1 receptorrelated
TNF-iNOS-producing dendritic cell
Toll/Interleukin-1 receptor
Toll-like receptor
Tumor necrosis factor
T regulatory cell
Tierschutzgesetz
Tierschutzverordnung
unit
undetectable
vascular cell adhesion molecule
wild type
yeast extract peptone dextrose
alpha
beta
gamma
delta
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